
UNITED STAtES 

ýENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

JUN 3 0 1976

Mr. Guy A. Arlotto, Director ' 
Division of Engineering Standards 
Office of Standards Development 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Arlotto:

DDQ1'ET r;U:S.'SR 

PRO;DSED RULE PR23~ 
.k , ZZ, 7 11qF r

This is in response to your letter of March 24, 1976, inviting the 
U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) to review 
and comment-on the Nuclear Regulator'y Commis~ion's-(NRC) Draft 
Environmental Statement, NUREG-0034, Transportation of Radioactive 
Materials by Air and Other Modes (March 1976). -We have reviewed the 
statement and have determined that the "p'roposed administrative action 
will not conflict with known current or future ERDA programs.  

We should like to provide you with some general comments for 
consideration in the preparation of thefinal statement. Detailed 
comments are provided in the enclosed staff comments.  

This document contains much pertinent information relative ,to NRC 
and the Department of Transportation-regulations for the shipment 
of fissile and other radioactive material and reflects considerable 
work in summarizing information concerning personnel exposure limits 
and radiological effects. However, it was difficult to verify results' 
presented due to incomplete discussion of the material in the text.  
Although we are familiar with the'subject and the associated tech
nology, we found the organization of the statement somewhat difficult 
to understand. 1,16 would like to suggest that you may wish to revise 
the organization of the statement for better continuity.

In chapter 
the Energy 
this point 
for use by

II (PII-3) where it is stated that ERDA was created by 
Reorganization Act of 1974, it would be desirable at 
to describe the role of ERDA in authorizing packaging 
contractors.

Acknoivledlied by card
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Mr. Guy A. Arlotto

Because of the subject matter of this statement, we would suggest 
that a glossary be added'at the beginning of the statement. Some 
examples are transport index, half-life, effective half-life, 
latent cancer fatality, competent authority certification, and 
others. We feel that such an addition would be quite helpful to 
all readers. Furthernor2, NRC might wish to consider the use of 
photographs in the statemoent to also assist the reader.  

Our staff also strongly'recommends that a more thorough evaluation 
be given to the need for decontamination after an accident involving 
rupture of containment. The ingestion pathway discussed in appendix A 
should be carefully evaluated for the radionuclides which may cause 
special problems.  

We agree with the general conclusion of the statement that the risk 
from radioactive material shipments, is, low compared to other societal 
risks. However, we'are concerned that the accident risk analysis 
overestimates the transportation accident risk and is too simplified 
to make valid comparisons of'the relative risks between the various 
radioactive materials. The danger in this, is that people might scale 
the accident risk'results in an attempt to determine the shipping 
level at which the accident risk would become unacceptable. When 
and if the industry approaches this shipping level at some future 
time, the overestimation could lead to unwarranted concern over the 
accident risk. This point is discussed in the enclosed staff comments.  

Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft statement and we 
would like to request that NJRC send a minimum of twelve copies of all 
draft statements for review and comment and four copies of final 
statements.  

Sincerely, 

.H. Pennington, Director 
ffice of NEPA Coordination 

Enclosure: 
Staff Comments 

cc w/enclosure: 
CEQ (5)
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ERDA STAFF COMM4ENTS .. rC 
O! TIHE 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONI JUL 1 2 19 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENITAL STATEIIENT, NUREG-0034 \v o ..

1. Page i, Paragray.h3 

The first paragraph here gives the person rem per year, but 
does not give the comparative person rem per year in the U.S.  
from background radiation. We think.it would be appropriate 
to make this explicit as the conclusion on page v notes 
the small fraction contributed by the transportation phase.  
We did not find an explicit number anywhere in the text.  

We found no comparison of the excess exposure received by aircraft 
passengers and crew from cosmic radiation at flight elevation vs.  
.the background radiatioh they would have received had they stayed 
on the ground. The comparison of this number with that arising 
from exposure from packages containing radioactive material 
carried in the aircraft should be constructive.  

2. Page ii, Paragraph 3a 

States, "... an aircraft carrying a bulk shipment of plutonium 
oxide. There are presently less-than lO0.bulk shipments of 
plutonium per year .  

The terminology, "bulk" shipments, may.be construed to be loose 
or unpackaged. We are unaware-of any such~shipments of plutonium.  
We suggest that these statements b6 reevaluated since they may 
convey a connotation different from that intended in respect to 
shipment of plutonium. 

3. Page iii, Paragraph e 

It is not clear in the text, page 11-25, whether curve A, B, or 
C is used. "If A has been used in the calculations, then it would 
be appropriate to state in "e" that no medical precautions are 
taken.  

4. Page iii, Paragraph 4 

Another alternative which could be considered is requiring the
carrier to survey packages prior to acceptance or loading.  
If this check and balance had been irn effect, we might not 
have experienced some of the notable exposures in aircraft 
transportation.
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5. Page xxii 

What is the-basis for the statement "A Factor of twEnty decrease in accident risk and consequences seems attainable by this technique (change in physical form) for plutonium shipn'ents."? Vie agree with the principle but question the technical basis of 
this factor.  

6. Page 1-12, Paraarphs I and 2 

We suggest that these be revised to indicate"the following: 1) there are no co.xmercial reprocessing plants presently operating; 2)' liquid high level wastes must be solidified within five years-of production and 3) an acceptable waste disposal method; not just site approval, is needed before a permanent waste repository will be available.  

7. Page 1-16 throuqh -18, Table 1-1 

This table lists shipments which include all nuclear fuel cycle material; however, the statement fails to address U-core, U 0, nermal and enriched UF, fresh and recycled fuel asseb'"bies;<and radioactive'wastes. We suggest that these should be addressed in the statement.  

We also suggest that the category "Low Level ,.Wastes" shipped from "Fuel Fabricator and Reprocessor" to "Commercial Burial Site" by "Truck or Rail" might be added to this table.  

8. Page 1-20, Table 1-2 

We suggest that the category "Fresh Fuel and Radioactive 
Waste Shipments" be added.  

9. Page 1-24 

What is the ba-sis for the statement that spent fuel shipments represent "a significant transportation risk"? We could find nothing in Reference 7 to support this statement.  

1o. Paqj -24 

What is the basis for and meaning of the statement that "a similar risk occurs in the transport of high level radioactive 
wastes"?

j-91-4
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11. Page 11-4, Last Paragraph 

The statement is made that implies the NRC regulation's regarding 
packaging of radioisotopes are included in 49CFR174-177, 
clarification of this is in order.  

12. Page 11-14 

In the requirements stated for 49CFR173.395(c)(2), we suggest the 
wordirqg on the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission-be updated.  

13. Page 111-1, Last Paragraph 

The sentence reads as though the range of a "one MeV gamma" is 
11 cm in tissue. We suggest that INRC might consider expanding 
the discussion to correct this impression.  

14. Page 111-3 

The statement and the equation following table 111-1 are misleading.  
Theoretically, the equivalent biological effect can be achieved 
when the relativ6 biological effectiveness (RBE) of the radiation 
for each exposure consequence is known. The quality fdctor is 
used primarily for radiation protection purposes and in our opinion 
is not adequate for the purposes .of comparing exposure risks from 
the mixture of sources discussed in this paper.  

Furthermore, neither quality factor or relative biological 
effectiveness are definea; they are not equivalent ano should not 
be used interchangeably, particularly when such diverse effects 
as acute death and lung cancer are considered. We also suggest 
that NRC might want to consider expanding the discussion of the 
remto rad conversion. 

15. Page 111-4, First Paragraph 

Inhaled naturally-occuring alpha emitters include thoron daughters 
as well as radon daughters.  

16. Page 111-9, First Paragraph 

We suggest that this paragraph'be rewritten since it implies that 
the HIPC (air or water) is a unit of exposure rather than being 
based on the permissable exposure to criticalorgans.  

17. Page 111-12, Table 111-6 

We suggest-that the average or mean effect of radioactive transport 
be added to compare transport dose effect to background and m.uedical 
dose effect.
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18. Page 111-15, Last Paragraph 

We suggest that the phrase "specific radionuclide" replace the 
phrase "radioactive specie" which is used throughout. The latter 
phrase is confusing'since it could refer to animals or plants.  

19. Page 111-16, Table 111-7 

For PuO8 ve feel that the biological half-life in liver and bone, 
as well 8 as in lung m.ust be stated and identified.  

For Pu, the biological half-life listed is for the deep lung.  
The value for bone is 36,000 days-. Using the isotopic composition 
and specific activities found in appendix B, p. B-5 and the dose 
conversion factors from table 111-8, we find the following Pu dose 
conversion values, in rem/curie inhaled.  

Dose co,,mitment over: 

Iy 5oY 

Lung 4.2 X 106 rem/ci 1.1 X 107 rem/ci 

Bone 1.2 X 105 4.4 X 10, 
We cannot agree with the value of 2 X 108 listed in'table 111-7 for 
PuO . Conversion to rem/g yields 50 year dose commitment conversion 
factor of: 

Lung 1.4 X i08 rem/g (inhaled) 

Bone 5.4 X 108 

These values are closer but still do not agree with that listed in 
the table. We suggest that the data presented in the table be 
reevaluated in light of these comments.  

20. Page 17, First Paragraph 

Is it not the relative risks that are to be compared and not 
the person-rem? 

21. Page 111-23, Table 111-9 

The table has not been correctly copied and adequately referenced.  
"Whole body" is actually "Total (excluding Thyroid)". Also the 
table contains those values used in WASH-1400 for external exposure.  
What was used in this analysis for internal'exposure? Tne risk 
nu.:mb:,r shown for the thyroid is surely not a morta-lity estimaLe-
morbidity maybe, but not mortality. Finally, if the estimates of 
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table 111-9 are based on the absolute m1odel, it ghould be-so 
noted.  

22. 'Page 111-24, First Paragraph and Figure 111-2 

This figure was taken from p. 9-7 of WAS1I-1400 appendix VI.  
However, the referenced figure does not contain a curve for alpha 
emitters. Any subsequent argument pertaining to acute effects 

-- (death) of alpha emitter inhalation is unsupportable without these 
data and suggest that NRC might wish to include these data.  

23. Page IV-13.  

Table IV72 gives population dose to crew and passengers from 
packages. We suggest that it also include the differential 
received by same populations as a result.of cosmicradiationat 
flight altitudes. Such a number would beseveral times the 1400 
for Passengers-I* and many times the ,Crew-I* numbers.  

24. Page IV-20,Table VI-4 

There is inconsistency between the PuO,, shipping distance noted 
in this table and that noted in table V-10 on p. V-37.  

25. Page IV-27 

Person rem/yr are calculated on this and'following pages.  
We think it appropriate that background exposure doses also-be-' 
calculated and presented for comparison. For example, the 5042 person 
rem/yr is a big humber to the laymanor the person taking data out .  
of context. However, it becomes small when compared to the population 
backgrounid exposure of 22.5 million pers6n-rem/yr.  

26. Page IV-33. Section D.3-2 

It is assume'd that there will -be a two-hour •storagd'period associated 
with time sperit in rail 'yards. Is this a realistic figure, particularly 
where interline transfer is required, or are these transfers taken 
into account in arriving at this figure.  

27. Page IV-40, Section F.l 

We feel that transport index system can be based on dosage from the 
package or themaximum number of packages c6osidering criticality.  
Hence, the lab'el does not inform as to wiclih of two potential hazards 
exists. This could be important'in accident recovery.
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Likewise, the terms Type A, Type B, or large quantity are 
meaningless to all but:a very few persons. Some improvement 
might be obtained if the labels provided explicit relevant 
information. We suggest that NRC may wish to study this 
suggestion as an "alternative" toward reducing mislabeling 
and mishandling occurrences.  

28. Page IV-41, Section F.3 

Since 10% of the incidents that involve release are in the 
Type A category and that these packagings are relatively 
inexpensive, it seems reasonable that requiring crush and 
puncture resistance characteristic of service conditions 
be explored as an alternative.  

29. Page IV-43, Section F.5 

Appendix C does not provide a deciphering code. However, some 
of the more notable incidents have derived from-packaging errors.  
We do not feel that this section discusses this matter in 
proportion to its importance -- either as to requirements or 
as to cost-benefit'or corrective action. It is implied 
elsewhere that a preconsignment survey of the package would be 
beneficial in reducinglabeling errors. However, the'benefit 
of a quality assurance over-check as to labeling and proper 
packaging and closure should be considered as an alternate.' 

30. Page IV-43, Section G 

The subject of this section and that of sectionf D.4(page IV-34) might well be considered in light of the prospect, of using ferry 
barge shipments to circumnavigate cities or states i-thich embargo 
nuclear shipments or areas where rail carriers are'refusing to 
haul nuclear shipments. We do not feel that~the regulations 
contemplated'the casual public in such proximity to nuclear
shipments, particularly spent fuel casks, for the typical 
time period involved. We feel that this situation lends itself 
to be analyzed in the draft.  

31. Page V-8, Equation (1) 

Wle assume this equation was used to calculate accident risks.  
We have several questions on the methods used to.,develop 
numerical values for'input into the equation. A primary, 
concern is thM teCrm Dj (estimated release fractiod for.the 
type of shipment being considered and for theaccident 
severity class).- The method of development of Di'j appears 
to be oversimplified. Release fractions used for each
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accident severity class arepresented in table V.-6 (page V-25).  
Questions are raised for both the values used and the use-of 
the release fraction in the analysis. The statement is made, 
(page V-24) that "IHo;el 1 would be an accurate model if 
packaging were no bet:er than required by precsent standards."' 
We disagree that it w:ould be-accurate; experience indicates 
that not all materiz1 t:ill get out and becorne dispersed ýihen a 
package is breaci.cL. !!e are not sure 6f the basis for Model II.  
It was our underst*.rrhng that the reference testing was under 
impact conditior,. If so, how does one apply the results 
to, e.g., puncture conditions? 

Does a category VII ac:ident in air transport-involve the same
forces as a caterc.rv VII accident in truck transport? If not,, 
we would expect cifferent release fractions for different modes 
(since the same container could be used in any mode).' 

We would not, in general, expect the same release fraction fro-m 
an accident involving a category VII impact and one involving 
a category V impact" and a category III fire. According to
figure V-6.(Page V-9) the latter is also a category VII accident.  
Whether or not a category III fire will contribute to a release 
depends on specific package characteristics and speci"ic contents 
characteristics.  

It is also not clear how the normalized population dose (K- in 
Equation (1))is obtained. We know it involves figure V-ll but 
there jis no reference as to source of figure V-ll nor how the 
curve was developed.  

32. Page V-ll,,First Paraoraph, 

A fire temperature of 1875 0 F is referenced. We wonder if it 
would not be appropriate to discuss the 1475UF tised in container 
(MC 0529, 10 CFR 71 etc.,) and the impact of the'difference.  

33. Page V-15, Section B.2 

Crush forces are load dependent. Therefore, if, for example, 
a shipaient is made in a sole use.vehicl6 which contains only 
a few small radioactive material 'packages~the crtish force 
severity categories (e.g., category VIII, 55,of-accidents 
involve a crush force greater than 500,000 pounds) are likely 
to be incorrect.  

Also it would be appropriate to 'define the phrase "crush force"
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34. Page V-27, Last Sentence 

From thisostatcxent and the discussion near the top of pace 111-17,-the reader is left with a confused picture. Is the calculation for)131I and 137Cs release consequences based on 
the milk path or on the inhalation path only?l The statements 
in chapter III imply that only the in talation was included 
in which case the consequences for 1311 and 137 Cs releases 
are underestimated. This should be clarified in the final 
statement.  

35. Page V-30, Second Paragraph 

There is no discussion or reference to explain the model used to calculate the,area enclosed by isopleths. When an area as 
large 10 km2 is involved (see figure VII), the model used for this calculation is very much of interest since this area exc6eds by more than four orders of magnitude the areas 
plotted in Meteorolocv and Atomic Eneray. Also, such a large area would- depend more on regional than on local meteorology.  
The atmospheric-stability and wind speed should be mentioned 
as well as the method by which values of the dispersion 
parameters oy and oz are determined.  

36. Page V-31,-Fiqure V-10 

Figure V-10 is self-explanatory.although the normalization 
dose value of 0.8 rem seems odd and there is no explanation 
of it in the text. This figure, however, and figure V-1l on page V-38 are inconsistent. From figure V-lQ tte 10-meter 
release height curve yields a value of 4xl0o m4 at the 95 
percdntile. Thus,,the area en~losed by the 8xlO- 4 rem per g of 239pu released is 4x106 m . 2In figure V511, however, the 
25inate corresponding to 4xi0 6 m is 9xi0- rem/g of 

Pu released. This discrepancy should be corrected.  

37. Page V-34, Second Paragraph 

In the last sentence a cloud height of 10 meters was assumed; 
however, we feel that atmospheric stability and wind speed assumption 
should be.made and stated.  

38. Page V-38, Figure V-Il 

We do notunderstand the shape of this curve. The dose should 
be proportional to the atmospheric dilution factor, E/Q or x/Q' and the area as a function of x/Q' as plotted in tlet2oroloqy 
and Atomic Fnerny has a concave shape to it, whereas tils 
one (iTitjre V-|fi• is convex. Since no model is described or
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referenced, it is impossible to check. As previouslynoted, 
we suggest that the source of this figure and how the curve 
was developed be referenced.  

39. Page V-39, Top Line 

A computer code is mentioned. Which code is it? Is it 
documented? There is an AUSI Standard for computer codes 
which if followed gives the reader some assurance that the 
code has been reviewed and checked ,for accuracy. Has this 
been done'for the codes used in this document? 

40. Page V-43, Second Paragraph 

We do not feel that taking 20% respirable as a median for 
10% and 40% is conservative.  

41. Page V-43, Third Paragraph 

No support or descriptions are given for either of the two 
components in the "third factor". The statement "For plutonium 
this fraction is approximately 11/24"'is unsupported as is, 
the statement "ratios of irradiation rates, and clearance rates...  
this factor is approximately unity for'plutonium". A geometric 
standard deviation of 3 (footnote) signifies a very wide range 
of particle sizes, and a most difficult aerosol from which' to 
derive "irradiation rates". This lack of information renders 
the entire remainder of this'section unsubstantiated and 
therefore of little value. We strongly suggest that'additional 
information be supplied.  

Also, vie would likcto know what'is the significance of 11 and 
24 in the fraction 11/24 dnd is there any reference for these 
figures.  

42. Page V-44, TableV-ll 

Radionuclide name is missinq on first line. We assume this 
should be 239pu.  

43. Page V-48, Fifth Line 

Delete the wvord "physiological" since it is meaningless as
used here.  

"44. Page V-48, Third Paraqraph 

We suggest that Equation (1) should be given or referenced.
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45. Page VI-49, Tabl. VI-30 

Accident LCF reduc-tion in table is by a factor of 23, but the• text refers to a 23-: LCF reduction. This discrepancy should 
be corrected.  

46. Page V-50, Table. '-15 

The risk rep'ortc-f ir this table of accidents in the shipment of PuO2 is (for '.: same annual shipment quantity) at least 
four orders of :.';,itude greater than that found in a detailed 
assessment of tý.. -zsk of shipping plutonium by-truck.  
(T. I. McSweeney. %. J. Hall, et al. An Assessment of the 
Risk of Transponini Plutonium Oxide and Liquid Plutonium 
Nitrate by Traci. U."1!L-1846, Battelle, Pacific Northwest 
Laboratories, Richland, Washington, August 1975.) 
We feel that this is extreme conservatism in the accident 
risk analysis.  

47. Page VI-I 

One section noticeably missing is a detailed history or 
"Track Record" of fissile and other radioactive materials 
during the past 15-20 years and the analysis of that data 
utilizing the,.parameters used in this study. This omission 
is not understood since the first sentence in paragraph 2 
on page VI-- states, "The environmental impact of an 
alternative in radioactive materials shipments is meaningful 
only when compared to the impact of the current shipping 
practice." The evaluation of low consequence events of the past could then-be compared to projected consequences of 
future shipnents to assess the method used.  

No assessment is made of risks resulting from human error 
or faulty equipment which could result in dropping or puncturing containers during handling (fork-lifting) 
operations.  

In addition, no mention is made of specialized training for 
personnel involved in tffe various facets of fissile, and 
radioative materials shipments and the impact it might have 
in precluding incidents and accidents.  

-48. Page VI-2, Table VI-l 

We suggest that the annual population dose due to accidents 
be included.
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49. Page VI-IO, Table VI-4 

Table VI-4 and following give baseline and alternative 
calculated values then a change usually in perceft. Giving 
this change in percent rather than in absolute value tends 
to be misleading. This is particularly true when evaluating 
the sum of LCF for Pormal and accident. For 
example, on page VI-22 we find a normal transport LCF increase 
from 1.166 to 1.195 or 0.029 or 2% while accident LCF decreases 
21%. Stopping there it sounds like a-substantialoverall 
LCF decrease. But looking farther we see the 21% decrease 
is from 0.000529 to 0.00044 or 0.000089 decrease-off-setting 
0.029 increase or-a net 0.0289 increase. ,We recormmend showing 
the change in absolute values throughout this section.  

Furthermore,.we feel that the text could be strengthened by 
the addition of narrative which place the differentials'between 
alternate modes in perspective relative to-the probable accuracy 
of the result (i.e., relative to.the confidence limits-in the 
data). For.example, what is the confidence in, or significance 
of, the computed 21 percent-decrease in latent cancer-fatalities 
due to accidents? 

50. Page VI-14, Table VI-6 

The annual air cost minus t uck cost in do la-rs for plutonium 
shipment should be 2.8 x 10 , not 3;4-x 10 , based on the 
information in this table. Also, the footnote-for this table, 
is confusing since it is indicated that'the plutonium shipping 
distance is 1200 miles but the cost is given for a 2000 mile trip.  

51. Page VI-19, Last Paragraph ,,, 

States, "additional secondary mode mileage..." This is in 
conflict with statement on page VI-17, B.l-3 which says;, 
"shorter distance in secondary mode." 

52. Page VI-30, Section B.1-6.2 .....  

The discussion fails to acknowledge the aggravated logistics 
and increase in facilities and labor required at a-reprocessing 
plant receiving about 5 metric tons of fuel per day by'tfruck
relative to rail. This is important:also in light-of~the added 

-potential -for operator error, and-dosage to-plant bperating 
personnel.
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Some mention of the efficient utilization of transport fuels 
is probably appropriate. A 1000 f.P!e light water reactor 
might originate 60 spent fuel cask shipments by year by 
truck or 10 cask loads by rail' Fuel consumption Is typically 
670 BTU per ton mile by rail; 2400 BTU per ton mile by truck.  
Assuming a 1000 mile trip (each way), rail shipments would 
save over 64,000 gallons of diesel fuel per reactor year.  

53. Page VI-41, Paraqraph 3 

States "Restricting trucks to good weather driving..." A 
restriction'of this type would precipitate confusion as to 
the definition of "good weather. driving" and would prevent 
the driver from exercising discretion as to whether road 
conditions are safe or unsafe (he should be in the best 
position to make that determination).  

54. Page VI-43, Section B.2-3.3 

This section discusses restriction on truck travel'on weekends.  
Since truck-costs are based on miles covered, denial of weekcnd 
travel would'severely escalate costs of shipments by this 
restriction. Long haul operations that are currently on the 
road for greater than five days would be severely affected.  

55. Page VI-44, Section B.2-4 

In view of recent railroad actions, we feel this section 
deserves more emphasfs and perhaps some expansion. Specifically, 
is there any basis in statistical data to suggest that the 
addition of special train units (extra's) operating over 
trackage otherwise scheduled, but at less than normal freight 
train speed would increase accident frequency or consequences 
relative to'normal freightservice? 

56. Page VI-47, Table VI-29 

This table shows a factor of 16:increase for one'item ana 
100% decrease for another. We.suggest &onsistency in these 
tables. Some cormment applies to table VI-30, page VI-49.  

57. Page VI-49, Line 23 

States "..'.Since accidents involving plutonium shipments are 
expected to-produce 98.6% of the total risk..." If this statement 
is true, then the packaging requirements for all quantities '
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of plutonium shipments should be upgraded. Perhaps consideration 
should be given to require all transuranics to'have a super.  
classification of containers to be'used for all modes of 
transport.  

58. Page VII-1, Third Paragraph 

This paragraph indicates, according to the text, that nuclear 
material is subject to security procedures and safeguards 
intended to preclude the diversion or theft of nuclear material 
or sabotage of the nuclear facilities in which it is handled.  

This statement in' regard to the safeguarding of strateqic 
quantites and types of special nuclear material is misleading 
and should be revised. There is no option to safeguard special 
nuclear material in this category. tINC'regulations prescribe 
the safeguarding both at fixed facilities and in transit.  
Additionally, safeguards and security procedures are not 
limited to "strategic quantities" but to all special nuclear 
material.  

That part of the paragraph which speaks to radioisotopes, 
such as cobalt-60 should be eliminated. There are no security 
and safeguards features in the context within h.hich they are 
discussed, i.e., to preclude diversion or theft or sabotage, 
applicable to the handling of radioisotopes by 1NRC.- Mentioning 
cobalt-60 raises numerous related questions regarding other 
hazardous radioactive materials not subject to IIRC safeguards 
and security type control (egg., radium). - -

59. Page'VII-2 B(2) and (3) 

Meaning of ".Contractors" unclear. Contractorsto NRC, 
U.S. Government,"nuclear industry or what? 

60. Page VII-5, Second Paragraph 

The meaning of "supporting safeguards security systems" requires 
clarification.  

61. Page VII- 8, Third Paragraph 

We see no reason to specify "escort quards" but vilould refer to "guards" without the qualification since it is unlikely that guards 
would be used solely for escort purposes. The same sentence apparently 
intends to refer to "the transportation mode" rather than "the 
transportation rodel."
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62. Page B-7, First Paragraph 

A portion of material deposited in the tracheobronchial 
region may 'lso pass directly to.blood, depending on initial 
solubility. The term "reticuloendothelial cells of the alveoli" 
is ambiguous; it is not clear whether this refers to fixed or 
mobile pulmonary iracrophages.  

63. Page B-7, Second Paragraph 

"Soluble plutonium", is a thoroughly non-specific term. Translocation 
half-times and-fractions can vary several-fold depending on 
inhaled particle size, specific chemical form, and isotopes of 
plutonium. Use of the narrow range "150-200" is misleading and 
may be dangerous in risk estimates; the unit of time is not 
even given.  

64. Page B-9 

This figure is taken directly from publications by J. F. Park 
and W. J. Bair at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories; 
reference and credit should be given.  

65. Page B-10, First Paragraph 

This discussion is not complete; the lethal biological effect 
of progressive pulmonary fibrosis leading to'death by respiratory 
insufficiency is not even mentioned. We suggest that this 
section be expanded.  

66. Page B-10, First and Second Paragraphs 

Terms "high", "low", "lower", and "relatively! should be given 
values or ranges; "relatively high body burdens-(.00007 to .09 
microcuries)" spans 3 orders of magnitude.. We suggest that 
".00007 to' .09 microcuries" be changed to "0.005 to 0.420 
microcuries". (Reference - WAS1I-1320, page 25).  

67. Page B-1l, Fourth Paragraph 

It should be pointed out that "increases in urinary excretion 
in some cases by orders of magnitude" may represent only a 
decrease of a few percent in long-term lung burden of insoluble 
plutonium.
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68. Page B-12 

We suggest that NRC staff may wish to reference Dr. J. N. Stannard's 
paper "Plutonium Toxicology and Other Toxicology" in The Health 
Effects of Plutonium and Radium (Jee, 11. S. S., ed.). J. W. Press, 
Salt Lake City, Utah (1976) pp. 363-372 rather than the B. L. Cohen 
reference. ERDA staff feels the suggested reference to be 
more current.  

69. We are listing the following typo errors to improve the draft: 

B-7 - Clearance half-time of 150-200 omitted units.  

V-9 - There is a VII just above II and a II1 next to II.  
Should they not both be III? 

V-24 - Last paragraph. Should it not be table V-6? 

V-54 - First paragraph, last sentence. Should it not be 
0.2 fatalities per year? 

70. It has been suggested that the report title be shortened to "The Transportation of Radioactive Miaterials."
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Mr. Robert B. Minogue 
Office of Standards Develop 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com 
Washington, D.C. 20555

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 I)OCKET t1"U.ER 

PRPSED "ULEPR- 41-7)g~ 

2 2 JUL 1976 

ment 
mission

Dear Mr. Minogue: 

Enclosed are the EPA comments from our review of NUREG-0034, 
the draft environmental statement on the Transportation of Radioactive 
Materials by Air and Other Modes.  

We are concerned with the implicationi of Table IV-2. It lists 
maximum and average doses to individuals on aircraft of 340 mrem/year 
and 60 mrem/year, respectively, and since there is no-accompanying dis
cussion of the subject, it implies that NRCfinds these doses acceptable.  
EPA has issued recommendations to FAA which-state that doses to individuals 
at such levels are unacceptable for aircraft passengers since at least one 
cost effective method can be used to significantly reduce these doses (i.e., 
increased shielding). Therefore, we do not consider this exposure 
situation consistent with current Federal guidance which states: (1) that 
"there should not be an& man-made radiation exposure without the expectation 
of benefit resulting from such exposure" and (2) that "...every effort 
should be made to encourage the maintenance of radiation doses as far 
below this guidance as practicable." We believe actions must be taken to 
reduce doses of this magnitude to aircraft passengers.  

In December 1974, EPA issued its recommendations to the Federal 
Aviation Administration for a dose rate limit of 0.5 mrem/hour at 
seat level. EPA estimated that this would yield a dose of 42 mrem/year 
to individuals in the worst assumed case. In the same recommendations, 
EPA found that there is at least one cost-effective method readily 
available to maintain dose levels below 0.5 mrem/hour. Obviously NRC 
has followed neither the FRC guidance nor the EPA recommendations 
in calculating the doses given in the statement and, further, has 
chosen to imply these doses are acceptable by failing to discuss them.  
With the tremendous number of shipments of radioactive materials per 
year on passenger aircraft, EPA views this matter with grave concern, 
and believes NRC and FAA should undertake immediate action to correct 
this unsatisfactory situation.  

A- o-. dge. by card
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A second major problem with this statement involves the analysis of 
transportation-accidents. While the approach taken to evaluate trans
portation accidents appears reasonable, there is a lack of supporting 
information to confirm the results of the analysis and the conclusions 
which are drawn. Thus, these results and conclusions are based solely 
on engineering judgment.- We believe this fact should be recognized and 
pointed out in the final statement.  

In light of our review and in accordance with EPA procedure, we have, 
rated the proposal as EU (Environmentally Unsatisfactory) and classified 
the draft statement as Category 2 (Insufficient Information). If you or 
your staff have any questions concerning our rating or comments, please 
do not hesitate to call on us.  

Sincerely yours, 

Rebecca W. Hanmer 
Director 

Office of Federal Activities (A-104) 

Enclosure
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Comments on NUREG-0034 
The Draft Environmental Statement on the Transportation of 

Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes 

General Comments 

1. There is a'lack of discussion pertaining to the high individual dose 
equivalent rates to passengrers from normal shipments on aircraft.  
These dose equivalent rates, which are cited inTable IV-2 as 340 
mrero/year maximum and GO mrem/year average, are large fractions' 
of the Federal Radiation Council guidance and are the most significant 
impact from-normal aircraft shipments. In January 1975, EPA issued 
recommendations to the Federal Aviation Administration which state 
that doses to individuals at such levels'are unacceptable for aircraft• 
passengers since at least one cost-effective method is readily available 
to significantly reduce these doses (i. e., increased shielding). The 
action of shipping radioactive materials as described in this statement 
is not consistent with current Federal guidance which states: (I) that 
"there should not be any man-made radiation exposure without the 
expectation of benefit resulting from such exposure arid, (2) that "..  
every effort should be made to encourage the maintenance of radiation 
doses as far below this guidance as practicable. " We believe actions 
must be formulated and carried out to reduce doses ofthe magnitude
cited being received by aircraft passengers.  

2. In December 1974, EPA issued its recommendations to the Federal 
Aviation Administration for a dose rate limit of'0. 5 mrem/hour at 
seat level. EPA estimated that this would yield a dose of 42 'mrem/year 
to individuals in the worst assumed case. In the same recommendations, 
EPA found that there is at least one cost-effective method readily 
available to maintain dose levels below 0.'5 mnrem/hour. - Obviously, ' 
NRC has followed neither the FRC guidance nor the EPA recommendations 
in calculating the doses given in the statement'and, further; -has chosen 
to imply these doses are acceptable by failing to discuss them. With 
the tremendous number of shipments of radioactive materials per year 
on passenger aircraft, EPA views this matter w%-ith grave concern, and 
believesNRC and the FAA should undertake immediate action to correct 
this unsatisfactory situation.  

3. We point but that EPA has proposed standairds concerned w'ith 
normal .operations in the uranium fuel cycle (40 FR 23420) which 
include doses received during transportation of radioactive materials.  
These standards would limit individual doses to 25 mrem to'the whole 
body. EPA believes that this will have little or no 'effect on the' 
economics or operations of the transportation*industry because, as it 
now exists, -the dose equivalent levels appear to be less than l'mrem'
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per year, well below 25 mrem per year. The fact that EPA has formally 
proposed standards which would apply to the transportation of uranium 
fuel cycle materials and yet is not recognized in the draft statement is 
an oversight which should be corrected.  

4. With regard to transportation accident analysis, the relationship of 
the shipping package test requirements and the performance of the 
packaging under various accident categories has not been established 
to our knowledge. Thus, the information on failure rates and release 
fractions as presented in Table V and the conclusions drawn are based 
solely on engineering judgment. This fact should be indicated in the 
final statement.  

5. EPA beli'eves that use of the BEIR report in its unmodified form is 
the most reasonable model, to use to calculate health effects in this 
statement at this time. Since the debate over the health effects model 
in WASH-1400 is still continuing, it is premature to base this analysis 
on WASH-1400 premises.  

6. With the 'exception of weapons-related, shipments where the country's 
security might be compromised, we cannot understand the exclusion of 
government transportation statistics. Since this group of statistics is 
surely a large collection, the public release of this information is not 
only desirable but could certainly aid in the assessment of the environ
mental impact created by the transportation of radioactive materials.  

Specific Comments 

1. P. 111-2, Last paragraph: It should be noted that the length of time 
over which energy is absorbed is also critical to creating biological 
effects.  

2. p. HII-3: Since there were 5.5 million examinations in 1972 using 
technetium and the most useful form cited was used a mere 120, 000 
times, it is not clear what happened with the other 5, 380, 000 exami
nations.  

3. p. 111-9: The statement, !"The dose limits proposed by NCRP and 
adopted by EPA..." is not correct. EPA is currently operating under 
the 1960 guidelines of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC). The EPA 
is currently working in an interagency effort to review and update the 
FRC guidelines; the NCRP dose limits are being consulted in this effort 
but have not been adopted.  

4. p. 111-13: We suggest rewriting the sentence beginning "Tech
netium-99m can be given..." as, "Technetium-99m can be given in 
relatively large amounts with little radiation exposure." "Relatively" 
emphasizes comparison with other isotopes and "amounts" eliminates

j-92-4
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possible confusion resulting from using the word "dose" which is used 
in a medical context rather than the radiological context in which it 
had previously been used. I 

5. p. IV-12, sec. D. 1-1: It is stated that tiers '6, 7, and 8 in figure 
IV-3 schematically illustrate the procedure that the FAA Aemployed 
to arrive at the various dose estimates in their assessment, reference 
IV-2 in the statement. However, tiers 7 and 8 do not appear in figure 
IV-3. They should be added in the final statement.  

6. p. IV. -34: We feel that the water transport discussion was not 
thorough enough. The only reason cited for this treatment is a "paucity of information" concerning water transport. However, the 
discussion in the draft statement on the manufacture of floating 
nuclear power plants (NUREG 75/113) provides a brief but much 
more adequate discussion of the subject. ' If it is believed that a pro--" 
jection to 1985 is too uncertain this is understandable and should be 
so stated, but a more thorough discussion would be more informative 
for the public and would not as likely appear to be a sidestepping'6f the 
issue. Therefore, further basic discussion of watertransport and an -.  
explanation for its exclusion in the further -analyses. is 'warranted.  

7. p. IV-41: In the second paragraph of section F. 3, there is no' 
factual basis cited for the statements leading to the'O. 5 torem/year "expected" dose rate. This section'needs to be more thoroughly 
documented to indicate which radionuclides were considered and in 
what proportions. Further, information on whether certain-typessof 
packages are damaged more frequently than others and, if so, which, 
is certainly of importance to the analysis'in this section.  

8. pp. I"V-42-43: The method of modifying'equation'2 to arrive at the 
given equation is not clear, further elucidation is requested.  

If there are records indicating "an aerageof5 losses per yea ..  over the last 9 years," it seems there might also be records' 
indicating for how long these packages were' lost. `Such information 
would eliminate another estimate, i.e. , the "7-days*1ost" figure, -to 
allow a more precise appraisal of possible population doses.  

9. p. IV-44: The discussion shows that it is currentlý possible for 
workers to exceed 500 mrem/year simply handling shipments.,--It is 
clear that if the number of shipments increase' as they are pr6jected 
to do that these'workers will routinely exceed 500 mremh/year. Any 
provisions which hive been made to prevent this from bccurr-ing should 
be indicated. Furthermore, if the doses mentioned ori p. IV-44 do not 
include unnecessary doses (e. g., sitting on or standing near radioactive
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cargo), which they apparently do not, the problem becomes worse than 
estimated on p. ]V-44. We believe that if unnecessary exposures are 
indeed a fact of life, they should be included in the environmental 
impact assessment. Any plans underway to mitigate or eliminate these 
unnecessary exposures would be of interest also.  

10. p. V-13: The scheme of the de-rating of aircraft accidents seems 
somewhat unrealistic in one sense and quit6 arbitrary in another. First, 
airline routes do not blanket the entire country uniformly, especially 
flights carrying radioactive materials. It would seem much more realistic 
to determine the proportion of flights carrying radioactive cargo over the 
various land surfaces and then de-rate the accidents. Second, the reasons 
for choosing the number of accident severity classes by which accidents are 
de-rated are not apparent. The arbitrary nature of the statements brings 
them into immediate question.  

11. p. V-24: .EPA previously stated and stillbelieves that a technical 
analysis should be performed relatihg packaging test requirements 
to the forces a package may experience in an actual accident environment 
since primary protection in transportation is currently provided by the 
packaging itself. Special attention would be given to the probable extent 
of damage expected to be suffered by the package and the resulting 
quantity of radioactive materials which may be released to the environ
ment under the various accident conditions. In developing this analysis.  
it is importani-to use as much test data as possible rather than relying 
on unverified engineering models. EPA is encouraged that data is now 
being gathere~d from actual tests, however, it appears that insufficient 
data makes it too early to use "Model I" in Table V-6." In our opinion, 
Model I should be used as the basis for the risk assessment at this time, 
with Model II used only as a comparison.  

12. p. VI-40, Table VI-25: The discussion on the mitigation of accident, 
consequences which precedes this table inr this section- indicates a decrease 
in the 'Accident L.C.F. " iather than an increase as given in Table VI-25.  
The reason for 'this seeming inconsistency should be explained.  

13. p. VI-46, B. 3-1. 2nd'paragraph: Correction of the term "ny" is 
necessary to clarify the sentence's meaning.  

14. Appendix B:-The list of references should be more specific where 
appropriate when only o'ne part of a book or one article in a collection is 
used. Other references need to give more information to 'be complete, 
such as numbers 5 and' 12., 

On p.'B-7, the first paragraph, the movement of'paticles captured 
in the mucoid lining is more properly termed transported not sloughed.
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In section E, we have several comments. On page B-10, to prevent 
confusion, a beta particle is not an ion and it is confusing to describe 
its nature as ionic, its nature is more properly termed that of a charged 
particle; also, beta particles can travel much further than a few microns 
in body tissue, in fact into the centimeter range. In the cited case of 
the Los Alamos personnel, the draft statement indicates that "...none of 
these people has shown any evidence of radiation injury." It seems this 
statement is probably too broad and could be optimistic. We doubt that 
all possible indicators have been checked and even if they have it is quite 
unlikely that there has been no radiation damage. This statement, if 
taken literally, would indicate that the NRC has adopted a threshold model 
for radiation effects. If this is true, the decision should be documented.  

In section E. 3, first, there are no references cited for the information 
given; second, there are apparently symbols missing from the amounts of 
plutonium cited, 0. 5 curie Pu-239/gram of lung is the same as 8.2 
grams Pu-239/gram of lung.  

The discussion in section F on chelating agents does not mention 
any side-effects of their use, e.g., possible deposition in other 
organs, rather than excretion, which could create worse problems.  

And, finally, the comparisons given on p. B-12 are too simplistic.  
Nowhere is it stated that the effect of these materials depends on 
innumerable factors, e.g., exposure time, time between intake and 
effect, condition of the victim, and how the material acts in a biologic 
system. This should be corrected in the final statement.  

15. Appendix C: The listing of incidents as presented is hard to follow 
since there are neither dates indicating when incidents occurred nor 
meanings of the abbreviations used. Such data needs to be included 
in the final statement.  

Editorial Comments 

1. p. IV-24: In the "Dose to Crew" equation the "D " factor is un
necessary. Its inclusion squares the dose rate. c 

2. pp. V-9 and V-20: The squares listed for the following figures are 
apparently mislabeled: Figure V-6: 0-0.5 hour fire, 30-55 mph and, 
0.5-1 hour fire, 11-30 mph; Figure V-20: 1-1.5 hour fire, 40-60 mph.  

3. p. VI-1: The act referred to as the National Environmental 
Protection Act is correctly cited as the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969.  

4. p. B-?, middle paragraph: The clearance time for soluble plutonium 
needs to have units added to it.
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James T.Mclntyre.Jr.  

Director 

GEORGIA STATE CLEA'RINGHOUSE ME.MORA'NýDUM=° 

TO: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Standards Development 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

FROM: C , Administrator 
Gfelrgia WSate Clearinghouse 
Office of Planning and Budget 

DATE: July 29, 1976 

SUBJECT: RESULTS OF STATE-LEVEL REVIEW 

Applicant: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Project: The Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air 
and other Modes 

State Clearingheuse Control Number: 76-04-14-OS 

The State-level review of the above-referenced project has been completed. As a result 
of that review process, the project is recommended for further development with the 
following recommendations for strengthening the project: 

I. The draft EIS deals with the transportation of all types of radioactive materials, 
including pharmaceutical as well as spent fuel. It is broad, general, and non
specific. Because of the way it is organized and presented, it is practically 
impossible to sort out the real issues and inpacts associated with an area of prime 
interest such as the transportation of spent fuel. The NRC should seperate out the 
issue of spent fuel and do a seperate detailed and factual EIS on its transportation 
aspects.  

2. ýoughout the document, the dose estimates are related to the average exposure to 
rulation in man reins. The NRC should also include dose values based on the maximum 

vxposure to individuals.  

1,tknor-t•,"v ,',i, rd 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormission 
76-04-14-05 
Page Twr

3. With reference to accident analysis, the EIS seems to look at alternatives in a 
broad, general context and only related to the average exposure concept. It is 
questionable as to whether some of these same alternatives would still be valid 
if the maximum exposure concept were used.  

4. In addition to the general considerations of transportation of nuclear materials 
throughout the United States, specific consideration must also be addressed with 
regard to large metropolitan areas such as Atlanta, posts of entry, and other large 
transportation centers. NRC has a definite and specific responsibility in the 
development and'application of proper procedures for the transportation of nuclear 
materials through such areas in order to insure the complete protection of the 
citizens of the area. Such procedures vust be useable and acceptable by the States 
that are impacted.  

5. In general, the EIS is too'general and non-specific to be of much use as a planning 
tool for specific areas.-As~was stated in (4) above, NRC has the obligation and 
responsibility to issue a report that is useable by the States.  

The State of Georgia asks that the final environmental in'pact statement prepared for 
the project contain a greater degree of specificity when addressing the arorementioned 
areas of concern.  

cc: ice Osborn, Executive'Department, Office of Planning and Budget 
_.A1 Walden 
Leonard Ledbetter, Department of Natural Resources 
David Tundermann, Council on Environmental Quality 
Ray Siewert, Department of Natural Resources
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF LAW 
TWO VORLD IRADE CENTER 

NEW YORK. N.Y. 10047 

TILP.OC,. 212-488-7562

PHILIP WEINEERG 
ASSISTANT ATTORq.C. CENTRAL 

IN CMARGE 
OF 

IP4VIRONMFNTAL AROTrCCN V~uArAIJ

Director 
Office of Standards Development 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555

August.4, 1976 

'9- A U G 1_i 7"' 

Comments on the -` ,,uclear 
Regulatory Commission' s 
Draft Environme'ri&el Impact 
Stateme:nt on the Transportation 
of Radioactive L, aterials 
(NUREG - 0034) 

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dear Sir: 

Recently it was announced by the U.S. Energy Research and Dcvelopment Administiration ("EP.DA") that -tit will take over the transportation of all strategic anounts of non-weapons special nuclear materials ("S;.111') by October 1 of this year. ERDA stated that' the tak:eover was being made because a "hiaher Cearee of security-is essential." Nuclear News, June 1976, p . 125, copy attached. According tof,•rdSavtes filed by orkA and the NRC in the federal case of the State of New York v. NRC, et al., 75 Civ 2121. (",CC) (SDNY), these shipments had been made until now by cor.,mercial transport. lie are unaware of -any action by the URC to similarly remove from conrzercial transport SNI shipn*ents by its licensees although-it has been stated by the NRC and 
ERDA that: 

"As a matter of ERDA and NRC policy 
the control measures irmosed on 
plants and transportationof IERDA 
license-exempt contractors and of' 
NRC licensees are either the same 
or comparable.'" Presidential Report 
to the Conqress R-ecardanq LawS an

.'... by caard 2
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To.: Director/Standards Development August 4, 1976 
Re: (NUREG - 0034) -2

Regulations Governina Nuclear Exnorts 
and Domestic and International Safe
guards, i;arch 31, 1975, prepared by 
ERDA & NRC.  

ERDA's recent finding that a higher de~ree of 
security is, essential indicates the vulnerability of ERDA 
and NRC controls on commercial air and related connecting 
transport to terrorist action as is thoroughly discussed 
in the comments of this office on the above-referenced 
environmental impact statement ("EIS") and the prior..  
comments and enclosures dated July 2, 1975 and August 12, 
1975, submitted by this office in this administrative 
docket as originallyI noticed at 40 red. Reg. 23768 
(June 2, 1975). (See especially comments of Messrs. Mason and Leamer, submitted by letter dated May 17, 1976, and 
copies 'of affidavits of Messrs. fiason and Leaner, dated 
November 30, 1975 and January 20, 1976, resubmitted by 
letter, dated August 3, 1976, to J. Corr, NRC Office of 
General Counsel).  

This new development and the anomalous situation which it creates must be publicly addressed by the NRC in 
a direct and promot manner.* 

The NRC is now once again urged to recognize that 
the continued commercial transport of SNM runs an unacceptable 
risk of diversion or loss of SN:I. More secure modes of transport must be immediately designed and implemented.  
As this office has previously stated it is our view that 
the NRC should require that shipments of plutonium be made by military surface transport and that shipments of uranium** 

*Additionally, the Final EIS on transportation 
should, of course, reflect the NRC response to 
ERDA's concern over the inferior control measures 
which are not capable of providing an adequate 
degree of security for the transport of Smi.  

** Other than urani'um enriched in the isotope U-233.
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To: Dircctor/Stczndards D:vclop.-ncnt August 4, 1976 
Re': (NUREG - 0034) -3

be made by military air transport, using military bases 
as points of shipment and interini storage for all SNM.  

It is requested that this letter be docketed 
and made part of the record of this proceeding.  

Very truly yours, 

LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ 
.Attorney General 

JFS:rab JOHN F. SHEA, III 
Assistant Attorney General,

J-94-3



APPENIDIX "A" 

lIUCLEAR INEWS / JLU'.i: 1975

E RD A 13 z: c ct!, % sh * .ri c, ni 
by Octobln: 

flCCaU5C It ' :1 'hieh~r ed:'T: oro 
seCtitity is e-.a iUthe U.S. Er.-rzy 
Rescarch and D.:'&opn-ent .%Jm~tmýt 
traition %% Ill tal o% cr transpoirtataion of 
,1I strategic zinovttsu of no'1.-acaprim.  

¶z':..:. nixc~riasI by O.;,ob.r 1.  
1 hc.c shipnex,: -ar now b.-:n ni-d 

v'ia proiate --h-i'rr. One of thŽ.m. Ed
low Internaiion. 1. of. W\'aahin~plon. 1) C..  
bid obl;cctcd to r'Pl)A*A p~aa Lcfmre 
it %%.,% ntiadc f. .I 

LRtDA te-m-1rtej 'its poasition AXficeJ

D. Siarbird. -- retired *Army lieutLra-~1 
gcncr~it and noa ERO.\s assistain! ad.  
rnjnisivto~r for natiomd .cl,-urit\. s.dd.  
in a leter to -.h.- sLippm. flaSCL On Mir 

an'e cos %%c ad ihit 3rinifi
cantr% ;r~c,:'t~ri,\ Q:JI be pro~ieeJ 
at H; e.!rt,cr time by' c'panmon of thz 
cm-,:iz' E}RDA s~ stcni** to co~cr the 
!4trmc.cic c'z~titiei or S>NM.  

An ERD.' %po3.csrnan 1-ter c1n 
JizcJ t11iýt tltc 2genzi %%Mt continue to 
study *:situation. c~en as it imnp!c
rncnt% its taan.  

Oztcbz.r I %%as p~ckcJ ns the deadline 
:after cot. iJcrin2 the 6in,.- rcqttired to 
ob:ain *j'i;.r; mazcra*:% .nd A~ork outi 
%ecurity pfc:e.dures. Conitracts u~ith the

pri~alc '-hippmr uill be tc-nitawed or 
.tdjuhted,'b that d~itc.

J-94-4
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

Louis J LtcowiZ DEPARTMENT OF LAW PHILIP wEIr81E.A56t5VA"AIT A rTT*Awtv CCýC•m^,.  

"IWO WORLD TRADE CENTER IN C€•a"C OF 
NEW YORK, R Y. 10047 ItNVilO""t,1AL wpO. CeiON 

"•t"'.."" (212) 488-7562 

PROMSED HULE r-.71 2_73768ý August 3, 1976 6 

Janice K. Corr A 
Attorney I; 
Office of the General Counsel U.S. Nuclear Rlegulatory Commission 
1Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re: Cornents on the Nuclezar Reculatorv 
Commission's Draft Environ.•cntn! 
Impact Statement on the Transnortation 
of Radioactive Naterials (N.--.-o34) 

Dear is. Corr: 

Judge Conner has ordered that the seal- on the' affidavits of :Nessrs. flason and Learer, dated NJovember 3n, 1975 and January 20, 1976, submitted in State'of New York v. NRC, et al., 75 Civ. 2121 (WCC) (S.D.!1.,y.), be broken.  

In accordance with our previous discussions, I enclose conies of those affidavits for submission in conjunction with the other comments. of this office -which have already been accepted for consideration by the NP.,in preparing the final environmental impact statement.  

Very truly yours, 

LOUIS J. LrFK0TIITZ 
Attorney General By -7 _ •.  

"JOHU }F. SHEA, III JFS:dg Assistant Attorney Ceneral 
Encl.  

Acknorejl y ~

J-95-1



' so~'n"::" -:.'. DI):::TICr or 197,.  

Plaintiff, 4 

*mi INICLM1 .LqGU'J%.TORY COVISSION, z 7S CiV. 2121 
ot al., (11CC) 

Defendants. z 

STATZ- Or~ N~EU YC' SS.: 

COUNTY OF N1= YOPY.  

TIEODOIE T. HP.SO!N and POBflRT R. LrktEP., being duly 

sworn, depose and say: 

Prrpos- of the Aff-davit 

1. This affidavit is su!.•-ittcd in support of plaintaffIs .otion 

for a prelirinary injunction and motion for su.--•.arj judgment, 

and is made with reaard to the possibility of terriorist 

activities directed toward destruction or zeizuro of special 

nuclear taterial or S121.  

2. This affidavit augm•ents an'd refines the affidavit of 16 June, 

1975 subnitted by Theodore T. Mason and Pobert R. Leaner in 

support of the position that there is a substantial li1:eliheac 

that a motivated, trained and equipped group of terrorists 

could be successful Ln deatroying or seizing SHY. in the cour--

of its transrortation by cocruercial air and related connactint

gromnd services. The principal purposes of this afridavit aro 

to adarers (1) the a!= transport of uranium as opposed to 

plutoniu. (2)" and the vulnerability of cormercial air trans

pnrtation .-.,sr.- currently emnloyed industry-,i.de as 

cu.pared to a v.ziety uZ nilitrry ass-.stcd air tranu::ort 

systems. Plutoniun constitutes a threat as a toxic dis

parsant and th-refore n terrorist z.11.ht %evl see): to
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destroy a plane Lraf.,Lp,)rting it. On th-a other ha!'d ucaI•L._, 

othtr than U233, cnntitutes a thrct-jt o:ly as an e.:ic.ivr.  

and requir-us a terrc-ift actionz pl.an of neiure a1d oe=cac 

for latcr c:pleosivc deploynent.  

4. Each of thc follo',Ing hiltar•, assisted transportation alter

natives for enriched uranium is considered less vulnerablo 

to terrorist action than current cor-ercial practice. The 

least vulnerable alternative is presented first, the r.ost, 

last: 

(1) long haul r•il'itary air cargo, leaving from and flying 

into a military airfield, and connecting with short haul 

military helico~itcr service between the airfield and the 

origin/ulti-nate dcstination; 

(2) same as (]) but with mlitary surface transport service 

between the airfield and the origin/ultixate destinatIon; 

(3) long haul cor--orcial air cargo, leaving from and flying 

into a military airfield, and connecting v:ith short haul 

military holicoptr service between the airfield and the 

origin/ulti..ate destination; 

(4) same as (3) but with military strface transport service 

.bit•.een-the, airfield'auid *the origin/ultirate destir.at5on; 

(5) long haul cor-ercial air cargo, leaving from and 

flying into a ail'itary airfield, and connecting with 

commercial surfaceCtruck) service or comnercial air(helicopt

service between the airfield and the origin/ultirtate 

destination.  

5. Nature of the Threat 

Since the torrerint cbjective urill be to seize and -!-cl:e 

with the enriched uranitrm in contemplation of later actual o 

threatened explosive deployrent, he has only limilted'cours-r 

-2-
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of action: 

a. hijack the aircrzrt; 

b. theft at the airpoct; 

e. irception and theft betieen the airport and 

the origin/ultimate destination.  

The threat of destruction of the long haul aircraft in the aix, 

upon landing, or in parking position is ninira1 as it is quite 

unli).ely to facilitate a uranium seizurd and escape: Coeplete 

destruction of short haul transport, either air or surface, is 
also unlikely for the sare reason. The uraniun rust be seizcd 

intact and not destroyed or lost in the process of bringing 

down the aircraft.  

6. Evaulation Criteria 

In our affidavit of 16 June, 1975, the darliez planning ste,-S 

and subsequent destrdctive erploynent steps ware found to he 

within the capability of terrorists. Vulnerability of ccr.at

ing transport systems to the threat described in previous 

paragraphs can be assessed in terms of the relative lkeJincor 

of terrorist success in accomplishipg steps (5) through iil) 

under paragraph 8 of our previous affidavit dated 16 June, 

1975. These steps are: 

(5) *equisition of information on material 

location, protection and movenent; 

(6) external penetration of facility (airport); 

(7) access to interim storage facility (if applicable).  

(8) control of vchicle (aircraft/tr uck) 

(9) access to container (or raterial); 

(1O)manipulation of container (or material); 

(ll)removal of raterial (from area/authorized control).  

-3-
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7. --.=ne.srent of L 

A nuz.Lcr of action :PILans Which terrorist., mdr-ht t.jrors-.:,t 

to gain their obhactives were identified in our £id~ wjt 

dated 16 June, 1975. A transportation system alternati-.c :-ay

be considered vuirnerable if irplcae'ntation of those or 

similar action plans are likely to allow'a terrorist to 

effect the steps enumerated in paragraph 6 above.  

8. A suxmary vulnerabil-ty assessment of each militar- assist-a 

transportation syster. alternative described in paragrinlh 

(4) above is provided below. The cornercial air transport 

systeýn currently erployed industry-wide was fouxnd high!y 

vulnerable in our affidavit of 16 June, 197.5, and it is n

reevaluated herein. Each military assisted transport systen 

considered below is superior to(lees vulnerable than) the 

current co.mmercial system. Varying degrees of militar-y 

assistance are evaluated in order to show that there is 

a range of policy options yielding varying degrees of lovxer 

vulnerability.  

Alternative (1) - All !:ilitarv with Short Haul .;' Ileli-C-Ster 

9. hijacking -- considered rex.ote because the military cargo 

aircraft would load enriched uranium at and depart fron a 

military airfield. Security at adilitary base is Senera•.•y 

quite rigorous, making access to the base, and the airfield, 

and then the aircraft, rather difficult. Additionally, 

nilitary comnunnicatons can-be made very secure, so that 

terrorist accezs to critical inforration on the nature and 

titning of enriched uraniun rzvegrent would be quite difficult.  

10. Destruction of long haul aircraft-not an appropriate actica 

.- -. . -il control of cn

riched uranlum for later use in a bomb.  

-4-
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11. Seizure c.1 cnrichc' ureantti at destination military *airfle'.  

considcrcd zbrote for folloat.iing reasons.  

-- difficulty of accc=sing military airport; 

-- LdliLary police are arred, motivated and li):ely.  

to prevent terrorist escape e-ven if a seizure is 

affected; 

-- all base personnel can be placed upon L-miediate 

alert in the event of an incident; 

-- military cor.-unications are excellent and 

additional response capability is generally 

available-; 

-- information on enriched uranium movements can be 

made extrerely difficult to acnuire. Secure and 

controlled communications are 'central to military 

operations; 

-temporary storage or hold over of enriched ul'aniut 

at military airports is unlikely since a militaz.  

hclicopter responsible for the short haul leg to 

a final destination is not likely to be assiC ned 

other functions which would delay or conflicu 

with the SN:M delivery mission; 

-established and tested procedures for secure 

handling of nuclear weapons have been in use 

for some time.  

12. Seizure of enriched uranium during short. haul helicopter 

transit to or from the ultImate origin or destination -

cd:isidered difficult because: 

-information on aircraft movement can be mada 

very difficult to acquire; 

-- the aircra.t'.s route to 'tistinaticn 1v'y Iho r.-!! 

deliberately erratic and such a route clearly ii.  

not. constricted to available roads as in the ca.e 

of. surface, transport: 

-- it is not appropri.ate to :hoot dco:n the aircrafL, 

since it does not as.surc the tcrrorists that 

they wJl] Zeach the cra:.h sitc, find t:"- car-,O
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and Cuccel.se.ully e-scaj,. bcfaror bring arrri,,'.r.dtd 

(asswriinq cargo re:1,ins •intact): 

-- the uircraft ray fly over water In many in:ta:,es 

,to minimlze bothi the lind based ranbush oppor-1unitien.  

as well as render difficult unauthorized reco-..-*ry of 

enriched uraniurl if the aircraft vant doumn.  

Additionally, the rotential for crashing in 

populated areds is minimized; 

-- aircraft (helicopter) may deliver enriched uranium 

directly into the destination's secured ione withzut 

interim use of even limited surface transport.  

Alternative (2)--All l:ilitarv t.ith Short Eaul by Convov 

13. This alternative preserves high security during the long 

haul transport and at the airport, but sacrifices the 

extreme flexibility of helicopters for the heort h.ul 

transport. Relitive to cor.merical surface transport, the 

m!i!tar.y convcy advantages -nder this al .... az.  

-avoidance of population centers associated vith 

large comriercial airports; 

-Information on planned convoys and actual rmve

mnebts are within military structure and hence, are 

highly secure;.

-military convoy practices anticipate arhushes and 

plan accordingly, making use of.decoys, advance and 

•rear guard escorts# deliberately erroneous inove

ment inforration, adequate armed personnel, cuick 

response assistance teams, etc.  

Alternative (3M--Com.-.ercral Lona H:aul Carcro Aircraft Uni-e 

Z:ilitaryArfie.Ca ":th :ui?-tar, Air Transmort for th.t !'t-'l 

Transit. Alternative (z)--The same a- 0s) f'cent UsIr.. :-ta" 
Surface Tr'lnsnort for %he Short vaul TransWortO 

14. These alternatives preserve a mansure of security during 

long hAul trannport end at the airport, but Increa-c tM.:' 

o6-
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possibility that plzmncd rovc-ment infrcnatioi- will Le. r 
widely disscrinated and/or that inflicht .onmunicationa 

will be handled in a less secure manner.  

It is anticipated that any, coracrcial aircraft departinc fr

a military field would be searched for stowaways prior to 

departure (to avoid hijacking) and would not land at an:, 

commercial field before unloading its enriched uraniun 

cargo. Either rilitary air (helicopter) or military convoy 

would be employed for the short haul transit, each with its 

attendant security posture.  

Alternative (5) Cor.,erical Long Haul CarcTo Aircraft Usincr 

lHilitar, yAirfields with Cor-nercial Air on Surface Transnort frc 

the Short Haul Transit.  

15. This alternative preserves a measure of security during the 

long haul transport, and at the airport, but greatly in

creases the possibility of moverent infornation '(i.e. air 

and surface related) being rore iwridely disseminated _-nd/or 

subject to in-transit monitoring as rote com•ercial inter

face is"necessitated. Also short haul co.memrcial ground 

.or air transit is highly vulnerable for some on all the 

reasons set forth in our affidavit of 16 June, 1975 and 

below in paragraph 16.  

Concludina Corrent 

16. "'ny of the milita-y assisted transportation system alterna

tives presented are considbred more secure than the current 

con-mercial practice. The military assisted alternatives to 

thp present commercial air tranLport cycle for enriched 

uranium are less vulnerable to terrorist action becausa of: 

................. of v..ement information, 

(2) •ore secure in-transit communications; 

-7-
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(3) personnel with i.ecurirty tr.zndnU. ca

anccs; 

(4) aprrcrriate selection of weapons and vLhiclcZ 

(5) superior reaction capability; 

(6) physical remoteness of airfields asld 

facilities; 

(7) reliable and highly rotivated personnel; 

(8) psychological deterrent of a U.S. millitary 

protective force.  

17. Although the entire affidavit thus far has addressed itself 

to enriched uraniun transport, one con=ent regarding 

plutonium transport is worth naking. A recent report by 

Ensign Dwight L. Gertz, USH, in Terrorist VlCaponzi Pnl the 

Terrorist Threat, "U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings," 

October, 1975, pp. 113, 114, confirms our conclusicn ex

pressed in our 16 June, 1975 affidavit that the terrorist 
motivation and threat to destroy aircraft is real &nd the 

weapons are readily available. In a recent instance, five 

Arabs rented an apartment in Ostia near RoMe, 4 nIles from 

Leonardo da Vinci A.irport, directly underneath the North

South runway approach, and were only hours away froa 

initiating a plannea attack on a com.ercial airliner. They 

were equipped with two Russian made Grail missile launchers 

and a supply of mdissiles. In a second recent instance, when 

authorities were inforred that terrorists in the Drussels 

area had been shipped Grail launchers, hundreds of troops 

Swere called out to cordon off airports in Brussels and 

London. The Grail is combat proven and available to Soviet 

supplied nations and sove 'neutral" countries. The nissile 

is heat-scehing. The launcher is hand held and sir.le to 

Use.
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in-tra-rs.it dispo-rzion of plutoni'.-i e::irlfn in nany intn" 

would be bath a h )yerfectivc' terrerist act andt mn" f 

far Ic--:c: difc1ythani seizure and cscap-c. !Ionicc tha 

throat beccc-cs one of destruction of the aircraft in oro 

to breech. the plutoniium oxide containers and dispcrs-ý t~cir 

contents.  

THODO~± 1sz 

Sworn, to before re thi~s 
y*day of zrovember, 197.5 

e7~ 1i
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Plaitiff AT7"IyWr, 

-Iaga insL-i ci & --

et: al., 

LDefencdhnt~s.  

:SS.: 

THEflDOMI; T. zo and Ron-,,, P. Lr,:T?.R, being duly 
rw;orn, de-pose and say: 

Introc'uction 

I. The pur~ote of the eff'idavit. suunt- db o:.~v 
dat-ac 16 June, 1!)75 w;as to (1) deamoristrate Lnthatther, is r 
subntza~tira li~:c-1ihcodl th-at a %jjqhly noia. nrtpo 
terrorists could ba su~essful in Cestroying, or sei2,!iq~ for 
destructive. use S':i in th'e course of air -transport, -or xcejetce 
connecting trans)ort, no twithstanding existing safeguard 
regulations and/or act--B1 practice, and (2) argue that the 
military has the current sfurdcapability to move S*:1 by 
surface transport vhich is significantly less vulnerabhle to 
terrorlsta Lhrn cotzaerciatl air trznsnoot and rel.ated canectInc 
transnort.  

-2. The yvarposL of the afCfidavit subaitted b.v omusa".ese 
dattvd 3'1?vqr', r 1973 5 tc 'mtane rafine , i2 Lfiaf 

trzin--,)rt of uraniu-i an o*3pcose to plst-1ornium and thnc vulrmnI.r3' 1!±
of rcritrcial air tr.Inrnrtrtion wLyntens currently ct.inlovi-:1 

w;a: &r,:r. q-v: : It awrtI.o
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-'r.,,- of .. :,'r.C •v• r 

3. The ptarpf•'•v of our curr.et, afficavit is to r..;t.t-tt 

our nositluns as outliancd in the tt.o aboy,--noted afficlavits , 

further, to (1) rzspond to arc utcantz raise.O. irL the d-_fzndant.' 

ansuecrino affidavits inscfar as they relate-to the vulnerability 

oa transportation alternatives to the threat of terrorist actir.., 

(2) provide an assessnent of the irpact of recent chanqes in Part 

73 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal MagulatIons, and (3) prcz.: ; 

recent information contributing to the argument that there cxirt.n 

alternative :ilitary S:::: transport capability that is less 

vulnerable to teirorists than tLhe current co.-iJercial system.  

J. Edloi'. %ffidavit of Zanuary, 1976 

4. In paragraph 6. of his affidavit, J. Edlov's 

reference to "strategic" quantities of S.. nissses the point.  

Apparently Edlow is referring to the fact that C:'. Sea. 73.30 

sets z'ininD require.?'nts for :W:C liceln e ship-nnts Ur L..,t.  

r.mouats of S:.:l computed by fornula, which include 5, 000 Sra..- or 

more of U235 enriched to 20 per cent or more, or 2,000 gran: or 

more of plutoniun. This regulation fails to cover various 

significant dangers. 'For example, any amount oa PuO, if used 

as a dispersant, could cause death and injury. Also, the 

psychological asn-cts 6f S:•1 seizure are almost ccually as real 

whether the material is lo- or hiqhly enriched, or in small cr 

large quantities. Any amount of S:It in the hands of a tecroris

group would he of great blac.mail value and could cextain)3_ *:e 

used to their adZantage. Finally, tho factor of multi;hl '. f:

must be tahen into consideratiLn, wit!% the possible stoch:•ilin.5 

of seized S:::t.  

5. In paraqraph 3. Edlo's'- concurrence wit:i his 

fa ter's recomczndation of "e..-diting" falla short of 

acco:•nli•:5n,, the ta%: of deterring, a deterninseld terrori.-L -.rj,::

-2-
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sh.ipent i:, r-trav or divc.,rtvd" is so-wIC-hi~t 41Ler theL a.~ct ~~ 
does not preclucle the possibilitv of diversion by Salll. Zre or 

hijacking. 12he only reaction to -the discoverv, or "eax~y noti~e.  

that a shipmcnt is dIverted, is to notify Lhe- .:tr or ~ar 
appropriate lav enforcen-ent authority." Thijs is niot sceeurity in

the prevention sense znd unless a m.-ore 'secure node of transnort 

is provided at the sraec tire, seizure is not Prevented and 

poten~tial for rccovvry *ray be meaqclx..  

6. A~s w:e h~ve indicated in our earlier fidvto.-_ 

of the imeakest lirntý, i:. t'm- current securit- chain wzitl rcs-xct 

to prevention of succc:.sful -terrorist actioz. is Cie wi-2e 

dissemination of :*f1vanct shinneint in~formation. "Exotiditi-rc-," es 

described by rdclo.:, ir Cirnctnd tow.,are 3oss thLotucvh smisrcutlr.-, 

or causuai theft. I!Cs**Vcr, such prostrav=std cr-ceui~ f 

tines, routv'n, r'odc of trrnsport, etc., provides prec~se 

infornaLion on shir:ici.t. novemncrt and unless acc.'ss 'to such 

information is stxicti-Y limrited, rali add to a ZuccO5Essfu tL-Xrror-s 

act. According to Ilctr-r N. Skinner, affidavit of rPr'il 29, 1975, 

a min~imum of 124 peo:)!L had kno-ledqe of. thea details of tha 

arrival of a voocific s'li-4ment, of -3lu!tonium before it arri~ci 

ait Z.F. Eenncdy Airp)ort Irrom Brussels on rebrutry 25, 19-75. As 

crAi be seen, tric questic-n ot kno~amecge prior to shipment is one 

of the gre-atezst short-co-dneys of the civilian tranzrport, a'd nd 

one of the advantrqzas of the military mode. Mtr. fLdlow at 

paragranh 15 of his affida~vit stated cateiroricallyr that "SS:::* 

cannot be lost or diverted unde!r current xerjulation5 

Such an un"Imlified ntat-encnt rais-:s ques tions ahout his evrr 

Co*,;-VtciVj t*. -,ul' .. C:(:- rr tlrLs-n~ 

failsafe.  

-3-
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7. Xupr'r%2 11, Jcz'L rerer,:nc to thr:C t-.o 

p:r5j,.:r,.x aeditiors to cLc reqtiIjtio:ns Aic "pr-%V-_AiL%; 1-he 

po!i,.ility of lou; fir -.1-soutiliq or SSN.zi thila beiliq 

tri-naported", i.e. , fconltin-_QOs visual surveillance" and 

"fre-,uent co~:.-."inic.atiors," a'_Iain ov,:rsinnlifics terrorint ane 

rclat~e security probltes.s. 7-dherenca by shippers to thiese t.:o 

requirements is intended to provide a degree of protection 

against nisrouting and casual theft, but standing alone, it is 

inadec:uate protection against determined terrorist attack~s arnd 

organized theft.  

8. Further, a report prepared for tie XrlC; raelstd 

only in December, 1976 Technical Renort.7022,S er 

1975, The Threat To Licensed Nuclear Facilities, [".11IT Peportil 

pare. 3.12.3, page 88) points out the inadequacy of current 

con'2lunications systen~s, _"Cae i'eaaness in the oneration. of th:.se 

private firms involves the co=:'unication systýen and. the 

difficailtie3i incurzr dduzing ca~r--unication blac3:euts. Vhce 

ecjui:p~e6 only with~ a radio-telephone to handle commnunications to 

a base station are subjq.ct- ,o.periodie-hlac!:outstr due to tszrazn-: 

and at.-lospheric, conditions. Thus, to comply v~ith a necessary 

ti'n-'murchecchA:ith.haead;uarters [10) CPR See.. 73.311 the driVer 

must on occasion leave his vehicle and use a hand-line telepahcae.  

During~ t-hese blackout periods and during, the time. 'tii driver' 

leaves his -truc.-.'to use~a.telephone, the potential for a hijac'Ur.  

or theft is increased." 

9. flegard-inc =dlo.'s :statca~mnts (Aff. paras. 12-141 

concez.nun ei'r., a:.-uri'd truck iit~h armed guards, ore 

should n~ote that the RI a !:a~rt, para. 3.12.4, page G9, points 

out*

J-95-1 6



of an iI113t'-ir-.thve nto 

statuLor-Y authority to carry 1uapo,,= 

in staLes other than the. one in vhich 

they are licensced or acros.' statc lines, 

yet regulations require that they carry 

veap6ns ir. ex:ercising their primary duty 

of protectinq S!::l in their custody. These 

guards are probably often in violation of 

both state and federal laws." 

In other'words, the fact that a guard is armed, and in an arnore.  

truc%, is not necesnar-'l- a strcnz. deterrent to terrorzt or 

organized -attack; thie guard prob1ably knox:s that'he may be in 

violation of a state or federal statute or lax-, and, when faced 

v:ith an arned attack situation, .ay simply not use the 1,Cauonrv 

available for fear of legal, as well as physical,• conse1ue'nce

to himself.  

10. The 11ITI'.X Rciort confirms and augr-ents. Ute ou.-er

vations and conclusions stated in'thims and our earlier affirhlv-itn 

-regarding the inadesuacies of the requirements 'regarding vi'ual 

surveillance and co.munications and armed guards, as outlined 

by 23RC's 10 CFR Part 73, of April, 1975.  

Cantain J3nes A. Echo]s. Affidavit of 2S 'Noverter, 1975 

11. Captain Jases A. Ec!:ols' affidavit of 2N *:o'.en!;er, 

1975 recounts nunerous tarrorist acts occuring aboard co:.•rcis1 

aircraft and/or associated %:ith co-n.-ercial air facilities znr.c 

installations. The-IITJ.• repc-rt it•.tiz,.s no less than 2C 

corn--rcial aviation-rt latted torrorist-acts in th- last 6 year-.  

.heze i.'n,. re cWnit•- ''-. vi": C.-r:.. n t :,: 

earlier affidavit that successful terrorist action against
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Co'=IrC-a1 a'Iat.n ia.fc•-ahl,:. in. b .elievcz t!%;t trt.!:.:ort c./ 
f..:':4 In co.-z•-:rci:.. aire_•ý "-_ "2rovi02.- UhaI t..rrarJ.tnt u:it 

particularl,- attr.,cLivu iccntive. for action.  

Assen.,-.nt of 10 C:Rl 73 tlrouqh 73.35 anc' 73.72 as 7r.r.:-O.d 

12. At par-crar-.,h 56 of our affidavit of'1G Ju:ne l97 

v:e stated that the regulations as republished on December 2S, 

1973 were not adequate to prevent or deter a determined group. of 

terrorists from succeedine w;ith their mission. Those xegulati;= 

were the rcgulations in effect on larch 4, 1974. A review: of 

10 crIt 73.1 through 73.35 and 73.72 as amended through 

Decenber 15, 1975, %..r. n_--c '; .. esnrmine whe,•h2er amend-ents.  

after flarch 4, 1974 vo.l]: substantiallv alttr our asseasme;It 

of the vulncrability to terrorist action of S:.:i carried in 

commercial transport.  

13. Our as-,n".-,rt has not chan-ed. The tlrust of 

these Part 73 rectulztio.- re.ains that of protecting a.;ainsr .csn.  

misrouting and easuai2 o.--'rcial theft.- Assuming full co=.l--.-ce 

vith the letter and sn..ir" of those sections of Part 73 b, all 

responsible parties (an assumption w:ith w•hich .;e disagree), t2e 

amended regulations do not provide for adequate personnel, 

equipment or procedures to effectively dater and prevent 

successful terrorist action or organized theft.  

14. - The require:,ients of Part is %hich nay give the 

appearance of providingc. ood security are grossly inadequate.  

Anong the inadequacies are: 

(1) shipc::nts of less than 5000 grams of 

SWI are not covered; 

(•) ''h -'s f'op: .ectir.-, a•ll..C--on 

and traininq guards as well as for 

Specially-desinnud truc.: are called 

for, neither minir-ui standar.s or 

imp):crentatLion datcs are s-r'cifiedt;

J.-95 -18



(3) Limtr"e of ruitren: pztvItI,.d fti- :.-*o 

their ;.rglirnq is i:.d 

(4) eo..-icaItion icanircr~entt in termiz 

of the freqju-mcy of cor.-iunicati.on ii, 

transit as i'ell ar. the number and 

capability of co's-municatjon chanrels 

is inzedequate.  

5.The Ilitre report states: (para. 3.12.5, pp. eq-e.i 

"P. wide dispartly (sic) presenbtly exi-t jr 

the various screeninq techniques used 

in re3ecting gu;ýre -erconncl ane ir.  

the training they receive.  

b. So lonc. as -contact is not alwanys possible 

with vehicles carrying high seceurit~y 

material, the present co'r=unication system.  

,will contpin veazhne~sse. Resnonsc 

capabi ii t- suffers L~ccorctingly.  

c. Arnored vehicles xic~d to trrnrnsort S.:: 

currently very in construction'and in 

the extent of denial and inmobilization 

f eaturez.  

d; The present re~ulations do not provide a 

sound legz~1'bisis for the carrying or 

emervecncy use of w~eapons by guards trans

portins' S::. acrosu state lines.  

e. L'scort vchicltr. ozz overnight and long 

di~~-~cehrtuln I'requtmtly have no sl~e-.ina 

acccroadat~o:-s; thus occupants r'.u-t rest
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16 . :12 re ~ ~iort. c::t;r .j , ccjrrc :.tjt,,, ~ j.  

of nn-rcin rz_.tr.t r &.L us in our mxcuzxnt ';ip-S 

Tcr.icr1.~t: -- 54 Pao25- diretedt~~ o the histor-Y 

tactics, capahbIlitivs, affiliatjors, 

flotivatiops and. recent activit~ins LC: 

terrorisats operatingj tIhroughcuL t'Il 

,world. (ltitre Report, p?~. 1-55) 

Transport industry -- 10 pages devoted4 to tile 

extensive role of cri:ie, 

corruption, enpiojee, colusion, 

and intazrealo~nal lnflur':ý- in 

undlerxmining inedustry zerviczs.  

%Vcapons -- &pages Citing ty-~as of vermons, It-'5r 

?.vail-thility and recent teup:)oymt-et 1:1 

terrorists. Cttitra P±-o~t' 61-70 

Conclusions rc-achcd incude "terrori-.n hzs btccncý Co2nI 

the Iestern. !:orld7 anC -. ea---ons of large caliber and fr~l..-aut:-.atiC 

fire can be casily prccurea," and "a veritable arvof criminals 

and hoodlums in this s-o-.ntrv.. is waiting and u.ill;-" to undc:'-1,e 

zan? acti2vit,?, Lr.cluc~i~t:. :ird~r, if the profit justiff-es it."

17. it is anjarvnt that the conditions in the

ccorn'enrcii transportatIon industry described by Saxm Edlou, in 

the 1969 snzsch attr.c~e4 to J. rdlows affidavit as Z~chi!)it 1 

have not subsrI.nti~a11' inproved. Sam rdlowr characterized Cie 

industry em untru-,ttorthy (rExhibit 1, p. 3) and !ncon-rv~tL.t 

(Xd. p. 9) arC the environnient in i.hich the industry,- ons:-atZ5 

z~s one c. c--- : 'rnjiizp.).J~~ ha felt th. L:.u :..  

that might !:e accoi-Ln1ished by strangtbheninqi rtr:uircmu~nte vithin 

thec conrierci:.1 indhintr-v ninwcit be early detection and rr~cov,:f*,' 

rather thain 7,.c~vcntio,.- (Id. Mp. G, 10,~ 11, 12). AS pointe-I 0cIt 

above in r,.:ri-rjn'i. !S.'( and 7 currcnt rnqulanttun- rciztrd.lj
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1,2:.'L .1 ~nr ..- 1o:' cal led "•::J diI.in•1" reru~et a roal of nI~¶.-cA.c'.,.-, 
ratr.r thn p..r'=vrc:•toz', of ditj:r cof.  

18. As to d.no:ntrattnr thtat LJ.. coa:.merc'ial'air 

sy•tLe.m is potentially unsafe from the tcrrorist threat vir'::ci:,., 

the recent bo-.bing of La.uar'dia Airport in indi.cative of a le-z: 

of vulnera-bility to Lnrror'st activity which far exceods tha 

vulnerability of military controlled systems, vehicles and 

installations.  

Frecent Information 

19. Vle note that in a January 12, 1976, p. 11, col. I 

lUe*z York' 7 c rtics e David BurnrhL', U!.e fcllowiag :.s 

reported: 

"The co•o.i'ssion [VIP.C], however, is consiCrjinr 

recor..cnding the possibility that an :xistin

Defense D!.•artment ageancy such 'as the Army'= 

-special forces be given training to enable it 

to react to a situation uh.re a terrorist 

-bdnd seizes and holds a wuclear facility for 

a relatively long period of time." 

""1orcover, it %.as stated in the D1ew Yor: Ti.'es, 

January 18, 1976, New:s Of The I-leek in Revi-.:, p. 3, col. 2: 

"Thf"rFederal N1uclear Regulatory Co.-tission 

is preparing to recommend that Con.ress 

consider, instead of creating a nspcial 

police force to guard nuclear po':cr pla,.:S, 

training ;..ny unit. to prepare for attacks 

on th-r instal3ations '.y terrorint crom:->i."

-9-
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CASLE ADDRESS 
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TELEX 415*341

*•SIEDENT ARTNERS WCNSNOTON ofTiCt 

OADMITIEO TO THE DISTRICT Or COLUNMIA OAR 

The Bon. Samuel J. Chilk 
Secretary 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re: NUREG-0034 - Draft Environmental Statement on the 
Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and 
Other Modes, NRC Docket No. PR-71, 73 (40 FR 23768) 

Dear Mr. Chilk: 

On August'26, 1976, the United States Energy Research 
and Development Administration transmitted to you for inclusion 
in the above the evidentiary record to date in Docket'No. 36325, 
Radioactive Materials, Special Train Service, Nationwide, now 
pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission.  

Since August 26th, the shippers other than Federal 
agencies which are parties to the pending Interstate Commerce 
Commission proceedings involving the transportation by'rail of 
certain radioactive materials filed comments on a Draft Environ
mental Impact Statement prepared'by the Office of Proceedings of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, served July 21, 1976. A 
copy of those comments is enclose4 for consideration by the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission in its pending evaluation of the en
vironmental impact of radioactive material shipments.  

Enrlsr our 

L. Manning #tznKjtý 

Enclosure ~:
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Before the 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Docket Nos. 36307, 36307(Sub. 1), 
36307(Sub. 2) and 36307(Sub. 3) 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, MISSOURI-KANSAS-TEXAS 
RAILROAD COMPANY, ETC.

Docket No. 36312 

U.S. ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEV•ELOPMENT. ADMINISTRATION 
V.  

THE AKRON, CANTON & YOUNGSTOWN RAILROAD COMPANY, ET AL.  

Docket No. 36313 

ALLIED-GENERAL NUCLEA SERVICES, ET AL.  
v.  

THE AKRON, CANTON & YOUNGSTOWN RAILROAD COMPANY, ET AL.  

Docket No: 36330 

GPU SERVICE CORPORATION, ET AL.  
V.  

THE AKRON, CANTON & YOUNGSTOWN RAILROAD COMPANY, ET AL.  

Docket No. 36335 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY, ET AL.  
V.  

THE AKRON, CANTON & YOUNGSTOWN RAILROAD COMPANY, ET AL.  

Docket No. 36336 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
V.  

THE AKRON, CANTON. & YOUNGSTOWN RAILROAD COMPANY, ET AL.  

Docket No. 36325 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, SPECIAL TRAIN SERVICE, NATIONWIDE 

Comments of Shippers Other Than Federal 
Agencies on the Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement by Office of Proceedings.
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Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact State

ment prepared by the Office of Proceedings of the Interstate 

Commerce Commission, served July 21, 1976, ("the Draft LIS") 

hereby are submitted by the following parties to the above

listed proceedings: 

Allied-General Nuclear Services 
Carolina Power and Light Company 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
Duke Power Company 
Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc.  
General Electric Company 
GPU Service Corporation 
Houston Lighting '& Power Company 
Kansas City Power and Light Company 
Kansas Gas and Electric Company 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation 
NL Industries, Inc.  
Northern States Power Company 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company 
Philadelphia Electric Company 
Power Authority of the State of New York 
Public Service Company of-Indiana, Inc.  
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation, 
Southern California'Edison'Company 
Union Electric Company 
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation 
Virginia Electric and Power Company
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

I. The Draft EIS contains fundamental errors as 

shown by the following statement: 

This Impact Statement is generic in 
nature and can be used by the Commis
sion in any proceeding in which the 
issue is the health and'safety aspects 
associated with special rather than 
regular train service.  

This threshold statement creates problems throughout the 

entire Draft EIS. First, it mistakenly assumes that all 

three types of proceedinas currently before the Commission 

concerning the transportation of radioactive materials 

involve special versus regular trains when in fact only one 

of the proceedings involves-that issue; and secondly; it 

states that any action to be taken or not to be taken by the 

Commission is on the basis of health and safety issues, in 

spite of the fact that the Congress has given this respon

sibility to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission-(NRC) and the 

Department of Transportation (DOT).  

II. The Commission-should rely on the expertise 

of other governmental agencies in areas in which the Commis

sion is not expert in preparing Environmental Impact State

ments. However, the manner inwhich the Commission has 

relied on the Draft Environmental Statement of the-Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission in this case •is inappropriate. That 

-1I-
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approach tends to obscure the issues in these proceedings 

and could easily lead to misunderstanding of the impact by 

persons who are not sufficiently familiar with the subject 

areas to separate what is relevant from what is irrelevant.  

The manner in which the NRC document is bsed is inappropriate

because that document is direcied primarily to radioactive 

materials other than spent nuclear fuel and wastes and is 

concerned primarily with modes of transportation other than 

rail or highway. Further, the document is in draft form 

subject to change and the Commission does not really know 

what the final document will be or the conclusions which it 

will reach. While we do not believe it to be inappropriate 

to use such information as a base, the Commission's Environ

mental Affairs Staff, alone or with assistance from experts 

in the field such as NRC, should rewrite the Environmental 

Impact Statement using only the relevant portions of that 

and other documents,-supplementing that information where 

necessary for these proceedings.  

III. The properties of the spent nuclear fuel and 

radioactive wastes should be explained more fully in the 

Environmental Impact Statement in order to better assess 

the consequences 6f normal and accident conditions. -The 

referenced descriptions which are in the Uhiform Freight 

Classification 12 (I.C.C. 8) are primarily for identifica

tion purposes only and do not describe characteristics of
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the materials essential for, evaluating environmental effects.  

IV. The containers are designed to meet rigorous 
standards set by NRC and DOT Regulations for performance 

under both normal and accident conditions. These regulations 

are very comprehensive and the containers undergo extensive 
evaluation to determine that they satisfy the conditions 
imposed on them. Substantial testimony by Gbvernment and 
other shipper witnesses in these proceedings indicate that,' 
these casks can survive any conceivable railroad accident.  
Conversely, the railroads have made no quantitative analysis 
of either accident conditions or of the effect of such condi
tions on these containers.  

V.- The Draft EIS consideration of alternative 
modes is inadequate because it does not consider in sufficient 

detail the impact of those modes of transportation. As 
described ion testimony before the Commission, truck is not 
a viable mode for spent nuclear'fuel and.for most wastes 
because the containers, suited for regular train service, 
are too heavy to be trahsported by truck., While small truck 
casks could be used, they would increase the number of ship
ments by a factor of seven to ten. This would greatly in
crease the number of miles traveled,,and the number of people 
involved in handling thecask.at the reactor, reprocessing 

plant, and waste disposal site. It also would require
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extensive changes' to facilities (many already built) to ac

commodate the smaller casks.  

VI. The definition of special-train service relied 

on by the Environmental Affairs Staff in the Draft EIS is 

not part of any published tariff nor is it binding in any 

manner on the railroads. Under the Special Freight Train 

Service Tariffs, the railroads could handle a shipment in 

whatever manner might suit their convenience.  

VII. The Environmental Affairs Staff has improper

ly concluded that special trains will add some increment of 

safety. These is extensive evidence in the rec6rd that the 

risk of transporting radioactive materials in regular trains 

is no greater than in special trains.  

VIII. The treatment of the commitment of future 

resources in the Draft EIS is inadequate. This commitment of 

future resources is dismissed as 'infinitesixnal in relation 

to total material resource consumption". The waste of 

natural resources-which would be involved in the mandatory 

use of' special trains is substantial today and will increase 

greatly in the future as additional reactors are put into 

service.  

IX. The Draft EIS is incomplete because it does 

not include-a balancing of the costs of the actions against 

the benefits-allegedly to be derived therefrom. Based on a
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balancing of the cost of the special-train service against 

the reduction of risks associated with the shipments,/the 

imposition of mandatory specialntrain service is not justi

fied even if such special-train service could completely 

eliminate the risks involved in-the shipments, which it 

cannot do. We believe that a meaningful cost-benefit' 

balance must be included as a'part of the Final Environmental 

Impact Statement.  

In order to assist the Environmental Affairs Staff' 

in the preparation of an Environmental Impact'Statement, 

detailed comments have been provided in the following sections.
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I. Introduction 

A. What is before the Commission 

The Draft EIS prepared byithe Environmental Affairs 

Staff of ICC Office of Proceedings (*the Staff") lists in 

the captionseven proceedings now pending which involve the 

transportation of~radioactive materials by rail. It cor

rectly notes that those proceedings are of three different 

types but it makes no effort to identify the specific en

vironmental issues in each type of proceeding. On the con

trary, it states: 

This impact statement is generic in nature, 
and can be used by the Commission in any pro
ceeding in which the issue is the health and 
safety effects associated with special rather 
than regular train service. (Summary Sheet).  

Underlying this threshold statement are two funda

mental errors: (1) It incorrectly assumes that the environ

mental.issue in all the pending proceedings (and in uniden

tified future proceedings) relates to the question of special 

trains versus regular trains. (2) It identifies as the en

vironmental issue (and the only environmental issue) before 

the Commission in these cases the "health and safety effects 

associated with the special rather than regular train ser

vice" for the carriage of the radioactive materials involved, 

which is not an issue on which this Commission can properly 

pass. Moreover, the issues which are presented by each of
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the three types of pending proceedings are more complex than 

the Draft EIS suggests.  

One type of pending proceeding ("the Eastern raif

roads complaint proceedings") involves the refusal of the 

E~stern railroads to publish.tariffs for the caririage of 

spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste materials as those 

materials are defined in Items 80762-A and 80764-A of Uni

form Freight Classification 12'(I.C.C. 81_/ These proceedings 

(Dockets 36312, 36313, 36330, 36335 and 36336) were com

menced when five individual or groups of complainants, in

cluding the United States Energy Research and Development 

1 / Item 80762-A defines spent nuclear fuel to be: -"Fuel 
elements, nuclear reactor, irradiated and requiring pro
tection shielding, also irradiated parts~or constituents, 
in containers required by I.C.C. regulations, . . . , shipped 
to Atomic Energy Commission-owned or licensed sites for chem
ical reprocessing." 

Item 80764-A defines radioactive waste to be: 
"Waste materials having no reclamation value, requiring pro
tection shielding, or requiring radioactive-materials labeling, 
marking or placarding, in'containers required by I.C.C. regu
lations; . . .,, shipped to Atomic Energy Commission-owned 
sites or to sites .operated by contractors or licensees of 
the Atomic Energy Commission for disposal." 

Due to changes in -th6 law, the references to lthe 
regulatory authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
and Atomic Energy Commission should be changed to the Depart
ment of Transportation and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
respectively. References toAtomic Energy.Commission-owned 
or contractor operated sites should be to Energy Research 
and Development Administrati6n-owned or contractor operated 
sites.
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Administration ("ERDA"), filed complaints against the Eastern 

railroads under Section 13 of the Interstate Commerce Act.2-/ 

The Commission has consolidated these five proceedings, which 

present the single issue of the Eastern railroads' status 

as common carriers of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste 

materials.  

A second type of proceeding now before the Commission 

is Docket 36307, Radioactive Materials, Missouri-Kansas-Texas 

Railroad Company, 36307(Sub. 1), 36307(Sub. 2) and 36307(Sub. 3) 

("the M-K-T proceedings").-/ The M-K-T proceedings involve 

that single railroad's announcements in the form of published 

tariff "flag-outs" that it would no longer participate as a 

common carrier in the rail transportation of spent nuclear 

fuel, radioactive waste materials, and other radioactive 

2/ At page 3, the Draft EIS notes that the initial flag-outs 
were not protested. Most of these flag-outs occurred in 1962 
and were not protested at that time'because the nuclear re
actor industry had not developed, as'it has today, to the 
stage where reliable common carrier railroad service had be
come essential. The U.S. Government at that' time was the 
only shipper of spent'nuclear fuel'and wastes, and it had 
separate arrangements with 'the railroads under Section 22.  
The flag-outs of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail
road Company and the Soo Line Railroad Company occurred more 
recently, but were not caught by interested shippers at the 
time. In fact, the Rock Island flag-out occurred on only 
five days notice.  

3_/ The Draft EIS does not mention Sub Nos. 1, 2 and 3 of 
Docket 36307. We assume this was inadvertent and that it 
was the intention of th'i Staff to include those sub-numbered 
proceedings as well. Sub No. 1 is entitled Empty Containers 
for Radioactive Materials, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad
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materials and containers therefor on which no other rail

road has flagged-out. Similar to the Eastern Railroad com

plaint proceedings, the M-K-T proceedings present the single 

issue of the M-K-T's status as a common carrier of the in

-~4/ volved radioactive materials and containers therefor.

The third type of pending proceeding is Docket 

36325, Radioactive Materials, Special Train Service, Nation

wide ("the Southern and Western railroads special train pro

ceeding" or "the special train proceeding"). As accurately 

described in the Draft EIS (at 3), this proceeding involves 

the investigation of the Southern and West'ern railroads' 

proposal to impose a mandatory special train-requirement upon 

Company and is the M-K-T's flag-out from empty radioactive 
materials shipping containers if previously used to ship 
radioactive materials. (Item 20907 of Supplement 5 of Uni
form Freight Classification 12 (I.C.C.8))..  

Sub No. 2 is entitled Restricted Usage of Containers 
and Cars, Non-irradiated Cores and is the M-K-T's flag-out 
from cores or core assemblies or fuel blanket assemblies, 
nuclear reactor, not irradiated, with non-irradiated fuel or 
without fuel, in packages when shipments are made in containers 
and/or gars which have been used previously to ship radio
active material. (Item 30818 of Supplement 8 of the Uniform 
Freight Classification 12 (I.C.C. 8)).  

Sub No. 3 is entitled Restricted Usage of Cars, Ra
dioactive Materials and is the M-K-T's flag-out from radio
active material shipping cars moving on their own wheels un
less such cars are empty and have'not been used previously 
to ship radioactive materials. (Item 81295-C of Supplement 
10 of the Uniform Freight Classification 12 (I.C.C. 8)).  

4 / The Illinois Terminal Railroad, in Supplement 12 of Uni
T-orm Freight Classification 12 (I.C.C.8) has published its 
flag-out from spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes to be 
effective August 31, 1976. On August 26, 1976, the Suspension 
and Fourth Section Board voted to investigate this matter and 
assigned it Docket No. 36307(Sub. 4). A number of protests 
were filed.
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all shippers of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste 

materials. The shippers would be required to request and 

pay for special train service as provided for by the special 

freight train service tariffs published by the Southern and 

Western railroads. As also noted in the Draft EIS, the South

ern and Western railroads are not seeking to deny their com

mon carrier-status for traniporting radioactive materials.  

B. What the Commission Must Assess 

An environmental impact statement generic to all 

the pending (and possible) Commission proceedings involving 

the transportation by rail of radioactive materials must 

consider a range of effects and alternatives. See 42 U.S.C.  

S 4332(C)(iii). The Draft EIS (at 3) thus is in error when 

it states that in the three types of pending proceedings 

"the same basic question is presented, i.e., whether 

environmental and safety considerations justify the railroad's 

(sic) proposed requirement that spent nuclear fuel and radio

active waste materials move in special trains as opposed to 

regular train service." This basic misconception of the is

sues pervades the entire Draft EIS.  

First of all, the issue of regular train service 

versus special traiLn service is presented directly only in 

the Southern and Western railroads special train proceeding.
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In that proceeding, the Commission, in assessing the environ

mental 'ramifications of mandatory special train versus regular 

train'service, must consider a broad spectrum of impacts. For 

instance, the Commission must consider the immense added costs 

and the need for additional railroad equipment'and 'other re

sources that would be irretrievably committed by the require

ment of mandatory special trains. In addition, the availa

bility of alternate transport modes must be considered (es

pecially if costs of rail transportation encourage shippers 

to change modes). An essential element of this evaluation 

involves taking notice of compliance with the safety regu

lations established by the Department of Transportation ("DOT") 

and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") governing the 

transport of radioactive materials and the fact that such 

regulations govern the transport of radioactiye materials. 5_/ 

Needless"to say, through the vehicle of an environmental im

pact statement, the ICC has not-suddenly gained authority 

which it does not otherwise have to evaluate safety consider

ations and impose additional regulations.  

5/ The correction of deficiencies in such regulations, if 
-hiere are any, are for the DOT or NRC, theagencies empowered 

by law with -exclusive authority to act in the public interest 
in the area of safe transportation of radioactive materials.  
See I0 C.F.R. 5 2.802 (1975) and 49 C.F.R. 5 170.11 (1975) 
(providing, respectively, that any person may petition the 

NRC or the DOT to issue, amend or rescind any regulation).
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The M-K-T proceedings and the Eastern railroads 

complaint proceedings present different issues for the Com

mission to assess.-L- These two types of proceedings will 

not decide what should be the characteristics of the respec

tive railroads' operations in transporting any radioactive 

materials (such as by special train or otherwise), but will 

determine only whether those railroads have a common carrier 

duty to perform those operations. The ICC will be presented 

with the special train issue therein only if it determines 

in those proceedings that these railroads are common carriers 

of the involved radioactive materials and then only if these 

railrbads seek to include a provision for mandatory special 

train service in their published tariffs 2 ' 4nd only if the 

Commission were to decide that the flag-out railroads must 

participate in the presently published tariffs.. In these 

cases, the shippers seek a Commission determination that 

6/ When the railroads in the Eastern railroads complaint 
proceedings filed their pleading in Docket 36313 entitled 
"Motion to Require the Commission to Prepare an Environmental 
Impact Statement," that motion was opposed by complainants.  
While the parties hereto'are filing these comments, they have 
not abandoned their position that the railroads have not demon
strated how the mere resolution of the legal issues presented 
by both the M-K-T proceedings and the Eastern railroads com
plaint proceeding will constitute a major Federal action sig
nificantly affecting the quality of the humqn environment 
requiring-the preparation of an environmental impact statement.  

7_/ If the M-K-T is denied the right to flag-out, it would 
remain subject to the existing tariffs applicable to the West
ern railroads (unless it deviated therefrom). If the Commis
sion finds that the M-K-T and/or the Eastern railroads are 
private carriers and therefore that their flag-outs are law
'ful, the Commission will lose any power to control what the 
railroads may then do in connection therewith.
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the railroads be required to carry the involved radioactive 

materials as common carriers.. The alternative to be assessed 

is the denial of that relief, in which case there would be 

no tariff in effect requiring that these materials beIshipped 

in either regular or special trains. In that case, the rail

roads could refuse altogether to-transport these materials• 

In these two types of proceedings, the-Commission should as

sess the potential impacts of permitting the respective rail

roads to refuse to serve as common-carriers. The Commission 

should consider what the results of that alternative would 

be if shippers turned to truck transportation, which in itself 

might require basic changes in the entire nuclear fuel cycle.  

(A possible-alternative result'could be that shippers,-in 

some cases, could arrange for transportation by the railroads 

in private carriage under conditions and at costs as to

which on6 can only speculate'.) 

In assessing the environmental impacts in all-three 
types of cases, the Commission needs,to examine the extensive 

record being developed in the'pehding proceedings. Examin

ation of this record'will enable the Commission to reach 

more informed judgments about complicated issues which (es

pecially in the nuclear field) miy be'outside the scope of 

the Commission's usual experience and expertise. -Reference 

to the record also will serve to avoid inconsistencies.
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C. What" the Interstate Commerce Commission Lacks Authority 
to Implement 

Regardless of the environmental impacts which may 

be associated with the instant proceedings, the Interstate 

Commerce Commission must be mindful of the fact that it lacks 

statutory authority to establilh safety standards or to allow 

any common carrier.Aby rail or otherwise) to do so. The 

Federal regulatory framework governing the safe shipment 

and carriage of radioactive materials has.been prescribed 

hv the Congress, which has vested exclusive control over those 

activities in the Department of Transportation and the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission..-/ It is those two agencies and not 

the ICC or individual carriers which have been given author

ity to establish regulations and c•iteria to insure the 

safety of the public, including carriers and carrier person

nel, as to the transportation of radioactive materials. 9/ 

8_/ The Draft EIS (at 6) has incorporated by reference the 
entirety of ChapteroII of the NRC's Draft Environmental State
ment on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and 
Other Modes, NUREG-0034 (March 1976) ("the NRC!s DES"). Chap
ter II of the NRC's DES summarizes the Federal regulations 
pertaining to the transportation ofradioactive materials, 
and notes that such transportatidn is regulated by the NRC 
and the DOT. See NRC DES, pages II-1 to 11-2. Some of the 
undersigned duri-ng the course of hearings previously held in 
the pending proceedings have submitted a memorandum of law 
which contains a detailed description of the comprehensive 
safety regulations promulgated by the NRC and the DOT (M-K-T 
Proceedings Exh. 1; Special Train Service Proceeding Exh. 1).  

_/ The memorandum of law referred to, supra, note 8, con
tains-a discussion of the Price-Anderson Act insurance
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The railroads' basic position in the three types, 

of proceedings is that, whether or not radioactive materials, 

are tendered to them in compliance with applicable govern

ment regulations, they nevertheless may impose their own 

standards or refuse to transport the materials because they 

are unwilling to accept whatever risk their transportation 

might involve. This contention must be put in perspective.  

Radioactive materials.are hazardous and their transportation 

involves some degree ot risk '(as does the transportati6n of 

other hazardous and even non-hazardous materials), but the 

hazards of transportation can be (and have been) reduced to 

acceptable levels.  

The Congress could have determined that the risks 

involved are unacceptable and could have prohibited the de

velopment and use of atomic energy for peacetime purposes.  

After weighing this question verycarefully, the Congress 

determined that the hazards could •e controlled and .that the 

benefits from its peacetime use would outweigh the risks in

volved in the development of a properly controlled nuclear 

industry. See 42 U.S.C. SS 2011 et seq. The policy of the 

policies and indemnity agreements whose "omnibus" features" 
protect rail carriers without payment of premiums by-the 
railroads. For the reasons stated in the memorandum," the* 
ICC may not sanction the railroads' actions on the ground 
that the availability of the Price-Anderson insurance-indem
nity system provided 'or in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, together with other available insurance, might 
not adequately protect the railroads against risk of loss 
or liability.
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Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reor

ganization Act of 1974 is to encourage the development of 

atomic energy by (1) providing for the steps necessary to 

reduce the hazards to an acceptable level and (2) making sure 

that it will not be burdened, in the name of safety, with 

restrictions on its use having'little.6r no safety value 

but imposing a financial burden which would limit its devel

opment and use. To accomplish this objective, the Atomic 

Energy Act established a comprehensive system of licensing 

by the Atomic Energy Commission (now NRC). E.g., see 42 

U.S.C. S.2201 (b).  

Congress also understood that, if atomic energy 

were going to be developed, radioactive materials would need 

to be transported under regulations designed to accomplish 

the twin objectives of encouraging its development and re

ducinq the hazards connected therewith to acceptable levels.  

Section 834 of Title 18 U.S.C. at one time author

ized the ICC to formulate regulations for the safe transpor

tation within the United States of explosives and other dan

gerous articles, including -radioactive materials. The author

ity conferred by the Transportation of Explosives Act, of 

which 18 U.S.C. S 834 is a part, has since been transferred
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to DOT. 49 U.S.C. S 1651 et seq. .0/ It is abundantly clear 
that, since passage of the Department of Transportation Act 
of 1966, the ICC has had no statutory authority to set trans
portation safety standards based on the hazardous nature of 
radioactive materials ii /and that it may not--directly or 
indirectly•-undercut the jurisdiction of the NRC and DOT to
establish such standards by allowing common carriers to de
viate from the regulations established by those agencies. 12 / 
That is exactly what the railroads would have the ICC do.  

10 / The regulatory authority conferred on DOT was expanded -- strengthened by the Transportation Safety Act of 1974, 49 U.S.C. S 1801 et'seq.  

II/ The Interstate Commerce Act, as-amended, 49 U.S C. S I et seq. (1970) contains no such authority. It is axiomatic t-hat agency action cannot exceed or extend-the scope of its statutory authority. Trenton Chemical Co. v. United States, 201 F.2d 776, 778 (6th Cir. 1953). In other words, tne power of an agency "is circumscribed by the authority granted" by Congress. Stark v. Wickard,' 321 U.S. 288, 309 (1944). The' "authority granted" is determined in turn by the language of the statute and by its "aim and~nature.- FTC v. Bunte Bros., 312 U.S. 349, 351 (1941). ' 
12/ In Burlington Truck Lines v. United States, 371 U.S. 156 Tf962), the Supreme Court warned of the possible dangers when. a Commission action intrudes upon another agency's jurisdiction.  In examining an ICC case that'involved the authority of the National Labor Relations Board, theCourt stated: 

"Implicit in this analysis is a recognition -that if :either agency is not careful it may trench upon the other's jurisdiction, and; because of lackof expert competence,'contravene the national policy as to 'transportation or labor relations . . . the Com-'mission must act with a discriminating awareness 
of the 'consequences of its action.  

371 U.S. at 173, 174. Because the ICC unjustifiably intruded upon the NLRB's jurisdiction, the Court set aside the order of the Commission there at issue.
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Congress has not only made it clear that DOT and 

the NRC are the-sole Federal agencies granted statutory jurJ 

isdiction to regulate in this area; in both the Atomic Energy 

Act and the Transportation Safety Act it has specifically 

legislated that there are to be no varying or inconsistent 

regulations. Certainly, the railroads' position is at var

iance with the DOT and NRC requirements. 21!/ It would make 

no sense for Congress to have expressed itself in the fashion 

it has if it had intended to alluw carriers of hazardous ma

terials to engage in regulation of the transportation of 

such materials.-L14/ Thus, the ICC lacks authority to allow 

the railroads to establish their own regulatory framework 

for the transportation of radioactive materials.  

13/ It should be noted that carriers of hazardous materials 
ha-ve:in the past imposed general restrictions on that carriage 
through 'the mechanism of a tariff in conformance with DOT 
requirements. Such restrictions mUt first be o-m-u-ga---ed 
as regulations by the DOT (or the NRC) before being filed or 
accepted as tariff material. The nation's railroads have in 
the past followed this procedure in publising tariffs con
taining safety requirements. See, e.g., Rule 39 of the Uni
form Freight Classification 12 as supplemented: R. M. Graziano's 
Tariff No. 29, I.C.C. 29. Particular operating rcstrictions 
for a limited time period may, of course be imposed in specific 
circumstances. See 49 C.F.R. S 174.575 and 49 C.F.R. 5 1006.1.  
Cf. Airline Pilots Association, Int'l. v. C.A.B., 516 F.2d 
1-2-69, 1275-76 (2d Cir. 1975).  

14 / That this is the course which the railroads must follow 
is-pointed out in Kappelmann v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., No.  
75-1830 F.2d (D.C. Cir., April 16. 1976). In that
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In the following sections, we shall discuss the 

various matters which the Commission should consider -infurther 

assessing the environmental impacts associated with the trans

portation by rail of radioactive materials. These comments 

are an attempt to place the issues in focus and to eliminate 

misconceptions and inaccuracies which may have found their 

way into the Draft EIS.  

case, the plaintiffs sought an injunction requiring the de
fendant airline to give warning to prospective passengers on 
airplanes carrying a significant amount of radioactive mater
ials. After reviewing at some length the-legislative-history 
of the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, the'Court 
sustained the judgment of the District Court which dismissed 
the complaint, stating: 

In conclusion, we hold'that the trial 
judge properly invoked the doctrine of 
primary jurisdiction.'-The need for uniform
ity and a tribunal of special competence 
have-been shown. It also appears that rule
making is a more appropriate means of 
resolving the problems presented than is 
adjudicaticn. Therefore, we affirm dismis
sal of the requests for injunctive relief.  
If appeilanis in the future desire to 
impose their suggested regulations upon any 
interstate common carrier of this limited 
category of'hazardous materials, they must 
in the first instance request that the 
Secretary of Transportation-or'his delegate 
undertake a rulemaking procedure under 
section 105 of the-Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. S 1804 (1974 
Supp.): Slip op. at-16-17.  

Even in Delta Air Lines, Inc.-v. Civil Aeronautics Board, 
Nos. 74-1984, et al. F.2dJ___D.C. Cir. June 22, 1976) 
where the Court-dte-er-ined that Congress had left in the 
Civil Aeronautics Board certainresidualsafety responsibil.
ities, 'the court stated that the CAB ". . . should defer to 
the safety expertise of its sister agencies and accept the 
FAA/DOT position of safety as establishing both an inner 
and an outer limit in its safety jurisdiction." (Slip op.  
at 22.)
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1I. The Draft EIS Has Improperly Relied on a Nuclear 
"Regulatory Commission Draft Environmental 
Statement Which (1) is Directed Primarily 

at Radioactive Materials Other than 
Spent Nuclear Fuel and Wastes and 

at Transportation Modes Other 
than Rail, and (2) is Still 

in Draft Form.  

The Draft EIS has incorporated by reference the 

entirety of Chapters II through VII of the NRC's DES. While 

some portions of the NRC's draft document are pertinent to 

the issues before the ICC in these proceedings, most of the 

material is not pertinent to such issues.  

The NRC's DES, which was published in March 1976, 

originally was prompted by concerns about the air transpor

tation of radioactive materials. Even more to the point, 

the NRC's DES is addressed to concerns about the transpor

tation through populated areas of radioisotopes and of pluto

nium and other special nuclear materials-. 1-'Most of the 

calculations in the NRC's DES deal with these particular 

elements in the form of pure elements in a readily disper

sible form. Although these elements are found in small mea

sure in spent nuclear fuel and some wastes, they are tightly 

bound in the fuel matrix or are otherwise diluted and incor

porated in a non-dispersible form. For this reason, neither 

15/ The-term "special nuclear material" ("SNM") is used to 
U-scribe plutonium, and uranium enriched in the isotope 233 
or in the isotope 235. See 42 U.S.C. SS 2014aa ard 2071.
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the tables reproduced in .the Draft EIS nor the related dis-_ 

cussion sheds light on the issues now before this Commission.

Wholesale inclusion, without explanation, of ma

terial from the NRC's DES, by reference or otherwise, obscures 

the information related to spent nuclear fuel and radioactive 

wastes and confuses persons who do not have sufficient back

ground in this subject to recognize the distinctions between 

the commodities and the issues considered in the NRC's DES 

and those before the Commission in this proceeding. Therefore, 

to avoid the confusion which has been created by the incorpor-

ation by reference of large portions of the NRC's DES, the ICC 

should edit the NRC's DES and include only those portions which 

are pertinent to the radioactive materials involved in these," 

proceedings. Further, editing alone will not suffice without 

additional work and the rewriting of some portions to pro

vide' the necessary framework and background for understanding 

the results set forth in the remaining portions of the NRC's 

DES. Moreover, even if the NRC's DES were pertinent, it is 

not final and is subject to change. -For that' reason alonre, 

caution should be used whenever parts of it are referred to.  

In addition to material in the NRC's DES which 

is relevant herein, detailed information, findings and con-' 

clusions about the rail transportation of spent nuclear fuel 

and radioactive waste materials are set forth in Environmental�
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Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and From 

Nuclear Power Plants, WASH-1238 (December 1972) (hereinafter 

"WASH-1238"). This document was prepared after a rulemaking 

by the former Atomic Energy Commission. It since has been 

supplemented twice by the NRC.-16-_ Much of the material in 

WASH-1238 and its supplements is directly pertinent herein, 

so the Commission should consider incorporating it or, for 

clarity, quoting it in the final EIS.  

Listed below are comments on the portions of the 

NRC's DEC which are germane and applicable to the rail tran's

portation of the involved radioactive materials as well as 

comments pointing out which portions of the NRC's DES are 

not relevant or applicable. These comments include specific 

references to WASH-1238 and its supplements, including fur

ther information which should be considered: 

1. Chapter II of the NRC's DES, while generic, 

contains much discussion that is neither relevant nor appli

cable to the present proceedings. The irrelevant discussions 

include the discussion of exempt quantities, low specific 

activity ("LSA"},materials, Type A packages, shipment by 

aircraft, and safeguarding of special nuclear material ("SNM").  

16/ WASH-1238 is Exhibit 15 in Docket 36325 and Exhibit 2 
In-Dockets 36307 et al. The first NRC supplement,-NUREG-75/038 
(April 1975), is -x~h-bit 16 in Docket 36325 and Exhibit 3 in 
Docket 36307 et.al. The second NRC'Supplement, NUREG-0069 
(July 1976), as-not been introduced formally in these pro
ceedings at this time.
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The Draft EIS should include a discussion of only those por

tions of the regulations applicable to the commodities covered 

by these proceedings, i.e., spent nuclear fuel and radioactive 

wastes, the package types for those commodities, and the 

modes of transport likely to be used, i.e., rail, highway and 

possibly water. Any discussion of or reference to Section J 

of the NRC's DES should be eliminated in its entirety because 

spent nuclear fuel is exempt from such requirements due to 

the high radiation levels associated with the unshielded 

spent fuel (NRC's DES page 11-32) and radioactive wastes are 

not considered to contain sufficient SNM to require safe

guarding. Guidance as to appropriate discussion of the regu

lations pertaining to these shipments can be derived from 

reference to the verified statements and cross-examination

of ERDA and Industry Witnesses R. F. Barker, R. W. Peterson 

and W. E. Potts in Docket No. 36325.  

2. Chapter III of the NRC's DES is also mostly 

generic but needs substantial revision to eliminate the ref

erences to radioisotopes and plutonium and to include the pro

perties of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes, the 

materials of concern in the proceedings now before the ICC.  

Specifically Table 111-7 as now presented is totally inappro

priate as it nowherd even mentions spent nuclear fuel and
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radioactive wastes. Also, references to plutonium isotopes 

on page 111-24 and in Figure 111-2 (page 111-26) of the NRC's 

DES are not applicable to the present proceedings, and thus 

should be deleted.  

3. Oniy those portions of Chapter IV of the NRC's 

DES which are appiicable to transport of spent nuclear fuel 

and radioactive wastes should be included in the Draft EIS 

and the sections now dealing with rail and highway transport 

should be rewritten to reflect the differences between the 

handling of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes and the 

handling of plutonium and small packages.of radioisotopes 

that now permeate the entire discussion. Specifically, the 

Introduction except for page IV-7 and portions of page IV-ll 

are pertinent. Section D-1 should be eliminated. The bal

ance of the Chapter is a good outline if rewritten to reflect 

realistically the shipment of spent nuclear fuel and radioac

tive wastes. For example, the analysis should be based on a 

mid-1980's projection (i.e., 200-1000 MWe reactors), the 

known geographical locations of the reactors, that at least 

two reprocessing plants will* be operating, and the waste dis

posal sites presently contemplated by ERDA. In addition, 

the TI in Table IV-7 (page IV-32) is too high and not repre

sentative of spent nuclear fuel and waste shipments by rail.
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To the extent that the Draft EIS addresses the truck alter

native, the radiation exposurý penalty to the public' from 

truck transportation should be quantified: 

4. To the extent that Chapter V of the NRC's DES 

is generic with respect to risk analysis, it may be'used.

For example pages V-1 through V-8 may be used except that 

the figures on pages V-S, V-6 and V-7 should be modified or 

replaced with figures appropriate for the transportation modes 

of interest in the proceedings now before the Commission.  

In Section B (pages V-8 through V-26) only the Introduction 

and Subsections B.2 and B.4 are germane to these proceedings 

and they should be revised to assure that they properly reflect 

transportation of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes.  

Section B.6, while good in theory,.is not applicable in ac

tual practice because of the extensive differences between 

the containers for radioisotopes and special nucleai material 

and those for spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes as 

well as the differences between 'the contents of'such containers 

Furthermore, the treatment of probability and consequences 

of accidents in special train vs. regular train service is 

totally inadequate for use in these proceedings. The Draft 

EIS suggests the'conclusion that'special train service will 

lead to lower risk. For reasons stated elsewhere in thes( 

comments, we believe this is misleading and without soun 

basis.
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In Table V-6 of the NRC's DES (page V-5), Model I 

release fractions should be deleted from the Draft EIS: 

Both the spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste casks ref

erenced in the present proceedings far exceed Model I con

tainment capability assumptions. Furthermore, on page V-26, 

NRC's DES states that " • typical containers are probably 

better than Model II would indicate." The analysis of con

sequences of rail accidents in WASH-1238 when updated by 

Supplement II is a reasonable but conservative estimate (de

sign of the spent fuel casks that have been described in the 

present proceedings preclude possibility of the accident in

volving loss of fuel assemblies described on page 87 of WASH

1238). None of the references to other modes of transport 

and other commodities contained in this Chapter of the NRC's 

DES should be included in the Draft EIS. Tables V-1, V-2, 

V-3 and V-ý, for example, deal with accidents involving air

craft, trucks, delivery vans and helicopters.  

The references to plutonium (pages V-30 through 

V-53) are irrelevant and misleading in this proceeding.  

Tables V-16 and V-17 (pages V-52 and V-53) clearly show plu

tonium to be 98-99+ percent of the total transportation risk 

with the risk from spent fuel being from negligible to 0.1 

percent of the total risk.
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The NRC's DES Curie content and dose calculations 

for spent nuclear fuel in Tables V-8 (page V-35) and V-11 

(page V-38) and related latent cancer fatalities (LCF) in 

Tables V-14 through V-17 (pages V-49 to V-53) appear to have 

been made prior to the calculations reflected in WASH-1238 

Supplement II, which was published in July 1976. Therefore, 

the calculations in the NRC's DES need to be updated to re

flect this later input. Tabulations such as Table V-18 (page 

V-58) of the NRC's DES should be deleted or revised to re

flect spent fuel and wastes only. In general, as stated 

above, the individual dose calculation in WASH-1238 is more 

meaningful than the population dose and LCF calculation in 

the NRC's DES.  

5. Applicable portions of the discussion of Al

ternatives in Chapter VI of the NRC's DES could be included 

in the ICC statement. Particular attention should be given 

to the discussion in the NRC's DES of use of special trains 

for spent nuclear fuel at pages VI-44 to VI-45 which indi

cates that the use of special trains does not appear to be.  

cost effective for such shipments and that any al.leged safety., 

improvement is problematical at best and therefore does not 

support the ICC Staff's conclusion on special train safety 

benefits.
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Potentially applicable sections of Chapter VI would 

include Section A Introduction (pages VI-l through VI-4) 
provided that numbers are changed to reflect spent nuclear 

fuel and wastes. In Section B the only applicable parts are 
B.1-6 (pages VI-27 through VI-30), B.2-3 and B.3-4 (pages 
VI-41 through VI-45) and B.4 (pages VI:-47 through VI-52) and 
then only if the discussion is limited to those pArts appli
cable to spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes. Section 
C on the radiological effects of the alternatives would need 
extensive rework to separate the very small effects due to 
spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes from the effects 
of the other items. For example, only a single line in Table 
VI-31 through VI-33 is applicable to spent nuclear fuel 

shipments.  

6. Inclusion in the Draft EIS of Chapter VII of 
the NRC's DES was improper. Security and safegutards require
ments are not applicable to spent nuclear fuel and radioac

tive wastes. The NRC's DES (at page VII-l) specifically notes 
that there are only two groups of nuclear material that may 
require safeguarding: (1) certain strategic quantities and 
types of special nuclear material (SNM) such as highly en
riched uranium and plutonium and (2) a few radioisotopes such 
as cobalt-60. Moreover, spent nuclear fuel is exempt from 

the safeguarding regulations by 10 C.F.R. 73.6(b), as speci

fically noted in the NRC's DES at page 11-32.
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III. A More Complete Description of the Properties 
and Characteristics of the Radioactive 

Materials Being Shipped is Needed 
Than That Provided in 

the Draft EIS.  

The Draft EIS (at 1) references the definition of 

the principal radioactive materials involved in these pro

ceedings in railroad tariff terminology as set forth in Items 

80762-A and 80764-A of the Uniform Freight Classification 12.  

A more complete technical description is required for a pro

per assessment of possible environmental effects of both nor

mal transportation and accident conditions.  

The principal commodities covered in the proceedings 

are spent nuclear fuel and four types of radioactive wastes: 

namely, Low-Level Reactor Wastes, General Trash (GT), Hulls 

and Non-Fuel-Bearing Components (NFBC) and High-Level Waste 

(HLW)..17 / These materials are described below to assist 

the ICC in preparing a more complete definition of the com

modities before the Commission in these proceedings.  

A. Spent Nuclear Fuel 

Spent, or-irradiated,' nuclear fuel as shipped con--

sists of bundles of round zircalloy tubes filled with UO2 

17/ The M-K-T proceedings. as described in greater.,detail 
In-note 3, supra, also involve both empty containers and cars 
used previously to ship radioactive materials and cores (cold 
fuel) or core assemblies. By any reasonable standards, the 
risk associated with the shipment of these commodities is 
even less than that associated with spent nuclear fuel or ra
dioactive-waste materials. I -
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pellets (fuel pins),,which tubes are seal-welded and mechani

cally bound together into a square assembly. The assemblies 

range in size from'5 to 9 inches square by 11 to 15 feet 

long and weigh up to 1,600 pounds. The tubing or fuel pins 

are retained in the square array by stainless-steel end fittings 

and intermediate inconel spacer grids.  

The U02 fuel in the fuel pins consists of pressed 

and sintered ceramic-like pellets which have a high density 

(about 10-11 grams/cubic centimeter), high-melting point 

(about 4,0000 F) and which are insoluble in water. The U02 

is neither flammable nor explosive. Initially, the pellets 

are enclosed in the fuel-pin tubing in a helium atmosphere; 

during operatio'n small quantities of fission-product gases 

such as krypton, iodine and tritium accumulate within the void 

spaces in the fuel pins. All other fission products remain 

tightly bound in the fuel pellets. The fuel pins are designed 

to withstand the external and internal pressures experienced 

during operation in the reactor. Radiation and heat release 

from spent nuclear fuel are such that both shielding and 

heat dissipation are required during handling and shipping.  

B. Radioactive Waste Materials 

1. Low-Level Reactor Wastes 

Low level reactor wastes consist of radioactively 

contaminated resins and sludges which typically have been
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solidified at the reactor by the addition of concrete or 

other materials such as urea formaldehyde'and packaged in 

55-gallon steel drums. These wastes are the residues left 

over from handling large volumes of very slightly contami

nated water from such sources as reactor coolant, spent fuel 

storage pool water, and collection from floor drains in areas 

where potentially contaminated water could leak. The resins' 

principal function is to demineralize water and consequently" 

to pick up-radioactive minerals and contamination as well.  

The sludges result from evaporation of large volumes of water, 

thereby reducing the volume of wastes'which must be disposed 

of. As indicated, these reactor wastes• are in solid, immobile 

lorm packaged in steel drums with low radioactive material" 

concentrations such that heat dissipation is not a signifi

cant problem.  

2. General Trash-(GT) 

GT consists of a variety of dry solids which have 

become contaminated with radioactive materials in nuclear 

reactor and spent fuel shipping, handling and reprocessing 

operations. -Such materials include metal, wood, paper, glass, 

plastics, clothing,;shoe covers, wiping cloths or paper'and 

air filters.--Prior to shipment these materials will be classi

fied and sorted accotding to subsequent disposition method
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and destination and enclosed in steel drums. Since radiation 

levels from these materials are generally very low, most drums 

will not require shielding. Heat generation will be negli

gible in these shipment.  

3. Hulls and Non-Fuel-Bearing Components (NFBC) 

Hulls consist of short pieces of zircalloy fuel 

tubing remaining after chopping the fuel assembly into a 

dissolver tank and chemically removing the UO2 fuel. The 

stainless-steel end fittings and spacer grids also remain 

with the hulls along with other non-fuel-bearing reactor 

components which may be received with the spent nuclear fuel.  

Occasionally, failed process equipment may also be included 

with the hulls. These materials are contaminated from re

actor operation and are handled and enclosed in stainless

steel containers. While radiation from these materials is 

sufficient'to require shielding, heat release is not a problem.  

4. High-Level Waste (HLW) 

HLW is the residual elements (fission products) 

remaining after chemically removing the uranium and pluto

nium from the spent nuclear fuel. The material is removed 

in liquid solution, but a special process will solidify the 

material and fix the elements, most likely in borosilicate 

glass. This glass will then be encapsulated in stainless

steel canisters for handling, shipping and disposal. The
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glass is very stable, has a melting point of about 1,8000 F

and is insoluble in water. The stainless-steel canister pro

vides further containment integrity during handling and 

shipping. Stainless-steel has a melting point of about 2,600 0 F).  

Radiation from the canisters requires shielding and heat re

lease is such that heat dissipation is required during handling 

and shipping.
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IV. Casks Designed to Meet NRC and DOT Regulations 
Will Withstand Severe Railroad Accidents.  

The Draft EIS (at 4) cites the railroads' contention 

that the stress and accident tests-performed on casks for the 

rail transportation of radioactive materials are not adequate 

in that the circumstances under which they are tested "do not 

approach actual railroad operating conditions." This con

clusion cannot be supported as testimony in the special train 

proceeding indicates. 1 8 / 

This section will discuss the regulatory require

ments for these casks, the evaluations to which they are 

subjected, an analysis of how the casks will stand up in a 

railroad accident environment, and a description of the 

requirements for operation and maintenance of the casks.  

A. The Federal Regulatory Program 

1. DOT and NRC Regulations 

The regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(10 CFR Part 71) and the regulations of the Department of Trans

portation (49 CFR Parts 170-179)-9/ contain stringent standards 

1-8/For example, see Exhibits 18-20 and 54-59 and associated 
testimony in the transcripts in Docket 36325.  

19/An outline of some of the more important DOT regulations 
iq attached as Appendix I.
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and requirements designed to assureathat the transportation 

of spend (irradiated) and/or fresh (unirradiated) fuel and 

radioactive waste from nuclear facilities will be carried out 

in a safe manner. These regulations, which are applicable to 

nuclear facility licensees and their carriers, place primary 

reliance on packaging to assure safety in trandport. The regu

lations rest on the premise that -most shipments of radioactive 

material move in routine commerce on conventional transporta

tion equipment and are subject to the same transportation en

vironment, including accidents, as non-radioactive cargo, and 

that the conditions of the transportation environment, includ

ing the probability of the shipment being involved in an 

accident, are, for the most part, beyond the shipper's control.  

The regulations are also premised on the principle that the 

public is best protected by making certain that only those 

shipmedts of radioactive materials which are safe enough to 

withstand transportation hazards are delivered to a carrier 

for transport. 

"The basic objectives of the regulations are to pro

tect employees; transport workers and the public from external 

radiation in the transport of radioactive material under normal 

conditions and to assure that the packaging for radioactive 

materials is designed and construc~ted so that, under both normal 

and accident conditions, the radioactive material is unlikely
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to be released from theyackaging, or, if the container is 

not designed to withstand accidents, the contents are so limited 

in quantity as to preclude a significant safety problem if 

released. In accordance with these objectives, the regulations 

contain stringent standards and requirements to assure that 

radioactive material packages are designed and constructed to 

maintain, over their useful lifetime, the necessary design 

integrity (considering the type, form and quantity of, radio

active contents) to prevent a significant loss of radioactive 

material from a package or a significant increase in radiation 

levels from a package, to assure nuclear criticality safety 

and to provide adequate heat removal. The regulations also 

place limitations on radiation levels on the outside of packages 

of radioactive material and include stowage and segregation 

provisions.  

Irradiated fuel and nuclear waste must be shipped in 

Type B packaging, that is packaging which must be designed to 

withstand normal transport conditions without any impairment of 

normal operating capability and without loss of contents, 

increased radiation (levels) or reduction of heat dissipation 

capability and to suffer not more than the specified loss of 

contents, or increased radiation levels if subjected to the 

sequence of severe accident damage test conditions specified in 

10 CFR Part 71. Those test conditions make up the design basis
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accident for Type B packages, i.e., package designs which meet 

the criteria under these test conditions are considered by the 

NRC and the DOT to provide completely adequate protection to 

the public and operating personnel in transportation accidents 

(as well as under normal operating conditions).  

2. Licensinq of Packaqing 

Before these materials can be shipped, a "Certificate 

of Compliance" (COC) must first be obtained from the NRC on the 

packaging design and operational plans and thena license must 

be obtained from the NRC authorizing the user to deliver the 

material specified in the COC to a carrier for transport in 

the packaging. The NRC, through its office of Inspection 

and Enforcement, audits packaging manufacturers and users 

(licensees) to assure compliance with its regulations and 

with the specific conditions in the COC covering the packaging.  

The COC is obtained only after an extremely rigorous 

and thorough safety analysis by the Applicant and independently 

by the NRC to assure that the packaging will withstand both 

normal and accident conditions in the transportation environ

ment without creating radiological hazards which could cause 

death, injury, extensive property damage or unacceptable en

vironmental impact. When necessary, analysis is augmented by 

testing'of systems and components to achieve the desired level 

of confidence in the packaging design. In. the case of the 

packaging to be used for shipping spent nuclear -fuel, the
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safety analysis proceeding between the NRC and the Applicant 

has taken many years for each packaging design and has resulted 

in thousands of pages of documentation. This indicates the 

degree to which the applicant and the NRC consider protection 

of the carriers and the public in general in transportation of 

these materials. At present, only six designs of casks have 

been approved by NRC for shipment of commercial irradiated 

nuclear fuel. The model numbers of those approved for shipment 

primarily by rail are the IF 300 (General Electric Company) and 

NLI 10/24 (NL Industries, Inc.). The packaging for radioactive 

wastes will undergo the same rigorous safety analysis prior to 

its approval for use.  

There are many detailed requirements in the NRC and 

DOT regulations on structural integrity and containment. How

ever, the principal requirement is that it must be demonstrated 

by analysis, and/or testing that adequate containment is assured 

under both normal and accident conditions.  

To satisfy normal condition requirements, the pack

aging must withstand continuous exposure, i.e., equilibrium 

conditions, to direct sunlight at an ambient temperature of 130'F 

in still air and continuous exposure to an ambient temperature 

of -40* in the shade in still air. See 10 CFR Part 71, Appendix 

A (1975). It must also withstand rough handling which is typi

fied by a one-foot free-fall on an unyielding surface in an
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attitude that produces maximum damage or other conditions 

representative of rough handling, and vibrations normally 

incident to the mode of transport.  

Under these normal conditions (which are really 

fairly severe abnormal conditions) no release 6f radioactive 

material or coolant is allowed and shielding effectiveness 

must not be reduced. In addition, contamination of liquid 

or gaseous primary coolants must not exceed certain specified 

low levels.  

Accident condition requirements are much more severe.  

The packaging must withstand very severe impact, puncture, fire and 

immersion in water test criteria. Impact is defined as a 30 

foot free-fall onto an unyielding surface in an attitude that 

produces maximum damage. .Puncture is represented by a 40 inch 

free-fall onto a 6 inch diameter pin, mounted on an unyielding 

surface; at an attitude to produce maximum damage. Fire resistance 

requirements are that the package withstand an exposure to an 

all-enveloping thermal radiating environment at 1475*F for 

30 minutes and no external cooling for 3 hours thereafter.  

The package must also withstand immersion in water. The regu

lations require sequential application of the above conditions.  

The cask must be able to withstand immersion in water after it 

has been subjected successivelj to impact, puncture and fire 

conditions as described above.
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Under these accident conditions, no release of radio
active material is allowed except for very small quantities 
of gases and contaminated coolant with the quantities allowed 
to be released based on the form and relative biological 

hazard of each isotope. In addition, shielding effectiveness 
must be maintained such that radiation levels do not exceed 

one REM/HR at three feet from the package.  

While the packaging and transportation of spent fuel 
has been treated in great depth by NRC, ERDA and by the industry 
in the present proceedings, it has not been possible (nor neces
sary) to treat radioactive wastes in the same manner. This is 
primarily because detailed primary containment specifications 
and repository acceptance criteria have not been finalized by 
ERDA. Accordingly no final packaging designs have been devel
oped and manufactured nor will there be any need to transport 
these materials for 2-3 years. However, we can nevertheless 
conclude at this time that the risks related to radioactive 

waste transportation will be even less than for spent fuel 
for the following reasons: 

1. Fissile contept is low.  

2. Radiation levels from the wastes are lower because of smaller quantities of radioactive materials and longer delay times in the case 
of fission products from spent fuel. Accordingly, shielding requirements are less.
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3. Heat release from the wastes is lower in the case of HLW and insignificant in the case of HULLS, NFBC and CT.  

3. Operations and Maintenance 

The NRC requires detailed procedures for initial 
acceptance testing, loading and unloading, routine testing 
prior'to each shipment and periodic retesting of the pack
aging. These procedures are designed to assure that the pack
aging meets performance requirements initially, is loaded and 
prepared for shipment properly, and is adequately maintained.  
In particular, the packaging is inspeoted for any signs of 
damage, closure seals and valves are inspected, presence of 
reactivity control materials required in the design is confirmed 
and leak tightness is checked prior to each shipment. In 
addition, internal pressure and temperature are measured to 
assure that design limits are not exceeded and coolant activity 
and external radiation and contamination levels are measured 
to a ssure compliance with regulatory limits prior to each ship
ment.  

B. Analysis of the Casks in a Railroad Accident Environment.' 

The environment existing during a rail accident is at 
best complex and one might ask how well the qualification tests 
contained i, 10 CFR Part 71 duplicate those conditions. 'The 
tests are not intended to duplicate -the environment,-but rather
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to produce damage equivalent to the most extreme and unlikely 

accidents. Because of unfamiliarity with the behaviour of 

structures during impact, misconceptions exist about the 

severity of the 30-foot drop test. It is important to 

emphasize, in the description of that test, that the cask must 

impact upon an "essentially unyielding target." An "essentially 

unyielding target" is defined by the Internationa- Atomic 

Energy Agency in Safety Series No. 6, Para. 708, as a "flat, 

horizontal surface of such a character that any increase in 

its resistance to displacement or deformation upon impact by 

the speciman would not significantly increase the damage to 

the speciman." In practice that has come to mean a target with 

a total mass at least ten times that of the object being tested 

with an upper surface covered by a minimum of 2 inches of armor 

plate. In addition, the concrete mass must be thick enough to 

prevent failure of the concrete upon impact. Tests conducted 

at Sandia Laboratories in New Mexico demonstrate that concrete 

alone is not an unyielding target and the use of concrete only 

for a target in contrast to steel covered concrete greatly will 

reduce the effective damage to the package.  

In a test to evaluate the damage to packages which 

impact on realistic surfaces, as contrasted to the specified 

test surface, a 16,500 pound cask was dropped 2,000 feet onto 

undisturbed soil at a location just east of Albuquerque, 

New Mexico. The soil in this particular locality is
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predominantly clay that has been undisturbed for a minimum of 

25,000 years covered by a thinilayer of very fine dust.  

Attempts to use a shovel on such soil'are totally fruitless.  

The cask that vas dropped landed upright on the soil and 

penetrated a distance of about 4 feet. The result of this' 

test was essentially zero damage to the cask which was still 

serviceable, although there was some minor compaction of the 

lead. (Compaction of the lead occurs when the lead deforms 

to fill numerous small voids between the lead and the steel 

shells of the cask as the result of the large forces exerted 

on the lead during impact.) The result of this compaction' 

was that the lead inside the cask moved away from the upper, 

flat surfaces of the cask by a distance of approximately 1/8 

inch.  

An identical cask dropped 30 feet onto an unyielding 

surface *t Oak Ridge, Tennessee, showed more damage, including 

some weld damage, bulging, and lead compaction.- While the 

cask dropped 30 feet onto an unyielding surface at Oak Ridge 

was not longer serviceable, it should be noted that the cask 

itself was not breached. Had it contained radioactive material, 

no material would have escaped. Had an accident causing damage 

of this severity occurred in actual use, there would have been 

no exposure of the source and thus no harmful radiation exposure 

to those people in the vicinity of this .cask.  

Note that this was an obsolete cask. Modern designs 
are stronger.
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To understand why the 30-foot drop test is so severe, 

it is necessary first to understand (1) that what' produces 

damage is peak deceleration and (2) that peak deceleration is 

a function of both the velocity of the object and the hardness 

of the target. In the 2,000-foot drop test, the shipping cask 

hit the ground, at a velocity of'325 ft/sec (about 220 MPH) 

giving it a kinetic energy of about 2.71x107 foot-pounds. In 
contrast, when the same container was dropped on an "essentially 

unyielding surface," from a distance of 30 feet the kinetic 

energy of the cask was only 4.97x105 foot pounds. In other 

words, the cask dropped 2,000 feet had about 54 times the 

kinetic energy of the one dropped 30 feet. Since the cask 

with the lower kinetic energy suffered the most damage, damage 

must be due to a factor other than kinetic energy. That 

factor is peak deceleration.  

It is difficult, in simple terms, to calculate peak 

deceleration but we can talk about average deceleration and 

the two are closely related. The average deceleration of an 

object impacting a surface in such a way as to absorb all of 

the kinetic energy involved, is equivalent to the square of 

the velocity divided by twice the stopping distance. Again, 

considering the two cask tests, the 2 ,000-foot drop onto undis

turbed soil stopped the cask in about 50 inches while the 

elastic deformation (and thus the stopping distance) of the
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"essentially unyielding target" in the second case was 

estimated to be about 1/10 of an inch. Thus, the calculated 

average deceleration for the 2,000-foot drop is 12,675 ft/sec2 

while the 30-foot drop resulted in an average deceleration of 

116,160 ft/sec2 or an average deceleration about nine times as 

great. Since it is the force exerted on the cask to produce 

the deceleration that causes the damage, there was more damage 

from a 30-foot drop onto an unyielding target that the 2,000-foot 

drop onto soil. Equating the 30-foot drop onto an "essentially 

unyielding surface" to the impact of a cask involved in an 80 

mph railroad accident, the average decelerations would be equal 

only if the stopping distance in the accident case were about 

one-third of an inch' To stop in such a short distance is 

obviously incredible.  

For realistic targets such as bridge abutments, 

natural rock outcroppings, etc., theý fact that the surfaces 

of these targets are not flat, but have projections on them, 

can strongly influence the amount'of damage caused. During 

the impact, these projections are'loaded to the point of their 

failure, thus slowing down the container before its major 

impact with the surface. Such progressive failure of a target 

reduces the peak deceleration forces involved and, therefore, 

reduces the damage experienced by the container. In the rail

road environment, there are simply no unyielding surfaces 

available. Even granite outcroppings do not approach the
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unyielding nature of the targets used in these tests. Lime

stones and sandstones are even further from unyielding.  

Equally as important is the fact that railroad equip
ment does not present an "essentially unyielding surface" for 
the transmission of energy during accident impacts. While it 
is true that a moving railroad train has enormous kinetic 
energy, that fact must be put into perspective. The enormous 
kinetic energy of a train traveling at high speed is absorbed 
without damage in the normal process of stopping the train by 
using its brakes. It is only when the forces causing the 
deceleration exceed the structural strength of the objects 

involved that damage begins to occur. An impact between a 
shipping cask and a locomotive will not produce significantly 

more damage to the fuel shipping cask if the locomotive is 
trailing a string of cars than if the locomotive alone hits the 
cask. One reason, for this is that the train is made up of 
loosely connected units, and not all of that kinetic energy can 
be brought to bear on a single point. Another reason is that 
the kinetic energy is dissipated by the crushing of the locomo
tive structure at the point of impact, by collapse of the 
column of cars, and by crushing of the softer structures within 
the train (i.e., railcars and crushable containers).  

With respect to puncture or piercing conditions, the 
force developed in the design condition by the 6 inch diameter

a-
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steel pin varies from 1.5 to 4 million pounds. Again, there 

are no objects in the rail transportation environment of such 

small cross-sectional area and high strength that are so 

rigidly supported that they would-not.buckle'or otherwise fail 

rather than inflict significant damage on the cask.  

In the case of fire, initial flame temperatures of 

20009F are not uncommon in fires involving flammable liquids 

or gases and it is conceivable'that sufficient quantities of 

such liquids in the general area of an accident could burn 

for more than one-half hour. However, the temperatures quickly 

fall to approximately 1600 degrees Fahrenheit because of the 

fuel-rich mixture in this type of all-enveloping fire. The 

overall average temperatures would be approximately 1500 

degrees Fahrenheit which is quite close to design requirements.  

It is hard to conceive of a set of conditions in which the cask 

would be suspended in and completely-enveloped by flames at 

higher temperatures such that the heat input to the cask would 

exceed that from the design condition. More realistically, the 

cask would still be on the car along the right-of-way and there 

would not be sufficient flammable liquids in the area of the 

car beneath or around the cask to fully envelop the cask in a 

fire. Even if the cask did come to rest in a large depressed 

area filled with a flammable liquid, the fully developed fire 

would be well above the cask Pnd the area under and around 

the cask would be relatively cooler.
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While the torching condition from a ruptured LPG tank 

car could create higher localized heat'input, the overall effect 

on the cask would be no more severe than the all-enveloping test 

required by the regulations.  

With respect to closure head and seal design, the NRC 

regulations, which require no release under normal conditions 

and allows release of only gases or coolants under accident 

conditions, results in very high integrity closure designs.  

In spent nuclear fuel casks, special metal seals are used and 

bolting arrangements can withstand internal pressure up to 
7,000 psi before failure. The force required to fail the bolts 

and dislodge the closure head in these casks in 4 to 8 million 

pounds. It is inconveivable that such internal pressures or 

forces can be developed and cause release of spent nuclear 

fuel from the cask. Because casks for hulls, non-fuel-bearing 

components (NFBC), and high-level wastes will be designed to 
the same requirements, the same degree of containment integrity 

applies to containers for those wastes also.  

The requirement that the containers withstand 

immersion in at least three feet of water for not less than 
eight hours following the other accident requirements is intended 

to assure that fissile material packaging (to which it is 

limited) would remain subcritical,.even if subjected to immersion 

in water following the drop, puncture and fire tests. The test
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is not intended as a requirement that the containers withstand 

external pressure. As a practical matter, the spent nuclear 
fuel and most radioactive waste containers have capabilities 
for withstanding external pressure that far exceed those which 

wouid be imposed by the tests because of the'materials of 
construction and other design requirements. For example, spent 
fuel casks are routinely loaded and unloaded under approximately 

fifty feet of water. With the design features that are necessary 
to meet other requirements, the casks will withstand pressures 

several timei those indicated by this test.  

Thus it is clear that the caskb can withstand any 
conceivable railroad accidcnt. Because there are no "unyielding 

surfaces" in the real world, the stress and accident tests 
subject the casks to greater forces than they would receive in 
rail accidents. These tests are thus more than adequate to 

assure safety in transporting these materials.
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V. The Diversion of Rail Shipments to Alternate 
Transport Modes is Impracticable, 

Would be Inefficient, and 
Would Involve an Unwise 

- Use of Resources.  

While the Draft EIS lists modal shifts as an 

alternative, it is not covered adequately either in the 

statement or by reference to the NRC's DES.  

A. The Radioactive Materials Involved 

1. Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Waste 

Due to the size and weight of shipping casks, rail 

has been recognized as a necessary mode of transportation for 

spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste materials. Trucks 

cannot carry most of the containers required for these 

materials in the volumes necessary in the near future. There

fore, they must be shipped by rail. To ship'the equivalent 

amount of spent nuclear fuel or high-level wastes contained 

in one rail cask by truck would require 7 to 10 cask loads.  

This results in an added expense not only in transportation 

but also in reactor and reprocessing facility operations.  

In addition, the overall transportation risk to the public 

would be increased because of the number of shipments and the 

increased miles traveled. For these reasons, large spent 

fuel casks have been developed which can be transported only 

by rail.
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A commercial reprocessing plant is already located 

in Barnwell, South Carolina, and one is planned for Tennessee.  

The most cost-beneficial safe means of transportation must be 

available to move spent fuel from the reactor to these 

reprocessing plants, and that method in most instances is 

regular train service.  

To design a reactor or reprocessing plant, it is 

necessary to know well in advance during the conceptual design 

stage, and certainly at the detail design stage, what con

tainers and shipping casks are to be shipped and/or received 

and at what rate. This planning concerning transporation is 

started at least eight to ten years prior to the start-up of 

a plant. From the beginning, this planning has relied on the 

availability of economic rail transportation. This is necessary 

to get the cask and container shipping and receiving rate up 

to a plant throughput rate that is economically justifiable.  

Reprocessing facilities today have keen built to 

receive casks shipped primarily by rail. They cannot handle 

the additional number of smaller casks that would result from 

the truck transport. It would require a larger receiving and 

handling area along with more basins at the reprocessing plant.  

In fact, the AGNS commercial reprocessing facility at Barnwell, 

South Carolina, was designed and built according to such 

requirements for shipping spent fuel and high-level wastes
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primarily by rail and the new, large reprocessing plant under 

consideration by Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. for possible 

construction in Tennessee likewise plans to rely primarily on 

rail shipments.  

A large reprocessing plant, like the Barnwell Plant 

in South Carolina or the Exxon facility, will have a reprocess

ing capacity of about 1,500 metric tons per year. They each 

will provide reprocessing services for services for 50 to 60 

light water reactors, distributed over large areas of the 

United States. The investment to build such a facility would 

be about $1 billion today.  

Insight into the amount of needed transportation 

can be obtained by considering the number of shipments needed 

per year for a 1,000 megawatt reactor. The 1,000 megawatt 

reactor is typical of reactors being built today and is used 

in calculations to obtain a magnitude of the shipping required 

per reactor year. At the ratio of 7 to 10 truck shipments to 

equal one rail shipment, about 60 shipments per year of spent 

fuel are required if trucks are used and about 6 to 9 shipments 

per year if rail is used. The ratio would vary slightly depend

ing on the fuel elements shipped.  

At a large reprocessing plant, this ratio becomes 

critical. For illustration, if truck shipments were used 

exclusively at a plant such as the AGNS Barnwell facility,

J-96-58
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over 3,000 shipments per year, or 10 a day, of a 25-ton truck 

cask must be received.and a corresponding number of empty casks 

shipped out. If the larger rail casks are used, those shipments 

drop to a reasonable number of only about 300 per year or 1 per 

day.  

When waste shipments are added, this aggravates the 

already substantial logistic problem in moving these materials, 

adding to the larger cost of transportation containers, facili

ties and manpower. In addition, denial of rail service for 

transportation of spent fuel and wastes could jeopardize nuclear 

energy as a strong energy option for the United States.  

Water transportation is an-alternative that may be 

employed in the 1980's in connection with rail service. There 

are 115 reactors on navigable waters, but -present and planned.  

reprocessing plants will require rail service to get from the 

water to the reprocessing -plannt. There-are isolated cases 

where neither rail nor water service is available and intermodal 

(truck-to-rail here) transportation will be required. Again, 

the rail option must be available for. intermodal service.  

Because of the container size and weight, air transport is not 

an alternative.  

2. Low-Level Waste .  

The only radioactive waste now moving is low-level 

waste in steel drums. ERDA's rail shipments of this commodity
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even now exceed its spent nuclear fuel shipments. Truck 

transportation of low-level waste possibly could be an 

alternative. However, the truck alternative may not be as 

efficient in many cases, and should not be forced on the 

shipper by the unneeded and costly requirement of special 

trains for these shipments.  

For example, Mr. Davidson of the Tennessee Valley 

Authority ("TVA") testified in Docket No. 36325 that by 1986, 

TVA alone could require shipment of 500 train car loads per 

year of these wastes. If these same wastes were shipped by 

truck, the number of shipments and the miles traveled would 

increase by a factor of two to three. Thus it is apparent 

that while truck shipments can and will be used for some 

shipments of these materials, there is substantial impact if 

the nuclear industry and the-Nation should have either to rely 

exclusively.on truck transport or to pay an exorbitant 

premium to use rail shipment. This is especially so when TVA's 

projections are extrapolated to include the entire Nation's 

requirements for low-level waste shipments.  

B. The Waste of Resources 

The use of truck transport rather than regular freight 

train service would be a waste of our natural resources. If all 

spent fuel traffic were shifted to truck, the diesel fuel waste 

compared to regular train service would be 10 million gallons
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per year. Handling radioactive waste in this manner could 

be expected to double these estimates of diesel fuel-waste.  

Regardless of the percentage of our total national consumption 

which these numbers represent, it is-an unneceisary waste of 

energy-at a'time when energy and fuel supplies need to be 

conserved. Even in the context of'nur "total natural 

resource consumption," this can hardly be dismissed as 

"infinitesimal." Cf. Draft-EIS at p. 19.
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VI. The Elements of Special Train Service 
As*Described in the Draft EIS Are 

Not Contained in My Tariff.  

The Draft EIS (at 4) lists what it finds to be 

the "major.elements" of the special train service which the 

railroads are demanding as a mandatory requirement for trans

porting spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes. These 

"major elements" are described as follows: 

1. "The carrier provides an engine, crew, 
and cabocse. .; 

2. "No other type of freight is handled. . .  

3. "Special trains generally operate on 
a thru-service basis, by-passing freight 
yards and avoiding normal switching be
tween railroads; 

4. "Special train shipments have the 
flexibility to be routed around major 
population centers where feasible; 

5. "When a train handling one of these 
shipments passes or is passed by 
another train, one train must come to 
a standstill while the other moves 
past; and 

6. "Special train speeds are restricted 

to 35 miles per hour." 

The provision in Supplement 3 of the Uniform Freight 

Classification 12, which imposed special train service on 

spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes, does not mention 

these "major elements". All it says is: "NOTE 5. - Ratings 

are applicable only on shipments moving in special freight
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train service subject to provisions of applicable Special 

Freight Train Service Tariffs." 21/ 

From this, it should be expected that the "major 
elements" of the special train service would be set forth 
in the Special Freight Train Service Tariffs referred to, 
but such is not the case. None of the "major elements" of 
special-train service is contained in the railroads' Special 
Freight Train Service Tariffs, even though these Tariffs state, 
the charges the railroads will exact for providing that ser
vice. These Tariffs say only that the railroads will furnish 
special train -service "upon request" and "at their conven

ience". They define special train service only to mean "a 
train which is operated on an expedited schedule at a charge 
in addition to the applicable class or commodity rates"._22/ 

"These Tariffs do not articulate or require any of 
the "major elements" of special train service as described 
in the Draft EIS. For the Draft EIS to find that these "major 

21/ This is Item 80769.5 of Supplement 3 to Uniform Freight CIassification 12, ICC 8. It is quoted at Tr. 282-3 of the proceedings in Docket 36325.  

_R2/ Southern Freight Tariff Bureau Tariff S-842-N,,ICC S-1155, Item 120, 130; Western Railroads Freight Tariff 1-B, Items '120, 130. These Tariffs are attached to the Verified Statement of Walter E. Potts, which is Exhibit 24 in Docket 36325.• Items 120 and 130 of these Tariffs are also'quoted at Tr. 281-282 in Docket 36325. It should be mentioned that there is no definition of "eicpedited schedule",and no penalty if the scheduling is not expedited. Any implied assurance of expedited service is cancelled out by the provision that the trains will be operated at.the carrier's convenience.
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elements" will characterize the railroads' special train 

service is to write on sand that may shift in many differ

ent directions'depending on the railroads' "convenience" in 

particular situations. Yet, in an effort to save themselves 

from a violation-of Section 6 of the Interstate Commerce Act, 

the railroads have made clear in Docket 36325 that their spe

cial train service for spent'nuclear fuel and radioactive 

wastes will be furnished only under those Tariffs..23-/ In 

fact, the tailr6ads have sought to characterize such "major 

elements" as being merely operating practices or rules that 

normally are not published and that railroads are free to 

add to, subtract from, or totally ignore based on their sole 

discretion without any right of the shipper to object thereto.  

Thus, those Tariffs are the railroads' mode.of fixing 

the charges the shippers must pay for special trains, but they 

do not specify'the service which the shippers will receive 

for their money. Shippers must therefore be content with 

what, in particular circumstances, proves to be at the 

23 / This was stated by Counsel Phillips: "Your Honor, 
t-ii-s proceeding is only concerned with special trains as 
defined in, the tariff. If a particular road calls 'something 
else a special train, they cannot charge under the special 
train tariff, for it is against the law for any railroad to 
charge, except what is provided in the tariff.. " (Tr. 235).  

The trouble is that these Tariffs are evidently de
signed to accomodate shipper request for special service and 
carrier and shipper joint agreement on the particulars of 
that service.- The railroads are here putting those Tariffs 
to a purpose--mandatory, unilaterally defined special train 
service--for which they obviously were not intended and are 
not appropriate.
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railroads' "convenience" in accordance with those Tariffs.  

That this is so is demonstrated on the record in Docket 36325 

(see the testimony of the railroads' witnesses at Tr. 368 

and 472 in that proceeding). That the shippers also are not 

likely to receive "expedited scheduling"--this being the one 

characteristic of special train service that is stated in 

the Tariffs--is also indicated in that record (see e.g., the 

railroad witnesses' testimony at Tr. 107 and 481 explaining 

when it will be the "special train" that will stop when it 

meets another passing train).  

Doubt whether the "major elements" of special train 

service will actually materialize is increased by the ignor

ance which the railroads' witnesses displayed in Docket 36325 

concerning the contents of the Special Freight Train Service 

Tariffs. Their testimony reveals their appreciation of spe

cial trains only in terms of operating practice, instructions 

to trainment, and the like, not derived from oZ confined by 

any tariff specification of the service (see, e.g., Tr. 106, 

130-1, 150-1, 233, 302-3, 356, 425, 471).  

For these reasons, the Draft EISxshould be revised 

to state that there is no assurance that the described "major 

elements" of special train service (otherthan added charges) 

would in fact be provided in view of their absence from any 

publication in any, tariff.
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VII. There is no Substantial Evidence that Special 
Trains Add Any Increment of Safety.  

The Draft EIS concludes that, because the accident 

probability is so small, the associated environmental impacts 

are not significant but that speical trains would provide 

"a small safety dividend" because they have an incrementally 

lower accident potential. The Draft EIS'makes a number of 

assumptions regarding the nature of special train service and 

safety advantages of' special trains, but no authority is 

cited for any of these assumptions. Apparently they are 

based, to a large extent, on the self-serving position paper 

issued by the Association of American Railroads referred to 

at footnote 7 of page 6 of the Draft EIS.  

The nature of special train service and the relative 

safety of a cask car being transported in regular and special 

train service have been the subject of extensive testimony 

in Docket 36325. The picture there developed differs in 

essential respects from the unsupported assumptions in the 

Draft EIS.i24/ 

L4/ Reference is made specifically to Exhibits 27, 28, 60 
and 61; the cross-examination of witnesses Garrick, Sperry, 
Eldridge and Power at Tr. 794 et seq., Tr. 1204 et seq., 
1241 et seq., and I131.et seq.; and the portion of the cross
examination of witness German at Tr. 140-152. It is also 
noted that,, in• response to a request by the attorney for'the 
Southern Railway Company (Tr. 1138-1143), Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation has supplied data which shows that accidents have 
occurred in at least 20 Westinghouse shipments'handled in 
special train service for the period August 1, 1970 to April 30, 
1976.
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Page 4 of the Draft EIS lists what the authors 

assume to be "the major elements of special'train service".  

These are listed below, together with our comments: 

1. The carrier provides an engine, crew and 
caboose.. The radioactive material is con
tained in a 100-ton cask lbaded on a flat 
car between the engine and the caboose.  

This statement is reasonably accurate. However, 

where the movement is over more than one line, each carrier 

provides an engine, caboose and crew. It is possible, more

over, for more than one cask car to be carried in a special 

train.  

2. No other type of freight is handled on these 
special trains, in order to prevent contami
nation of other freignt being transported 
with the radioactive material. It is also 
possible that highly explosive or other 
hazardous materials, if transported with 
radioactive materials, might cause addition
al safety hazards.  

It may be true that no other type of freight would 

be handled on the special trains, but the statement that the 

purpose is "in order to prevent contamination of other freight 

being transported with the radioactive material" has no basis 

ordinarily.2-5 The reason that other materials ordinarily 

woul'd not be handled in the special trains is that 'there would 

be no occasion for doing so. If some other material were to 

3 5k/The Special Train Service Tariffs permit the railroads to 
add cars of other commodities.
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be transported from the same origin to the same destination at 

the same time, there would be no reason for not sending it by 

the special train. Not even the railroads have argued that the 

prevention of contamination of other freight is the purpose or 

effect of using'special trains.  

The suggestion in the last sentence that special 

trains are safer because highly explosive or other hazardous 

materials are not transported in them with the cars of radio

active materials, likewise has no foundation. In regular 

trains, highly explosive or other hazardous materials are 

separated from cars of radioactive materials. DOT regulations 

prohibit-the carrying of cars of explosives or other hazardous 

materials in close proximity to such cars in regular train 

service.  

3. Special trains generally operate on a thru
service basis, by-passing freight yards and 
avoiding normal switching between railroads.  

There is no basis for this statement. Special trains 

are operated at the convenience of the railroads. They must, 

moreover, change crews at regular terminal change points and 

locomotives and cabooses must be serviced where fuel, water, 

etc., are available. Further, much additional switching of 

these special trains could be required because of the speed 

or passing restrictions the railroads have indicated may be 

imposed on the special trains.
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4. Special train shipments have the flexibility 
to be routed around-major population centers 
where feasible.  

Regular trains can be, and frequently are, routed 

around major population centers to avoid congested terminal 

areas. 'There is no reason-to assume that special trains 

would avoid major population'centers any more than regular 

trains do.  

5. When a train handling one of these shipments 
passes or is passed by another train, one 
train must come to a standstill while the 
other moves past.  

As already noted, there is ng such requirement 

in the special train tariff andthis may or may not be done.  

Even when done, it provides no additional safety, as 

discussed hereinafter.  

6. Special train speeds are restricted to 35 
miles per hour.  

This requirement, likewise, is not contained in 

the tariffs and may or may not be observed. It is, moreover, 

an unnecessary restriction, as hereinafter set out.  

Section 2.4 (page 7) of the Draft EIS cites a 

number of reasons why "institution of special train service 

may result in a reduction in the severity of accidents." 

The reasons cited are discussed below.  

1. Because of the exclusive nature of the 
shipments, special trains have the flexi
bility to be routed around population 
centers. in the event that a nuclear
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incident occurred in transit, the amount 
of the population exposed to radiation 
might be-significantly less if a special 
train, rather than a regular train, is 
involved. Special trains will onerate on 
a thru-train basis and will avoid switch
in yards where possible. This will 
elImnate the need for cars carrying 
nuclear materials to wait at classifica
tions yards or to sit on a siding until 
a Lull train is made up. By continuously 
movxnq, there will be less likelihood of 
theft or sabotaae. Finally, establishment 
of thru-trains will decrease the total 
amount of time required to transoort the 
shipments, thus reducing the statistical 
probability of accidents.  

As already noted, there is no reason to assume 

that special trains would be routed around population centers 

any more than regular trains are. Regular trains avoid 

congested areas to the extent that they can do so. feasibly 

and it must be assumed that special trains-would follow the 

same routes. If the assumption herein is that special trains 

would be shipped over extremely circuitous routes in order 

to avoid population centers which trains must pass through 

when using normal routes, the result would be additional 

mileage and additional switching, with a concomitant increase 

in the risk of accident, costs and delays. Also, many of 

the secondary routings that undoubtedly would be used are 

not maintained in as good condition and, as indicated in 

the Draft EIS(p. 9 ), many accidents occur on such secondary 

track.
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Moreover, the type of accident which occurs in 

moving through a congested area is generally minor in

nature and the risk of a nuclear incident occurring in such 

an accident is so infinitesimal as to be non-existent for 

all practical purposes. The more severe accidents occur in 

the open country, and circuitous routing of a special train 

would'increase not only the risk of accidents but the 

severity of accidents which might occur.  

Special trains might avoid some switching but 

they require the same crew and locomotive changes as regular 

trains. Assuming that the special trains operate at slow 

speeds and stop to permit other trains to pass, the amount 

of switching to'and from sidings could well exceed any 

amount-of other switching avoided-by their use.  

The suggestion that there is serious danger in 

having a car of nuclear materials' waiting in a classifica

tion yard is wholly without merit. Cars requiring special 

handling receive from railroad police a high degree of 

protection against theft and sabotage. They also receive 

a high degree of protection from switching accidents by 

reason of the careful transportation practices accorded 

them as set out in the railroads' Book of Rules and Special 

Instructions, including, for exanple-, no humping, no 

switching without a locomotive attachcd, etc.  

There is no basis for the conclusion that a 

car of radibactive materials will be transported more qcickly
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in a special' train than in a regular train. Such trains are 

operated at the convenience of the railroad, and railroads 

with heavy traffic may encounter very substantial delays as 

scheduled trains are given priority. Moreover, as the 

number of spent fuel shipments increases and more and more 

special trains are required, situations undoubtedly will be 

encountered where locomotives and crews are not always 

available as needed.  

2. As stated previ6uslv, special trains will 
be considerably snorter in terms of lenath 
than regular traVns. This will enable 
train crews located in moth the engine and 
the caboose to constantly onserve che flat 
cars containing tne radioactive material, 
something which is not possible on longer 
Negular trains (due to track curvature).  
Other important factors to be considered 
are the type of equipment and the mixture 
of lading. Inasmucn as special trains do 
not haul different kinds of cargo and 
different equipm&ent on he same train, 
there is less lkelihood of a deraiLlment 
or accident. The absence of other kinds 
of freight eliminates the possibilitv of 
radioactive contanination of other conrnd
ities. This also prevents the transcorta
tion of other hazardous or combustible 
materials with nuclear waterials, which 
could result in excessively hot and lo=
lasting fires which might affect the 
protective casks containing the nuclear 
material.  

Special trains will be shorter than regular trains 

but this does not mean that cars containing radioacti'e 

materials will receive any better surveillance. Such ctrs 

are not placed in the middle of long trains. The estmhishcd
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practice is to place them immediately before the caboose or 

with a buffer car between the radioactive car and the 

caboose. Occasionally such cars would be placed at the 
front end of the train behind the locomotive. In either 

case, the car would be sUbject to surveillance. There would 

be no necessity to have two crews in a position to observe 

it.  

Whether the risk of derailment is greater on a 
"regular train is speculative. A derailment rarely involves 

more than 15 or 20 cars and is more likely to occur near 

the front or middle ofa train. If 80 cars pass safely 

over a section of track, it is unlikely that the 81st car 
will suffer derailment. It follows that a car at the rear 

end of a long train is relatively safe from derailrmt ac
cidents. On the other hand, the possibility of derailments 

on special trains is increased if these tra4ns are required 

to enter and leave side tracks frequently in order to permit 

other trains to pass.'26/ 

"-As previously discussed (see note 25, s and 
accompanying -text), special trains' might carry othe material 

as well. Regulations do not peit radoctive matrial 

to be placed in close proximity 'to cars containing h 

or combustible materials. Moreover, the, protective sks 

26/The data rn ied.-by Witness -Power identified 27 deraLL-ments of 17 W`(!stTn u Apecial tpjains for period Amrt 1, 1970 to April 30, 1276. One shipmint sustained 7 .dezxilmen;o
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are so constructed as to withstand any credible fire, 

further reducing any conceivable risk due to mixture of 

lading.  

3. Many of the main line tracks in the Nation 
permit train speeds up to 70 mph. It is 
obvious, however, that a derailment or 

,other accident wil. be much more serious 
in terms of damage to the cargo at higher 
speeds than at lower speeds. It is for 
this reason that special trains will be 
restricted to speeds no greater than 33 mph, 
thus reducing both the theoretical noten
tial for accidents andthe resulting damage.  
Although tne vast ma]ority of derailments 
occur at speeds less than 45 mph, derail
ments are most closely related to track 
conditions rather than to train speed (al
though trains operating over poor track are 
usually subject to slow orders). Consequent
ly. most derailments occur cn light density 
lines which exhibit poor track conditions.  

It is true that accidents are more serious at 

higher speeds but the cask cars here involved are constructed 

to withstand the forces involved in a 70 mile per'hour ac

cident. Moreover, there is no occasion to ship cars of 

radioactive materials at such speeds. Most freight trains 

travel at speeds lower than 70 mph, and there is no reason 

why cars of radioactive materials cannot be handled in 

regular service on trains which move at normal speeds.  

4. Another maj6r cause of rail accidents is 
collision. Even though special trains will 
operate on rail lines which handle otthe 
trains, the railroads are reauiring that 
when a special train passes or is passed by 
a regular train, one of the trains must 
come to a complete halt. The purpose of 
1$_"rprecaution_ is to reduce the potet~al
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for accidents which may occur-as a re
suit of train sway, and objects which fall 
or hang from regular trains.  

The risk of damage from collision to a car of 

radioactive materials is substantially greater in special 

trains than in regular train service. in special train 

service, such a car is in a vulnerable position whether the 

collision is a head-on or a rear-end collision. In regular 

train service, if the car is at the rear of the train, it 

is as vulnerable to a rear-end collision as if it were in 

"a special train, but it is protected from the effects of 

"a head-on collision by the cars in front of it. Converse-: 

ly, if placed at the front of the train, it would be as 

vulnerable as in a special train in the event of a head-on 

collision but would be protected from the effects of'a rear 

end collision. In crossing accidents, where a train hits 

a truck or other object in tle crossing, the car at the rear 

end of a regular train is, of course, protected, whereas 

it is vulnerable in a special train. if the car is hit 

from the side in a crossing accident, the type of train 

makes no difference.  

Stopping a special train to permit others to pass 

is a precaution. which is used only where the special train 

has an excessive width or an excessively high center of 

gravity. In such caseb, there is a danger that train sway
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could cause a collision. Cars of radioactive materials do 

not pose such a danger; they are not oversize and they do 

not have a high center of gravity so the danger in passing 

a train going in the opposite direction is no greater than 

for any other equipment.  

If the risk of a wreck as a result of "objects 

which fall or hang from regular trains" had any substance 

(except where oversize loads are involved), this precaution 

would be required for most trains, regardless of the nature 

of the lading. Surely, if the danger from this was real 

the railroads would not be permitted to- have passenger trains 

and freight trains pass each other at combined speeds of 

over 150 miles an hour, as they do, since the wreck of a 

passenger train under such conditions would be catastrophic.  

To sum up the foregoing, there is no basis for 

the unsupported assumption in the Draft EIS that,the use of 

special trains for radioactive materials would provide a 
"small safety dividend." If all the factors carefully are 

weighed, the conclusion might well be that transportation 

of radioactive materials in special trains is less safe 

than in regular trains.
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VIII. The Mandatory Use of Special Trains Will 
Involve a Large Commitment of 

Resources in the Future.  

The Draft EIS (at 19) notes that use of special 

trains instead of regular trains is *less efficient," but 

inappropriately dismisses this as having an "infinitesimal" 

effect on our total natural resource consumption. Contrary 

to this unsupported conclusion, two factors need to be 

considered: 

1. Railroad equipment and manpower.  

2. Differential fuel consumption via rail.  

With respect to utilization of railroad equipment 

and manpower, which even now is in short supply, special 

trains will be wasteful. Furthermore, looking to the future, 

Volume 1 of the Federal Energy Administration's Project In

dependence Task Force Report entitled "Analysis of Require

ments and Constraints on the Transport of Energy Materials" 

(November 1974) has identified as a critical uncertainty 

the railroads' capability to handle the necessary increased 

.coal traffic. The FEA Task Force Report makes it clear that 

the railroads will be called upon to handle about twice the 

volume of coal by 1985, and it cites the uncertainty in the 

availability of equipment, manpower, and diesel fuel. It 

must be concluded, therefore, that the unnecessary and waste-" 

ful practices in the-transportation of spent nuclear fuel
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and wastes being proposed by the railroads at the same time 

they are being called upon to double their capability to 

handle coal is, to say the least, counterproductive and not 

in the national interest.  

While it is not known qxactly what a "special train" 

would be, the waste of equipment and manpower that such would 

involve is obvious. It takes the same locomotive, caboose, 

and crew to handle a special train as a multi-car regular 

train. The addition of a car of radioactive materials to 

a regular train would result in only an incremental increase 

in cost. In most cases, no additional crew or equipment would 

be required, and very little additional fuel would be consumed.  

It follows that use of fuel (and other resources) via special 

trains would be many times greater than in regular freight 

train service. Regardless of the percentage of our total 

national consumption which this use would represent, it is 

an unnecessary waste of energy.
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IX. The High Added Costs of Mandatory Special Train 
Service Cannot be Justified When Compared 

to the Difference in Risk, if Any, 
Between Using Specia] Trains and 
Regular Trains for the Carriage 

of Radioactive Materials.  

An essential part of an EIS -such as that being 

prepared by the Commission's Etvironmental Affairs Staff 

is a balancing of the benefits to be derived froui, or 

claimed for, the proposed action against the costs of 

implementing the proposed action. Such an analysis should 

be as objective as is achievable, free of emotion and other 

biases. In this connection,,as quantitative a cost-benefit 

analysis as possible should be prepared in order to reach 

an objective decision.  

In the instant case, the benefits claimed by the 

railroads (both of which are disputed by industry) are 

,reduced risks resulting from accidents and expedited service.  

We have not attempted to quantify any benefit from expedited 

service since, in our opinion, it is~problematical at best that 

any expedited schedules could be achieved with the restrictions, 

i.e., speed limits and stopping, that the railroads have stated 

they intend to impose.  

In this section, a quantitative -cost-benefit analysis 

is presented that shows the cost incurred for the shipment of 

spent fuel from nuclear power plants-byspecial trains as
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opposed to regular service 27_ and the benefits, measured in 

reduction of risk, if any, that result from such expenditures.  

This cost-benefit analysis shows that special trains cannot be 

justified on the basis of risk reduction.  

The risk calculations are based on an assumed average 

distance of 1,000 miles from a reactor to a reprocessing plant.  

Using that same 1,000 mile from a reactor to a reprocessing 

plant. Using that sar'e 1,000 mile shipment, the added cost of 

the special-train service would be about $20,000 per trip at 

the current cost of about $20 per mile even if special trains 

are required only for the loaded movements. This would add 

millions of dollars per year to utility operating costs. These 

additional costs, when applied to both spent fuel and radio

active wastes and when escalated to 1986 dollars, could amount 

to more than $600 million annually by 1986.2-/ 

By comparison, using the NRC published value of $1,000 

per man rem as the cost of radiation exposure, the total calcu

lated risk using the very conservative values in Table 3 below 

is less than $1,000 per shipment for regular train shipments.  

The value of special-train service must then be measured against 

the reduction of risk, if any, that could be achieved by tke 

in light of the discussion of the differences between 
spent nuclear' fuel and radioactive waste material at Pages 29-33.  
supra, it must be concluded that the potential radiation hazard 
to the public from the rail shinment of other radioactive zater
ials is substantially less than that from the rail shipment of 
spent nuclear fuel. This section, therefore, will focus its caL
culations on spent fuel.  

-/See testimony of Witness Peterson on July 30, 1976 in 
Docket 3W325 (Tr. 1250)
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use of special trains. In our opinion, it is doubtful that 

the use of special trains would result in any reduction in 

this risk, but even if special trains could eliminate this 

risk entirely (which they cannot), use of special trains still 

would not be justified based on a balancing of the costs to 

be borne against the alleged benefits to be derived.  

A detailed explanation of the derivation numbers 

follows. In all cases, bases have been used which tend to 

overestimate the risks and which realistically reflect the 

costs involved.  

Cost of Special-Train Service 

The. added costs of mandatory special trains contain 

a number of variables. For example, these variables include 

special train charges; cask use charges; rail freight'tariffs; 

location of future reprocessing plants, storage facilities, 

and reactors; round-trip travel times; turnaround time for' 

containers; frequency of container pickup and delivery by 

the railroad; container utilization; container capacity; and 

number of cars per shipment.  

In order to gauge the economic -impact of mandatory 

special trains, a number of the shippers involved 'in tkese 

proceedings have estimated the added costs that would be 

incurred.
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George P. Rifakes of Commonwealth Edison Company 

has calculated the cost of shipping by rail all of the fuel 

to be discharged from 41 reactors during the 10-year period 

1977 to 1986, both under the basic freight rates' and with the 

added cost of mandatory special traihs. See Exhs. 31 to 33 in 

Docket 36325. He estimated that .in 1976 dollars the basic 

round-trip freight tariff costs of shipping spent fuel during 

this period would be $37,944,000 for the fourteen utilities 

involved.' Adding the mandatory special train costs more than 

trebles this cost of shipping to $131,039,000. One-way ship

ment of spent fuel from these 14 companies for the same period 

of time would increase the basic freight costs from $20,176,000 

to $66,723,000. By 1986 the annual round-trip added charges 

for special trains (in 1976 dollars) would be $14,105,000 and 

for one-way service an added $7,052,000. These'figures 

represent-only about one-fourth of all United States reactors 

planned to be completed by the mid-1980's.  

The added costs of special trains even when considered 

from the perspective of individual utilities close to reprocess

ing plants are large. Duke Power Company has estimated that its 

added costs for shipment of spent nuclear fuel by special trains 

would be $1,527,300 for the period 1980 to 1990. See exh. 34 in 

Docket 36325. Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) has 

calculated that the added costs for shipment of spent nuclear
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fuel in 1988 when all reactors currently planned are in opera

tion will be $443,000:with freight rates at-the,1976,level.

Carolina Power and.Light Company (CP&L), whose Robinson-and 

Brunswick nuclear units are only 132 and 228 rail-miles, 

respectively, from Barnwell has determined that its additional' 

costs forspecial train shipments of spent nuclear fuel would 

be approximately $260,000 per year in 1976 dollars. See Exh.  

36 in Docket 36325. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) :has estimated 

that the requirement for use of special trains for spent 

nuclear fuel would add about $1,400,000 per year to TVA's 

transportation costs during the late 1980's. 'See Exhs. 29 and-

30 in Docket 36325. If special trains are required-for 

shipments of radioactive wastes from its nuclear power plants, 

TVA has estimated that such could result in additional costs to 

TVA of as much as $1,000,000 per year. When this amount is 

added to the special train costs'for transporting spent nuclear 

fuel, the total annual additional cost to TVA amounts to 

$2,400,000.  

Allied-General Nuclear Services (AGNS) has evaluated 

the-costs for both-spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste 

shipments that will be required for-its reprocessing plant at 

Barnwell to operate at its design capacity. See-Exh. 24 in 

Docket 36325. AGNS has estimated that the-increased cost of
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special trains for spent fuel shipments alone will be from 
some $3,000,000 per year if more than one car per special 

train is shipped to some $6,100,000 per year if only one car 

is shipped per train. Special train charges for waste ship

menti could range from $4,900,000 to $26,800,000 per year 

depending upon the destinations and the use of single or 

multiple car special trains.  

General Electric Company and a number of its electric 
utility customers are involved in transactions relating to 
the transportation of up to 4,200 metric tons (uranium weight) 

of irradiated nuclear fuel over the next ten years. If all 

of the material is shipped to storage using the General 

Electric IF-300 cask, the cost of regular freight service will 

be about $8,000,000. The use of special trains with one cask 

per movement would add nearly $21,000,000 to the cost. The 
stored fuel ultimately will have to be moved again for reprocess

ing, thus further increasing the transportation costs. The 
waste generated by 4,200 metric tons of fuel will be transported 

by rail for disposal. The cost of these waste movements is 

estimated at $5,000,000 for regular freight service with the 

cost of special trains estimated at $15,000,000. There is an 

additional cost to General Electric which is more difficult 

to estimate,- namely that associated with loss of cask lease
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revenue. Its IF-300 casks are offered to the utility industry 

for lease service in railroad transportation. Unreasonable 

restrictions on the use of this equipment, such as mandatory 

special train service, will cause those potential customers 

who can do so to shift their business to less efficient but 

less costly transport modes. At an approximate daily lease 

charge of $3,000 it is easy to see that a significant amount 

of lease revenue could be lost. The four existing IF-300 

casks at full utilization would bring in about $4,000,000 per 

year. If the imposition of special trains resulted in a 50 

percent reduction in utilization, over a ten-year period this 

would be a $20,000,000 loss in lease revenue. See Exh. 54 in 

Docket'36325.  

The added costs to the Federal government also must 

be taken into consideration. The U.S. Energy Research and 

Development Administration (ERDA) has already stated that its 

additional costs from transportation of spent nuclear fuel will 

be significant. ERDA has calculated that its costs will increase 

as much as five times on shipments in the lower (75,000 to 

100,000 pound) weight range. See Exh. 21 in Docket 36325.  

All of the costs presented above are in 1976 dollars 

except as otherwise-indicated. The U.S. Department of Labor, 

Bureau of Labor Statistics Price Indexes for Total Railroad 

Freight indicate that'the cost of shipping goods by rail in the
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United States has nearly doubled since 1969. Mr. Reuben 

Peterson, testifying befbre the ICC on July 30, 1976, stated 

that the use of special trains for 200 nuclear reactors in 

the 1980's would add $600 million annually in transportation 

charges at escalated dollar value. See Tr. 1250-55 in 

Docket 36325.  

The added expense of special trains.can be computed 

on a per shipment basis or a cost per mile basis. Section B.2-4 

of Chapter VI of the NRC DES, which has been incorporated by 
reference into the ICC DES, estimates the cost of a spent fuel 

shipment involving seven fuel elements by special train to 
be $24,000 versus $9,000 by regular freight train. The exist

ing special train tariffs indicate that the normal additional 

per mile charge is between $18.93 and $20.24 (requiring a 110

mile minimum).  

The risk calculations that follow are based upon 
a 1,000-mile trip. Using the 1,000-mile trip as a standard, 

the extra charge per shipment would be about $2 0/mile x 

1,000 miles, or $20,000. This cost figure thus provides a 

convenient basis for comparing cost and benefits.  

Calculation of Risk 

Based upon railroad statistics developed through 

the years and analyses prepared by the United States Government,.

J-96-86
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calculations of risk and its reduction by use of special trains 

has been estimated. The approach to this calculation has been 

to use conservative or upper-bound assumptions rather than what 

would be more realistic assumptions in order to eliminate any 

argument concerning the assumptions. The basis for the 

calculation is as follows: 

(1) Spent fuel shipment mileage -- 10 ship
ments per reactor year at 1,000 miles each (10,000 
miles per reactor year).  

(2) Accident rate -- One railroad accident per 1,000,000 miles, or each 1,000 shipments.  

(3) Accident rate per reactor year -- Multi
plying 10,000 miles per reactor year times one 
railroad accident per 1,000,000 miles yields a 
figure of one railroad accident per 100 reactor 
years.  

Following the method of the Environmental Pro

tection Agency study,2-9/ three categories of accident 

severity are used: minor, moderate -and severe. Based 

upon the data used in that study, probabilitiet for each 

category of severity given an accident are as follows: 3 0/ 

P (minor/accident) = 0.909 
P (moderate/accident) = 0.09 
P (sever/accident) = 0.001 

Thus, (for example) one accident in a thousand, or one 3cci

dent in a hundred thousand reactor years, is severe.  

Next, four categories of release 6f radioactivity 

are established: none, small, medium, and large. These 

-I9/Transportation Accident Risks in the Nuclear Power Industry, 1975-2000, U.S. Envir6nmental Protection Agency, NSS 8191.1 (November 1974). (Exhibit 28 in Docket 36325.) 
30/"P (minor/accident)" is read as follows: The probability, qiven that an accident has occurred, that the accident is minor.
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categories are defined in terms of the amount of radioactivi

ty which might be released, according to the following table: 

Table 1 

Release Categories 

Amount of Radioactivity, in Curies,2-/ Defined 
to be Released in the Various Release Categories

Radioactive Material Release Catecorv 
Released Small Medium Large 

Kr-85 108 5,400 10,800 

1-131 .0014 .070 .14 

Other Fission.  
Products 130 6,500 13,000

The more severe the accident, the more likely a large 

release. This is expressed in the following table of c 

conditional probability of release category given an acci

dent of a certain severity: 

Table 2 

Conditional Probability of Release 
Category Given Accident Severity Category 

Release Accide-nt Sever ity 
Category Minor Moder:ate Severe 

None .988 .986 .982 

Small .0092 .01 .013 

Medium .0023 .0027 .00A34 

Large .00097 .00011 .0001 

31/"A unit quantity of any radioactive nuclide in which 
3.7 x-1010 disintegrations occur per second.
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Combining Table 2 with the probabilities of 

accident, the conditional probabilities or release given 

an accident may be estimated as follows: 

P (none/accident) = 0.988 

(Example: .988 x .909 + .986 x .09 + 
.982 x .001 = .898 + .089 
+ .001 = .988) 

P (small/accident) = 0.0093 
P (medium/accident) = 0.0023 
P (large/accident) = 9.8 x 10 -5 

Or, in round numbers: 

probability of no 
release given an 
accident = 99% 

probability of 
small release 
given an accident = 1% 

'probability of 
medium release 
given an accident = 0.2% 

probability of 
large release 
given an-accident = 0.01% 

Thus, one out of 100 accidents will result in a small release 

of radioactivity, one in 500 in a moderate release, and one 

in 10,000 in a large release.  

If there were a release of radioactivity, the 

consequences would depend upon the number of people in the 

vicinity, the wind speed at the time, etc. The net effect 

Continuation of footnote 31.  

which*3.7 x 10 disintegrations occur per second.
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of these variables has been computed in WASH-1238 and has 

been presented in an appendix of WASH-1238. Table 3 herein, 

which is a summary of the probability of a given number of 

people receiving a given dose from an accident for each trip, 

is derived- by using the results in that appendix of WASH-1238, 

and especially Table 7 and Figure 5 therein, and combining 

those results with the release definitions of Table 1 herein, 

and with the release probabilities stated above.  

Table 332/ 

Probability, in a 1,000-Mile Train Shipment of 
Spent Nuclear Fuel, That N or More Persons Will 
Receive D or More Dose to the Whole Body From 
Gross Fission Products Which are Released in an 
Accident During This Shipment and Which Deposit 
(I.e., Fallout) on the Ground33/ 

Number 
of 

People Dose, Millire-s 

N 1 10 102 103 104 JI5 106 

1 1x10- 5 lx10-5 lx10- 5 lxlO_5 9x10- 6 4xlO04 lxl0-6 

10 1xl0-5 lxlO- 5 1xl0-5 9x10-6 4xl0-6 2xlO16 5x10- 7 

102 Ix10- 5 Ix10- 5 8xl06j5xl0-6 2x10- 6 jixl0-6 9x10-8 

103 Ilxl0-5 9x10-6 6xlO6 2x10-6 7x107 IlxlO-7 4x10-9 

104 1x10- 5 7xl0-6 4x10- 6 1x10-6 2x10- 7 1xl0- 9 

105 9x10 6 6x10 6 2x!-614xl0-7 

32/ Based upon Table 7, in WASH-1238.  

33/ Exposed persons are assumed to remain in the contaminated area for one year and it is assumed that there is no loss or clea.nup of radioactivity from the ground. 00 percent 
of the dose is to the skin.
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Table 3 is essentially a calculation of the risk 

surface2 4/ in tabular form for regular train service. Thus, 

it says, for example, that in a 1,000-mile shipment, the 

probability that there will be an accident which will result 

in 100 (102) or more people receiving a dose of 1 rem (103 

millirem) or more as a result of fission product fallout is 

5 x 10-6, i.e., one chance in 260,000 shipments of spent fuel.  

The numbers in Table 3 may be put into context by 

comparison. For example, a typical medical x-ray is of the 

order of 102 to l03 millirems. The threshold for observable 

effects from whole body radiation is 50 rems, or 50,000 millirems.  

Therefore, the millirem doses in Table 3, which are doses re

sulting from an accident, become biologically significant only 

somewhere between the 105 and 106 column.  

The curve for special train service must be computed 

so that the difference between the two curves, which is risk 

reduction, can be measured against the cost of the reduction.  

However, the risk surface for special trains cannot be calculated

in a definitive way, since no statistical data have been presented 

on accident rates for special trains. There are only some 

34/ See Appendix II. More accurately, Table 3 represents 
an upper bound to the risk surface. It~assumes, in a "large" release, 
a release of radioactivity 100 times greater than that assumed in 
WASH-1238, Table 7. Table 3, moreover, assumes no evacuation or 
cleanup-or natural dispersion for a period of'one year. Moreover, 
since 80 percent of the dose in Table 3 is t6 the skin, and the, 
threshold for biological effects is 50 rem, the doses in Table 3 
becoma biologically significant only between the last and next-to
last columns (105 and .06 millirems).
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opinions by railroad personnel to the effect that these rates 

are lower. Cask cars on special trains are more vulnerable to 

collision'damage than on regular trains and it may be that 

the risk for special trains is actually higher than for 

regular trains.  

Thus, a definitive risk curve for special train service 

cannot be calculated, and a convincing argument cannot be made 

that this curve is lower than the regular curve. Thus, it 

cannot be said that there is in fact a reduction in risk.  

However, the maximum possible reduction in risk would 

be to eliminate the risk entirely. Even if the risk in special 

trains were absolutely zero, the maximum reduction in risk is 

the risk that exists in regular trains, i.e., Table 3. The 

maximum possible reduction in risk in such an unlikely situation 

then would be the difference between the probabilities presented 

in Table 3 and zero. It is infinitely more likely that the 

difference in risk between special and regular trains is much 

less than the difference between the probabilities presented in 

Table 3 and zero. Because elimination of even this gross upper 

bound risk reduction is not worth the price of special trains, 

the actual risk reduction is, a fortiori. not worth it.  

Concl sion 

We may now ask: Suppose the reduction in risk is all 

of that shown in Table 3; would that be worth. $20,000 per ship

ment? 

The number $1,000 per man-rem is currently being used 
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a measure of the
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detrimental value of radiation.35/ -It should Be noted that 

the use of this figure is conservative, because another 

distinguished study estimated the figure at $12-$120 per 

man-rem.36/ Based upon the use of $1,000 per man-rem, 

Table 3 would imply an expected detriment of less than 

$1,000, far below the $20,000 per shipnfent cost.  

Thus, Table 3 illustrates that the expected detri

ment per shipment is extremely low. These figures illustrate 

the point that the railroads are proposing protection against 

risk which exceeds any possible loss that might result.  

There is, of course, no assurance that special trains 

decrease risk -- their use may in fact increase it. Special 

trains should not be used, of cours6, unless it can be per

suasively shown that their use decreases risk. But even if 

it is assumed that the use of special trains does decrease 

risk, they should not be used unless that benefit (decrease 

in risk) exceeds their cost. We hlave, however, demonstrated 

that costs exceed any possible benefit to be derived from the 

use of special trains. Thus, the conclusion is inescapable, 

in light of the above cost/risk/benefit analysis, that special 

trains are an unjustified and unreasonable alternative.  

35/ i0 C.F.R. 50, Appendix I, Sec. II D (1976).  

36/_"The Effects-on Populations of Exposure to Low 
Levels of Ionizing Radiation"; Report of the Advisory Committee 
on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy 
of Sciences (1972), p. 70.
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APPENDIX I 

Outline of Department of Transportation

P DOCUTI~ 

S SEP a 1976 > 111 

(DOT) Regulations

The DOT regulations deal primarily with shipper and 

carrier re'sponsibilities in preparation'of the package.for' ship

ment; external temperature, radiation and contamination- limits, 

labeling and placarding, and certification; and with transpor

tation requirements, restrictions, and emergency notifications 

during shipment. The DOT, in keeping with the Memorandum of 

Understanding with NbRC, accepts the adequacy of packaging for 

which NRC has issued a COC. Some of the more important DOT 

regulations are: 

Temperature For sole-use rail cars, the maximuum 
149 CFR 173.393 
(e)2] allowable temperature of acceshl

Radiati6n -
(49 CFR 173.393 
(j) and 173.29(e)] 

Contamination 
[49 CFR 173.393 
(h), 173.29(e) 

and 174.566(d)]

surfaces is specified.  

For sole-use rail cars loaded, the 

maximum allowable radiation levels 

around thq car are specified.  

Empty packaging is limited to 0.5 

mrem/hr on contact.' 

No "significant" removable surface' 

contamination on the exterior of the 

package. -Significant is rigorously 

defined in the regulations. Also, 

limits on rail car contamination 

are specified.
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Loading and 
Tetnq 
149 173.393 
(m) ] 

Labelinn and 

Piacardin! 
149 CFR 173.399 
173.402(a), 
173.416 and 
174.541(b)) 

Certifications 
[49 CFR 173.427, 
173.430 and 
174.510-511 

Mixing and Handling 
Radioactive Materials 
with Other Hazardous 
Materials 
149 CFR 174.527, 
532(j), 538, 586(h), 
589(m))

Reiterates and reemphasizes NRC 

requirements on proper loading 

and testing prior to shipment.  

The package must be labeled accord

ing to its contents and the vehicle 

must also bd placarded to make 

persons aware of the contents of 

the shipment.  

The Bill of Lading given to the 

Carrier must include the informa

tion specified regarding the con

tents and packaging and certifica

tion that the contents have been 

properly classified, described, 

packaged, marked, labeled and are 

in proper condition for transpor

tation according to-DOT regulations.  

Controls are placed on the Carrier 

to avoid the presence of explosives 

or flammable materials in close 

proximity to radioactive materials 

both in a train and while standing
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Routing and, 
Movement 
[49 CFR 174.582] 

Accidents 
149 CFR 171.15
16 and 174.588(c)]

in a terminal. The primary intent 

of these controls is to minimize 

the possibility of explosion or 

fire caused by other materials in 

the train in close proximity to 

radioactive materials.  

Carriers are required to assure that 

shipments go forward promptly.  

Carriers are required to notify 

DOT and the Shipper immediately 

in event of serious accident or 

fire, breakage, spillage or sus

pected contamination involving 

radioactive materials and are 

advised to notify the AAR and ERDA 

for assistance, if needed. Both 

ERDA and Shippers are prepared to 

make available promptly any 

assistance that is requested.



Appendix 11 

Decision Theory and Its Application 
To the Special Trains Case 

Outline of Decision Theory 

A concise, yet quite general,'presentation of 

the ideas of decision theory is contained in the diagram 

of Figure 1 which shows the anatomy, or structure, of a 

general decision problem. At the point of decision we 

have various "indications" or items of information. With 

this information we are faced with choosing between the 

various decision options A, B, C, . . . etc.  

If we knew what the outcomes of the various op

tions would be, we would have little trouble making a 

choice. What makes the problem interesting is that there 

are a number of possible outcomes, or ultimate results, 

from each decision option. So at this point the diagram 

represents the range of possible outcomes coming from 

each decision option and indicates the probability (like

lihood) of each such outcome. Thus, if option A is 

chosen, the probability is p(Al) that the outcome will 

be Al, p(A2) that it will be A2, and so on.  

Each outcome, if it occurs, does not have just 

a single effect; it usually has a number df effects -

effects on people, property, environment, costs, etc.  

In general then, one can make a list of all these effects 

or impacts. This list is what we call the impact "vector"
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where the word vector connotes, as usual, that we are 

talking about a multiple valued, rather than a single 

valued, quantity.  

In general, certain of the impacts, i.e., the 
individual items in the list, will be desirable, and some 

will be undesirable. Yet they come all together as a 

set in the impact vector. The set as a whole then may be 
desirable or undesirable and any given set may be more or 

less desirable than any other set. Thus, with respect 

to the collection of impact vectors we.will have in our 

minds a notion of "ranking" or "preference". That is, 

we will prefer one set of impacts to another. We could 

express this preference by assigning a numerical value 

to each impact vector. This numerical value is often 

called the "utility function". So each impact vector 

has a "btility" associated with it which expresses our 

degree of preference for that set of impacts.  

Each possible outcome of the decision thus also 

has a "utility" value assigned to it. And the "expected 

utility", then, for any decision option is the sum over 

all possible outcomes of that option, of the probability 

of the outcome times the utility of the outcome.  

The "optimal" decision then is that option which 

has the largest expected utility. Note that within this 

general framework we regard no decision as just another 

decision option -- it has its own outcomes and impacts.
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Application to the Special Train Question 

In order to place the special train question 

within the general forumlation of the last subsection, 

let us imagine that we have a specific shipment of spent 

fuel to make. At the point of decision then, we have 

a choice of sending this shipment by special train or 

regular train.  

0 
damage 

i'IGURE 2. SPECIAL TRAIN DECISION TRZE 

The outcome or consequence of most interest to 

us is the degree of damage to people as a result of pos

sible release of radioactivity to the environment. Either 

there will be a release during the shipment or, there will 

not. If there is, it may be of varying quantities at 

various locations with various consequences, etc. Thus,
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in concept there is an infinity, a whole continuum, of 

possible "bands" of outcome possibilities. Likewise in 

concept there exist probability density functions erected 

over the bands of outcomes. The question we wish to 

resolve is what are these probability functions and how 

do they differ on the special and regular train branches 

of the decision tree shown in Figure 2.  

These probability functions may be visualized 

in graphical form as a risk curve, Figure 3.  

43 
-.4 
ri 4 

PO 0 
834 

S d Damage Cd) 

FIGURE 3. RISK CURVE 

The ordinate, p, of this curve at any point d on the 

abscissa expresses the probability that as a result of 

this shipment we will have damage to the public of amount 

d, or greater. This curve thus tells the total risk 

story in far more complete fashion thair one can by speaking

J-96-104
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in terms of "mean" or "expected" values. Observe that the 

curve starts at a value po, much smaller than one. The 

difference 1 - po in fact is the probability that there 

will be no damage at all to the public in this shipment.  

Data are not available from whieh to plot a 
risk curve for zpecial trains. 'The Draft EIS assumes that 

the risk is less for special trains. The contrary may well 
be true. But, if a risk curve could be plotted for special 

trains and if it was lower than the risk curve for regular 

trainsthe difference between the two curves would represent 

what would be gained by going to special trains.  

The other impact of importance is the costs, ulti
mately to the public, of going to special trains. This must 
be included in the impact vector for if there were no extra 

costs, we would of course opt for the lower curve regardless 

of how low the curves are or how small the difference between 

the curves. On the other hand, if there is' extra cost, and 
if the probability po and the possible damage values are suf

ficiently small, then it would not be worth going to special 

trains even if the special train curve were reduced to ab

solute zero.  

The impact vector therefore consists of two com

ponents: cost and damage. The damage must bd expressed 

probabilistically for the two options; the cost can be
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expressed deterministically from the rates for special and 

regular trains. The decision then rests on the utility func

tion applied to the impact vectors, which is to say whether 

the reduction in risk, if there is one, is worth the extra 

cost.
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STATe OF NEW YORK 

• u, J LFKoWTZ ,DEPARTMENT OF LAW PHILIP WEINBERG 
S.ASSISTAN1 ATTOHMEV CGCNIFAL 

'_TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER IN CHAAGE Or 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10047 .ENVIONMENTAL PROTECU 11o 

- ,a ,,poC ,. 212-488-3474 

August 25, 1976 

Director 
Office of Standards Development 
"United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Vashington, D.C. 20555 

Re: Corrients on the-Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's 
Draft E:nvironmental Impact 
"Statement on the Trans
portation of Radioactive 
Materials (NUP.EG--0034) 

Dear Sir: 

The New York Strte Attorney General has submitted 
a series of corments to you on certain portions of the 
above-referenced dociment.  

Further consideration of this document has 
illuninated several other deficiences in the presentation 
which have been nu•mberýed according to the prior Resnikoff
Skinner corments.  

48. Your analyses have considered impacts of 
transportation accidents in terms of population dose only.  
Careful consideration must be made in the final document 
of the clean-up-costs of all postulated accidents as w;ell 
as a qualitative description of the inconveniences suffered 
by residents adjacent to and within accident contamination 
zones.  

49. Your analyses should contain reviews of 
typical accidents which have already occurred and the 
costs and difficulties of clean-up at each. These reviews 
should include plutonium clean-up operations at Thule, 
Greenland and Palomares, Spain.  

50. No discussion appears in the alternatives 
*section concerning the impact of facility location on the 
severity of accidents and the probability of their occurance.
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51. Many accident modes within each transportation 
pathway have been overlooked. Such likely occurences as fork lift puncture and container leakage are not treated in 
each pathway., 

52. No discussion in the Draft Impact Statement can-be found relating to errors in record-keeping, 
ra-aion monitor errors, container maintenance hazards, and -e.--isllaneous causes of inadvertant over exposure to ""-- "-lic during transportation.  

lie hope these comments will further assist you in preDaration of a thorough Final Environmental Impact Statement 
c Transportation of Radioactive Materials.  

Very truly yours, 

LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ 
Attorney General 
By 

PNS:FC PETER H1. SKINtER P:E.  
Environmental Engineer 

JAINET 11ILLEN.  
Environmental Investigator

1-97-2
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ASSO:A:,. N OF 

LAW DEPA R TMENT 
AMERICAN RAILROADS BUILDING WASHINGTON, D.C 20036 • 202,2934096-97 

IHARRYJ. OR(ITHAUpT jR. - O=ET I'Ll-ER SE?2 
Vice Presdent and Generalc unset Cou sl/ pp V 

September 14, 1976 

Mr.'Samuel J.tChilk, Secretary 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Re: NUREG 0034 -Draft Environmental 
Statement on the-Transportation 
of Radioactive Materials by Air 
and Other Modes 

Dear Mr. Chilk: 

I have received a copy of the letter dated 
August 26, 1976, addressed to you by Mr. Joseph DiStefano, 
Attorney for the Energy Research and Development Adminis
tration, in which he questions the credibility of certain 
conclusions contained in the five Verified Statements fur
nished to mb by member railroads and enclosed with my letter 
to you of June 25, 1976. Since the AAR is not a party to 
ICC Docket No. 36325, Radioactive Materials, Special Train 
Service, Nationwide, or related proceedings, I have not had 
access to any ot the data referred to in Mr. DiStefano's 
letter and cannot determine the credibility of that data.  

My purpose in writing to you initially was to ad
vise your Commission that experienced railroad officers in 
the ICC proceedings had expressed conclusions on special 
train service .which were contrary to the conclusions stated 
in the Draft Environmental Statement. As I understand, the 
evidentiary record in the ICC proceedings is not closed as 
yet, but I feel confident that when all of the facts are 
made known, the railroad officers' conclusions will be fully 
supported and verified by such facts. The ICC proceedings 
will be very informative on special train service, so I 
would hope that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission would not 
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk 
September 14, 1976 
Page Two 

make a statement concerning special train service in its final.Environmental Statement until all of the facts are 
developed in those pending proceedings.  

Very truly yours, 

cc: Mr. Joseph DiStefano, Attorney 
U. S. Energy Research and 

Development Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20545
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UNITED STATES 
"ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

~ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

AUG 26 1976 

Mr. Samuel J..Chilk , 
Secretary 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 U, 

Dear Mr. Chilk: 

NUREG 0034, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT-ON THE TRA'NSPORTATION OF 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS BY AIR AND OTHER MODES 

We recently received a copy of a letter dated June 25, 1976; to you 
from Mr. Harry J. Breithaupt, Jr., General Counsel, Association of 
American Railroads. He enclosed copies of certain verified statements 
of the railroads in Docket No. 36325, Radioactive Materials, Special 
Train Service, Nationwide, now pending before the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. He apparently did not enclose the verified statements of 
the other parties, nor the transcript containing cross-examination of 
any of the witnesses. In order that you will be assured of having the 
complete ICC record for your files, we are transmitting herewith a 
copy of the entire evidentiary record to date in Docket No. 36325 as 
well as a copy of ERDA's brief in Docket No. 36307, another ICC pro
ceeding involving the transportation of radioactive materials. We 
have omitted the following exhibits from the copy of the record in
Docket No. 36325: 

Exhibits No. 15, WASH 1238; No. 16, NUREG 75/038; No. 20, film; 
No. 26, NUREG 0034; No. 55, photograph; No. 56, photograph; and 
No. 57, photograph.  

We do not have additional copies of Exhibits 20, 55, 56, 57, which,
however, can be made available to you upon request on a loan basis; 
and, of course, Exhibits 15, 16, and 26 are readily available to you.  

Mr. Breithaupt criticizes NUREG 0034 in his letter for its alleged 
failure to take into account the "special service" that would be 
afforded by the special trains that the railroads would force the 
shippers of spent fuel and radioactive waste to use. Mr. Breithaupt 
claims that the special handling connected with special trains "virtually eliminates accidents," based on the statements of five 
railroads that in their experience there had never been an accident 
of any sort involving a special train operation.

6
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk

First, our information is quite different. There is evidence that 
there have been special train accidents (e.g. Tr. 1203, 1229-31); 
and it is the opinion of a respected witness with 40 years of oper
ating experience on the railroads that a special thain is no safer 
than a regular train (Tr. 1226).  

Second, the comparative safety of special trains is essentially beside 
the point, because the transportation of spent fuel and radioactive 
waste in regular trains entails such a very low risk.- In this con
nection, we refer you to the testimony and cross-examination "of 
Robert F. Barker of the NRC staff, and of B. John Garrick.  

The very high'cost of special train service is described in the testi
mony of Murray Chais for ERDA and that of several other witnesses for 
the industry. Accordingly, the statement in NUREG 0034 that "the use 
of dedicated trains does not appear to be cost-effective," is fully 
supported by the ICC-record, and indeed understates the waste of 
resources that would flow from the mandatory use of special trains for 
the transportation of all spent fuel and radioactive waste.  

Sincerely, 

!JoseDiStefano 
IAttorney 
Office of the General Counsel 

Enclosures: 
As stated 

cc: Mr. Breithaupt, AAR 
Attorneys of Record in 

ICC Docket 36325

J-99-2
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Due to its bulk the evidentiary record was not reproduced.  
It has been reviewed by Standards Development and will be 
on file in the Docketing and Service Branch.
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APPENDIX K 

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 

DATED FEBRUARY 1977 

Com•nenter Page 

Karl Z. Morgan K-1 

H. M. Parker K-4 

Environmentalists, Inc. K-8 

Georgia Public Interest Group, Inc. K-12 

The Georgia Conservancy 
February 24, 1977 K-15 
March 4, 1977 K-19 

State of New York, Department of Law K-23



"Comments on IKUR:C-O170

by "U.!'P 9 " [ 
K~arl Z. M:organ 

February 25, 1977 U. S."" 

E O..i A 1 ER'" .. J_.;. -[ 0.S 

V. hen Dr. C. Siess announced and Dr. D. Poppkins confirm-ed at the 
Atlanta meeting that NUREC-O170 in itg present form was essentially the 
final manuscript for the NRC impact Statement on Shipping, some of the 
-ers-as attending this meeting-and-especially some of the consultants-
bad the feeling that maybe we had wasted our time reading this material 
a-d= attendinrg the meeting. Perhaps there is a compelling reason why this 

rtaterial must be rushed into print, but it is a shame that the published 
reoort cannot be modified im such a way as to benefit from the hu=erous 

constructive critici•ms expressed at this Atlanta meeting. Although, in 
zana respect ,•TUREG-OITO is more carefully prepared than many other .RC 
docu-ents I have reviewed, it is far from a polished publication; it 
laiis t6 answer satisfactorily seVeral questions raised at the neeting, 

and in some cases lacks clarity and makes it possible' for the reader to 

arrive at wrong and unintended conclusions.  

2. The final drafts of the papers under review did not reach the hands oZ 
the consultants and many of others who might have input to-the meeting.  
Usually, I like-to check equations and verify a few of the"calculations by 
lspot'chec.•s-,but, because of the shortness of time, no one could do a 
,ood job of this. This is especially true for busy persons who cannot 
drop everything 6!se a few days before 'th'e meetings.  

3. Mly general- impression of NTURIC-OI70 is that it is not an attempt to 
assess the effects on heialth and the risks of surrcparioaus diversion of 
.issile or radioactive materials during shAipping, but rather an attempt 
to prove the effects on health and the risk or surreptitious diversion 
are complctely neglirglble. Sometimes therc is onlt a shade or difference In 

these two styles of wilting, but the effect-of one is concurrence and 
acccptnnce or the pohlic and the reult of the other is a challcnge to the 
public to show the !RC'is w-rotg. The Job or the N=!C would be easier if 

the public were roade to bellive .:!'C wa,'- simply ;taL•ng the Lrue facts and
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expla1:iing thetr ncanin.g. Nuclear energy could sell itself bctter soz-

ti:-cs vithout the aid of a salesman.  

4. i do not believe thf• report treats adequately the long term problems 
o0 u'de s.rcad contamination of a city by p!hzonium. and transplutoniu-n 
fol.iuý'ing a major shipping accident. In Rocky Flats, Colorado, we have 
many square miles contaminated with plutonium above, the 2.2 dpM level and 
this contaminated desert land is resulting in serious immediate and long
term problems. Not many persons would care to live in a building or make 
their hoae in a city that is badly contaminated with plutonium.  

5. 1 think a poor case is made for shipping plu-oniu.n and transpiut:niuvn 

material by air.  

6. The cost comparisons for shipment via air, truck, traiii and barge are 
biased because of transhipients at each end. MTnac -ould be the cost 
(in man-rem) were barge or train terminals located at all nuclear facilities? 
in a proper comparisdn, I believe the man-rem cost by rail would be about 
1/10 that by truck and the cost by barge would be about 1/100 that by truck.  

7. 1 would like-to see .the estimated saving in costs (in man-rem) were we 
to completely change our future nuclear power program imd do the following: 

a. Discontinue the LMF3BR progr-am for tihe present.  
b. Establish large reactor parks over suitable bedded salt formations 

such thai: 1) High level waste would not have to be shipped 
232 233 2) Build converter (Pu-a Th + U) reactors at the parks 

233 238 3) Denature the U with U when it is shipped outside 
the park to reduce the risk of hijacking and diversion.  

4) Have proper isolation of these parks 
5) Several studies at Georgia Tech suggest Th-breedcrs are 

pos sible which would have a negative void coefficient 
in the coolant, and would have.a doubling, timc much 

less than that of the LIFBIR.  
6) ru and trans-Pu clemencs would not be produced 

232 234 7) The problems of U and U production In the Tih cycle 
are rainor co-mpared wiLh the Pu proble~ms.  

8) Of cour:se,.the park-s wuuld l:za': fuel rcproccssin .and 
fnbrJc:,tJon plants as well nn: power recctoers (cont'v.r:ur: 

131d breedcrs).
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S. I think NUEC-0170 shuld have ,,-c, narc atteuntion to the r con..-edIon 
of the Special-Panel to Study TransportaLtion, of Nuclcar Macerials and its 
report to-the JCAE of Congress (Decembar. 17, 1974).  

9. It was indicated by Mr. Hoppins in ans'er to my question that sone of 
the shipping cont.ainers that were improperly designed and approved by the 
AEC (now NRC) are still in use under the grandfather clause. This Presumably 
includes the C-1O industrial source shippinag container which occasioned the 
serious accident into Atlanta in which i 6ecane involved a .few years ago.  
It -,.as indicated that NRC places reliance onadmministrative contr6l rather 
than upon safe design in these cases. I think this is a very serious 
situation because unless the operator 4s careful about what he is doing, 
tl.e source will be pushed outside the C-10 shipping container where no 
shielding protection is provided. I think N.RC =ust share responsibility 
for any accidents thnat result during the tera of the grandfather clause 
because it (or the AEC) is responsible for this ridiculous design in the 
first place.
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Mlarch 1, 1977 . 2 .6..., i 
A CVS . ." .. - . £ * 

Mr. G. R. Quittschreiber 
Senior Staff Engineer 
Advisory Co.mmittee on. Reactor Safeguards 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Dear 11.1r. Quittschreibar, 

At the conclusion of the Working Group Meeting on Transportation, 
Atlanta, Georgia, February 24, 1977, Chair:..an Siess invited the 
consultants to submit-com•ments on the re-view of NuReg-0170. Tie understand that the -Worling Group is not proposing to advise NRC 
on this topic at this time.  

Therefore, the following comments are intended solely to document 
my personal concerns.  

I am disappointed to discover that it is proposed to publish 
NuReg-0170 in essentially the form discussed on February 24.  
Despite the evident care that has gone into this preparation, I 
believe that the end-product is far less useful than it could have 
been. I understand that it started in support of proposed rule
making concerning air transportation of radioactive materials 
(Federal Register June 2, 1975). Such a study would'have considered 
alternatives to air transport but only for such packaqes as a 
reasonable person would have contemolated sending by air as one 
option. That vital distinction has not been observed so that one 
immediately becomes -involved with the whole gamut of transportation 
scenarios.  

The new lists o~f package types for standard shipments are impressive 
in two ways: 

1. They are so different from the earlier NuRe-0034 versions in 
number and activity that one wonders whether a third look 
would bear any resemblance to either -0034 or -0170 tallies.  

2. They contain packages whose "hazard properties" are polar 
extremes. For example, a typical radiopharmaceutical source
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!:arch 1, 1977 

is a short-lived gam,.ma emitter requi-ring soi'le heavy material
shielding for normal transport. If it is either mispl ced 
or damaged in transit, it is not likely to be very hazardous.  
At ":orst, the effect is gone in a relatively, short time.  
At the other'extrerne is, the long-lived alpha emitter. In 
this case the hazard in normal transport is essentially zero.  
In an accident capable of relea'sing the product, one has the 
long--ter i'risk of contamination.  

In NuReg-0170 tie so~-called alternatives group all these classes 
together so that real differences between, modes tend ro cancel 
each othier out-'.  

The quoted differences in health effects for the various scenarios, 
are in my opinion below the uncertaint'y level of any of the calcula
tions of risk and cost-effectiveness.  

1, for one,' believe that air shipments should be limited to cases 
where speed is of the-essence*--in practice, to the radiopharmaceuti
cal case, where the public does accept a compensating social benefit.  
if that analysis had been made separately itwould at once -have been 
clear t innovative alternatives .-have nct been included. As 
exarples, let it be assumed that estimated doses from air-shipments 
are too high. Then, at the source of the transoortationn -web, one 
zzust analyze the merits of radiophar-aceutical prepa_+aticn at more 
ana"better chosen locations. Upon loading on planes, one.-must 
consider packaging wi.ih one thick shielding face under the passengers 
instead of conventional equal shielding on all sides.  

At the natural terminals, usually large' cities with clustered 
hospitals, one must examine 'the possibili'ty of uhderground tube 
delivery, and so on. ..

For other modes of transportation; one sholuld aaIke the alternatives 
for each generic type' of shipment--not for all taken together.  

The above steps seem, to be necessary to,develop an.environmental 
statement-of aaeguate'sensitivity.. There are many minor points -to 
be raised of i¢hich-the followýing are -xat-.les. 

a. The above scenario was'predicated.on the assumption that 
dose'Ifrom air"shipments %4is -too high., Table IV-19 (p.IV-55) 
di-plays an •annual -individual 'dose to an airline passenger 
of 108 mrem, "whi&h 'trarns-6tes'.the issue from assumption

* These c6m`mcnts are a more simplified exercise than 'the de tailed 
rulc-rmaking. 6rorexample, I could accept the reasonableness 
.*E helicoptcring su'rvey sources to otherwisc inaccessible -loca
tUons, where special 'circumstan.ces other than specd prevail.
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to fact. In vie; of the NRC's efforts to get reactor 
fencepostdoses down to the range of 10 grem/yr, casual 

acceptance of 108 mrem/yr for an unsuspecting passenger 
is incredible. Surely the ALARA principle calls for 
reduction by about one order of magnitude.  

b. It is som-ewhat difficult to fault the authors in their 
attempt to use numerical health effects such as a Latent 
Cancer Fatality index. The plain truth is that whatever 
figure is used, vociferous objectors will 'appear quoting 
studies of their choice'$iith different results, not a 
single one of which is definitive in 1977, nor likely to become so in the 20th Century. Yet the -0170 approach 
must be faulted on two counts: 

I. Genetic effects are excluded on the groutnds of scarcity 
of informration. Curiously, this is one area in which 
there is essential agreement on a dose 'and dose-rate 
effect.-- There is no real way to add genetic.ef fcts and cancer fatalities on a co._m.on scale, but some 
arbitriry allowance has to be sho%.rn.  

2. There is much more scarcity of infor-mation on the 
somatic side than is reflected by an LCF Index of 
121.6 per 106 person-rem. The implied precision for a number that may be 12 (or 'even zero) on the one 
side or perhaps 600 on the other side is entirely out 
of place. The best efforts of NRC to set dollar 
indices such as $1000 per person rem, or .$8' million 
per LCF simply cannot be accepted.  

c. Some of the basic dosimetry equations need better support.
Even the point source formulation -eiD 

-Ke- 13 (D) 

D
2 

where V is some -formal absorption cocfficientý and B (D) is a Derger build-up factor' is arbitrary. The .relevant 
absorption factor is rarely well known a'nd the build-uio 
factor is both empirical and terrain-variable. What-is 
known is the total energy emitsted from any biell described 
source. Then, the integration of enar'gy absorption over 
all space would dc6monstratc the appropriatoncss of thc 
combinations of u and B(d) used.  

In the inLeri'ation of dose at a point from a source moving 
unifordi•y in ' sLrnigh-t line, we havc mat'hcnatically the same issue- as dose nz h point from n uniform line source, 
the familiar Sievert equations published in Acta :Radioloclica
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in"1928. Formal demonstratio'n of this equivalence would have improved confidence in the result.  

In the second stage of dotible integration as in Fig. D:2 of p. D-4, the same result should be obtained by ,integrating the-dose from an infinite disc of radioactive material (also a familiar Sievert equation) as the .receptor moves 
uniformly across a diameter.  

Sincerely y_,ours.  
-7 7,,/-/ 

H. II. Parker 
Consultant 

Copies to: Dade i4oeller 
J. W. - Healy 
"A_. 2. Morgan
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iNiVTROftNE& TA1JSTS 

LINDI'D 1q72 

TO: ADVISORY COK4I1TTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 

FROM: ENVIRONMENTALISTS, INC., a non-profit South Carolina Corporation 

SUBJECT: NUREG -0170 

DATE: FEBRUARY 24, 1977 

Environmentalists, Inc., is a non-profit public education organization 

existing in South Carolina. This group has a strong interest in potential 

existing problems surrounding shipment of radi6active materials. In addition 

to studying nuclear fuel reprocessing for five (5) years, the organization is 

officially intervening in the licensing proceedings for both the Barnwell Nuclear 

Fuel Plant and the Barnwell Fuel Receiving and Storage Station. Obviously, the 

transportation of radioactive materials by any mode will have a significant 

environmental Impact. Environmentalists, Inc., recognizes the importance of 

having a well-documented and realistic estimate of such impact. On behalf of 

Environmentalists, Inc., this statement is submitted to ACRS for its consideration.  

We know of no report which adequately assesses the outcomes of transportation 

of radioactive materials. Estimates of the radiation doses to the public from 

the shipment of radioactive materials presented in the Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Materials by Air and Other Modes, 

NUREG-0034, are based on incomplete and incorrect information. The following 

examples are among the numerous deficiencies: 

1. The impact of transporting radioactive nuclear materials associated with 

nuclear weapons is excluded.  

Continued . . .  

1339SINKLER ROAD * COLU)MBIA, S.C. 29206 * 803-782-3000
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2. Accidental releases are not among the factors included in the models 

used to calculate radiation dose-predictions.  

a) The long-term detrimental environmental impact from a major 

transportation accident, such as an unplanned release of radio

active materials, is not included in the models used to calculate 

radiation dose predictions. The pathways by which such radioactive 

releases might continue to increase the public's exposure to radia

tion are not considered.  

b) The cumulative impact from frequent small leaks, the escaping of 

radioactive materials due to such human error as not fastening an 

opening securely, failures of gaskets and other equipment, highway, 

rail, air, and barge incidents that may not be reported are among the 

exposure increases which have been excluded.  

3. The increase of radiation exposure to the public and to workers at those 

points where delays in shipment occur are not included as part of the model 

calculations, i.e.',on highways, in rail, air, and'barge transport, during switch 

operations in freight yards, and at transfer points.  

4. The failure to calculate radiation-exposures-with consideration for the 

converging of transportation routes to one central point is conspicuous.  

5. The study fails to include an estimate for the releases that might result 

during hijacking, theft, and other terrorist activities.  

6. There is an absence of any evaluation of genetic damage resulting directly 

from transportation activities or indirect damage to the gene pool from such 

activities.  

Continued .
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7. The study fails to reveal whether or not the "No Threshold/Linear 

Hypothesis" is utilized in assessing the impact on public health. Any amount 

of man-made radiation is damaging and is an added harm over and above the 

harm done by natural radiation.  

8. The study fails to prepare a number of models which would be relevant 

to special areas. Many vicinities will be receiving radiation exposure from a 

number of sources: nuclear power plants, waste handling facilities, weapons 

operations, etc.  

9. The study fails to take into account the varying qualities of rail 

points in existence on the various routes proposed.  

The defects in calculating and assessing the effects of radiation exposure 

due to the transport of radioactive materials make the existing report practically 

useless. Environmentalists, Inc., is most concerned about transportation activities 

associated with the various Barnwell facilities. The Barnwell area will be 

the terminal of many transportation routes. The population will be exposed to 

radiation not only from numerous shipments, but will be exposed to accidental 

and normal releases from the Savannah River Plant, BNFP, converging transportation 

routes, Chem Nuclear waste handling, nuclear submarine base, nuclear power plants 

--- including leaks to the drinking water. NUREG-0170 will be of small value 

in assessing the environmental impact of the Barnwell operations.  

We Suestion the use of taxpayers' money for a report which appears to have 

little if any use. The report does not follow the provisions of NEPA. The 

alternative section does not include discussion of the possibility of not trans

porting nuclear materials nor the alternative of halting the use of nuclear energy.  

Continued . . .
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The cost-benefit analysis fails to quantify many of the transportation eoqts 

and some are not even listgd.  

Environmentalists, Inc., regrets not having had the opportunity to make 

initial comments on NUREG-0034. However, since NUREG-0170 appears to have such 

little merit, we anticipate a redundant study for the purposes of licensing 

the Barnwell-facilities.

K-II
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G Georgia Public Interest Research Group, Inc.  201 Washington Street SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 659-7082 

G-PIRG COMMENTS CONCERNING NUREG-0170 
FfNAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATE:MENT ON ThE 
TRANSPORTATION OF RAIJIOACTIVE ?4ATEh:AL 

BY tIR KA.D OTHER MC•jES 

G 

The Georgia Public Interest Research Group (G-PIRG) 

is a private, non-profit organization concerned with con

sumer and environmental issues in the state of Georgia.  

We would like to thank the Advisory Council for the 

opportunity to present these comments.  

Before commenting, we would like to express our 

concern of the adequacy of notice for this meeting.  

There has been no notice that DiRG-0170, a lengthy and 

complex document, was schedule for release. The most 

recent notice in the Federal Register announced an ACRS 

meeting "to review public comments on NUREG-O034 'Draft 

Environmental Statement on Transportation of Radioactive 

Materials by Air and Other Modes'? There was no mention 

of comments on the Final Draft NUREG-0170. Finally,NRC's 

Regional Office did not receive verification of this 

meeting until fourteen days prior to date.  

In light of these facts, and because of the inability 

of G-PIRG and other interested parties to adequately 

review the document under consideration, we strongly urge 

that the Advisory Council schedule an additional public 

meeting with 60-days notice to each agency or group 

represented here today.
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G-Pirg's chief concern with the Final Draft Environ

mental Statement is with the adequacy of treatment accordd 

coordination between State and Federal Authories. There 

are twenty Federal and State agencies that could be 

called upon to act in the event of an incident. The 

instant document does not adequately deal with this 

problem.  

The New York Department of Law asked similar questions 

in a letter to NRC dated May 17, 1976. The NRC failed to 

sufficiently address the issue. For example, there are' 

no regulations or plans for communication equipment or 

frequent contact between'localla w enforcement agencies 

along truck routes (see VII-lO). Nor does NRC's answer 

deal with distances, transportation, or communications 

between airports (see VII-lI) or with regulations con

cerning "airport security personal" as stated in VII-ll, or 

airplane security personal.  

G-PIRG also feels that the FES should have focussed 

more attention on the issue of financial responsibility 

in the event of an incident. Will the costs be borne by 

the agencies involved or by the carrier? If by the former, 

how would the liabilities be apportioned? 

G-PIRG also feels compelled to ask who is respon

sible for the planning and approving of routes and times 

of travel and for the notification of checkpoints. These 

activities are vital in the effort to reduce the risk of 

incidents. Again, these questions are not sufficiently

K-13
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G-PIRG - - 3 

dealt with in' the FES.  

Finally, G-PIRG cites the NRC for not confronting 

the potential problem of non-compliance. It is naive to 

assume that the regulations will be followed merely because 

they exist. We are mindful of the Brown's Ferry incident.  

G-PIRG also submits that it is extremely unwise to accept 

"industry practices" as assurances of compliance.  
I 

In conclusion, wa feel that the potential dangers 

of transport of radioactive materials are great enough to 

warrant an unhurried and careful consideration of all the 
issues and ramifications. These risks are particularly 

acute to Atlanta and to Georgia because of their icca'ion 

at the crossroads of America's transport links and because 

of their proximity tc the Barnwell Nuclear Reprocessing 

Plant. In light of t is, G-PIRG urges more .thorough 

attention to the issues addressed in this paper and to the 
convening of another public meeting in Atlanta concerning 

NUREG-0170 with proper advance notice to all interested 

parties.  

- Sharon Collings, 
Project Coordinator 

- Larry Katzman, 
G-PIRG Executive Director
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3110 MAPLE OR- SUITE 407 ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30306 TELEPHONE: 404/1262-1967 

THE GEORGIA CONSERVANCY 
COMMENTS GIVEN FEBRUARY 24,' 1977 

BEFORE THE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR 
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ON 

NUREG - 0170 

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT ON THE 
TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 

BY AIR AND OTHER MODES 

Docket N PR - 71,73 (40 FR 23768) 
February, 1977 

Before making'specific comment on various'issues contained in, 
the Statement, we first wish to express-our vigorous disapproval
and criticism of the lack of notice to interested parties, and the 
inadequate time interval between publication and availability of" 
the material' on which comment was solicited and the date set for' 
the public hearing. The impossibly short time period between 
availability and the date set for comment evidences 'on'the part of 
the NRC either a lack of competence in establishing and meeting 
reasonable time schedules or a lack of sufficient consideration for 
the schedules of those for whom the hearing is held.  

Whether due to incompetence or unconcern, the result is burdensome 
to public participation and lowers the quality and value of the 
hearing. We deeply resent such a cavalier approach by-'a Federal 
Agency created to serve the public interest.  

It is self evident that a generic statement such -as this is-inade
quate to meet the needs of specific areas of the Nation where a 
concentration 'of nuclear facilities or a convergence of transporta
tion routes to such facilities create circumstances demanding 
independent and detailed.treatment.:-This is particularly true of
Georgia, where the presence of the Savannah River Plant, Chem
Nuclear low-level waste storage facility, Barnwell Nuclear Fuel 
Reprocessing Plant, together with the proposed Posiedon Base at 
Kings Bay, nuclear reactors, weapons systems and weapon components 
within the Sfate, medical radio-pharmaceutical, industry; etc. will
funnel a disproportionate shore of hazardous nuclear materials 
through Georgia's rails, highways, waterways, and airways. A 
separate Environmental Impact Statement incorporating the aggregate 
and cumulative effect of such activities is a minimal requirement 
for the understanding and protection of those asked to accept and 
support their existence. We need a comprehensive study of precise
ly what is moving through and to our State now, and a projection 
for 1985 and beyond.
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(1) The cost for land reclamation of a radiation accident site is stated to "exceed $200 million" in the Summary and Conclusions.  However, table V-14 shows the cost of decontamination being as high as $8.21 billion which is'40 times as much cost. We therefore find it materially m-isleading to include only the lower figure in the summary statement.  
(2) As seen by the above comment, the possible costs resulting from a radiation transport accident are enormous. It appears that insufficient attention has been given to the question of who will be responsible for absorbing these costs and their financial ability to pay. It is questionable that the shipper would be able to cover such costs and the State of Georgia should certainly not be required to bear the responsibility for reclamation and decontamination.  

What provisions have been made for assurances that these costs are paid? 

Will the Federal Government be prepared to cover such costs? Through what mechanism? 

(3) It's apparent that the accident risks and health effects due to a given accident are directly tied to the frequency of shipments and routes of transport. The full impact of radioactive transport on the State of Georgia or communities in the State cannot be fully assessed without adequate information on these factors.  
Is information on the projected frequency and routes of'shipments available to the State of Georgia and concerned citizens? 
It is imperative that the State be provided with advance notice of radioactive shipments and that the State be given the option of prescribing acceptable routes and times of transport.  
It is our understanding that the State of Florida is already pursuing this option..  

Is there provision for Georgia to exercise this right? 
(4) The magnitude of health effects following a radioactive transport accident will obviously depend to a large degree on what immediate action is taken at the accident site to minimize these effects.  

Has an established procedure been developed for handling such an event, and have responsibilities for specific activities been fully defined? 

For example, who will be responsible for radioactive monitoring, for evacuation of adjacent areas, for retaining contaminated people at the site, for decontamination of the accident site?
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We question whether there are even adequate medical and personnel 
decontamination facilities in Georgia to handle victims of such 
incidents. , 

(5) We question whether all reasonable alternatives have been 
considered to reduce the environmental effects of radioactiv@ 
transport. For example, the alternative of limiting the amount 
of radioactive material transported should be addressed. This would 
include limiting the number-of nuclear power plants in the country 
to those now in operation or under'construction. This-would 
significantly reduce the risk of adverse environmental effects 
due to transport, and particularly in Georgia, it would help to 
minimize-the amount of nuclear materials transported across the' 
State to and from the Barnwell, South Carolina Reprobessing Plant.  

(6) Spent fuel shipments are specifically exempted from physical 
protection-requirements of 10CFR Part 73. No discussion of 
special precaution or less rigorous methods of protection propor
tionate to the risk are discussed. The rupture of a cask is a 
stated possibility, resulting in a total of 244 predicted deaths 
(page VII-2). A consequence of this magnitude (or worse, should 
the cask fall in a water supply for example) merits more serious 
consideration of escorts or other appropriate types of safety 
precautionsl 

The final conclusion of Section VII,dealing with special nuclear 
materials, states that "alternative means of protection --- are 
neither necessary nor'desirable for the protection of privately 
owned materials." Apart from the highly debatable merit of this 
conclusion, a more profound question which should be addressed is 
"What are materials such as these (which have the potential for 
cataclysmic harm to society in a variety of ways) doing in private 
ownership to begin with?" 

It seems to us that there is a substantial question as to whether 
bomb grade material should be introduced into the general stream 
of commercial traffic.  

(7) Table VI - 2 sets forth the economics of rail and truck ship
ments of spent fuel. Do the "costs" include the costs to the State 
for road damage and maintenance (particularly for overweight ship
ments), bridge strengthening where needed, increased police coverage 
and special equipment, if necessary? 

Who bears these costs? Sec. 168 of the AEC Act of 1954, as amended, 
and Sec. 91 of the Atomic Energy Community Act, of 1955, as 
amended, provide a specific statutory mechanism for the evaluation 
and determination of the need for financial assistance to local 
entities which may be affected by ERDA activities.  

Would these or similar costs imposed by any of the various modes of 
transport contemplated by this statement qualify for relief under 
these provisions?
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(8) On Page XXV of the Detailed Summary as one of the long term positive results from the shipment of radioactive materials the assertion is made that the use of nuclear fuels in reactors allows production of electricity for society with lower costs than is possible by more conventional methods of generating electricity.  

Statements like the above have for far too long-accompanied cost benefit assessments. To state it now, without qualification or supporting data, in the light of increasing numbers of critical analyses which arrive at contrary conclusions, is simply inexcusable.  

This is particularly true when it is characterized as a "long term" benefit, implying either (1) an adequate supply of uranium for the indefinite future, (2) the acceptability of plutonium recycle, (3) and/or the economic and environmental viability of a breeder reactor, none of which has or can be demonstrated at the present 
time.  

Executive Director 
The Georgia Conservancy
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3110 M1APLE DR.. SU.TE 407 - ATLANTA. GEORGIA 3030S TELEPHONE: 4041262 1967 

7 j 8,9,10g ii . ...  
ADDITIONAL COM.MENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
STATEMENT ON THE TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE 

MATERIAL BY AIR AND OTHER MODES, " NUREG-0170 Docket'N. PR-71, 73 (40 FR 23768), February 1977 
Miarch 4, 1977 

lie are pleased to accept the invitation of the Chairman to offer further comment -to become a part of the record of this Proceeding. While our additional remarks will be confined to two principal matters, we would like it to be clearly understood that our silence in regard.to a variety of other is'sxes is not to be construed as consent or acquiescence, but simply reflects the limitations of available resources to adequately address them in a restricted period of time; 

I. We recognize that this meeting was not intended as a "public hearing" in the usual connotation of that term, with the opportunity for full participation. There was, however, a clear expectation that members of the public and other interested parties would attend and contribute tothe substance of the meeting by comment.  
As a partI of the written comment furnished prior to the meeting we expressed our disappointment and indignation-at the lack'6f adequate time between the date when the Final Environ-mental Statement 'first: became available and the date set for the meeting. We now learn from NRC's, Mr. Hopkins that the sole reason for', such haste was to meet the exigencies of a lawsuit against the NRC by the State of New York, an admission of an outrageous unilateral decision which passed without a single comment or critical observation on the part of the' Ad-Hoc Committee.  
A further abuse of the rulemaking process, to our understanding'of the purpose of-the meeting, and to the assembled'consultants and members of the Committee,'was that, as far as the NRC was concerned, the document was in final form. They intended it to be printed substantially as it now exists, apparently without regard to what may have transpired at the 
meeting.  

II. Among the' final matters dealt with by the Committee was the question of what consequences-might reasoniably be expected as a result of a success-ful 'aiversion of special nuclear materials' a question wholly omitted in the Statement itself.  

Let us first comment the Committee Chairman for directing the NRC Staff to initiate a study of this question. And now we would like to talk about it for a while.
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"*irst we would suggest that euphemistic terns -like "special nuclear 
:naterials" and "diversion".be deleted entirely from any communication 
w,:hich is intended to enlighten or edify. "Special nuclear material" 
r2ans bomb grade material and "diversion" means theft. It does not 
:hange the nature of a substance or an act to call it something else.  
The literature of this industry and the agencies governing it is replete 
with similar efforts to obscure reality. Please stop it. Learn to tell 
the truth in a fashion that can be understood and dealt with.  

Ln the NRC spokesman's formal presentation on the threat' of "diversion, 
in the following sequence we understood h*m to say first that "it is im
possible to quantify the threat" and later on to state that "any mode of 
transportation can be protected against any level of threat." Those two 
statements are totally inconsistent. more importantly, they reveal an 
attitude, a "way of thinking" as the Chairman expressed it, which in our 
opinion has characterized the Government's role in the nuclear industry 
from its inception, and accounts in large part for the growing mistrust 
and resistance on the part of the public to continued or increased re
liance on nuclear power asýthe sine qua non of our economic existence.  

Some years ago Dr. oEdward Teller, an outspoken advocate of nuclear power, 
presented the question of ieactor safety as an interesEing mathematical 
:roblem - "What is the- product of zero ti-res infinity?" It is indeed 
interesting, because the survival, of our nation as we know it may depend 
upon the answers to a number of such questions inherent in the use of 
nuclear materials as an everyday article of commerce.  

The specific questioni addressed briefly in this proceeding were the pro
babilities and'consequences of theft of bomb grade~material. We suggest 
for your consideration that history supports the view that any human en
deavor whose success depends upon achieving "zero defects" is doomed to 
failure. Recent examples in the realm of technology are the Apollo and 
SNAPS programs. A siiilar failure in the field of "anthropology" is 
exemplified by the actions of Mr. Nixon's staff.  

We further suggest that any serious effort to achieve zero probability 
of failure, whether technological or anthropological, will, in itself, 
incur unprecedented costs'to our society. Financially, power companies 
are already chafing under the escalating capital costs 6f nuclear facili
ties which knowledgeable critics proclaim to be still not safe enough.  
Societally, you gentlemen calmly discussed the introduction of guards 
armed with automatic weapons to traverse America's expressways - a pro
found "environmental impact" upon' our society, we should say. We urge you 
to reflect upon it.

Nuclear power generation has'already distorted our judicial system in a 
variety of ways. Most notably, the ancient doctrine of tort law creating 
liability to innocent third parties for harm done them by a negligent act 
has been laid aside to accomodate the growth of this particular industry, 
and for none other.  

-2-
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Less obviously, but perhaps even more importantly, scientific dissent is quelled, not encouraged, Ls it properly should be in'the search for truth. William Rowe, a ranking official of the Environmer tl Protection, Agency, recently responded to a question on this topic by stating that no effort was made to discourage dissent "except, of course, when it is contrary to departmental policy." 
Examples abound. The price already paid or-incurred to generate electricf1:i in this way-is far greater than that which apoears-in any cost-benefit analysis. The-more we seek to attain zero defects the more the price will rise.  

And we have no choice but to seek it, for the consequences of a-majoi failure, whether it be a transportation accident, a successful theft; orý any other node, though not infinite would surely be intolerable. With costs in the billions, and fear of repetition rampant, regardless of who pays what to whom, what do ypu think would happen?- Do you think it would end there? i;ould a new Rasmussen study placate the public? 
And suppOSe it happens when 20% - 40% of the~electrical power of-the United States is generated by nuclear fission and you are the President? What do you do? 
This EIS is inadequate in failing to consider the above-auestions. -They are being discussed in other foru-s. As a presidential candidate addressing the Washington Press Club, iXr. Carter predicted that a major reactor accident would mean the end of the nuclear power industry. Dr. Lynn Weaver head of Georgia Tech's nuclear Engineering Department- has expressed the same opinion. -Countless others share this view. Clearly, it is a crediblconsequence of any major nuclear disaszer, including theft or transportation accident, and should be included in any responsible-overall assessment of acceptability.  

It seemisto us, as it has for a long time now, that, in dealing with the nuclear'questions we will remain torn between intolerable risk and intolerable cost.  
In summary, then, we ask that these specific matters be addressed: 

1. Adequate notice and availability of subject matter to all interested parties in timely fashion.  
2. A clarification of language using plain english rather than terminrlogy which tends to obscure fact or meaning.  
3.- The ultimate consequence of a successful theft of bomb grade materials, or any major credible catastrophe which might occur anywhere in the commercial fuel cycle. Such an assessment should address not just the im:nediatc economic or biological effects of such an occurance as this statement does, but the predictable events which are likely to ensue, including the possible shutdown of the industry and the attendant disruption in our economy and other major effects (on our foreign policy for example). Alternatlvely, if the plants are not closed, what effect on public and worker morale? And to production costs if more stringent safety features were demanded? 

-3-
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4. A more comprehensive review of the societal effects of efforts 
to shield from error, accident, or misuse ultra-hazardous materials in 
huge quantities as a day-to-day commercial enterprise. We have identi
fied a few examples: 

(a) Civilian guards armed with automatic weapons. What effects, 
subtle or overt, on travelers sharing the expressways and the general 
public? What specific instruction to the guards as to their response in 
a wide range of potential encounters, both real, or as they may be per
ceived by the guards in a sudden and unexpected confrontation? What 
quality of individual is contemplated to be recruited and entrusted to 
bear these weapons? What program of indemnification and financial 
responsibility on whose part for error in selection, training, supervi
sion or performance? 

(b) What surveillance systems are specified and in place to 
identify and monitor potential threats to transportation of nuclear 
materials? The statement was made that there are no known groups who 
have the motivation and capability to successfully divert bomb grade 
materials. Who-made that determination? The FBI? The CIA? The NRC? 
Is the dollar cost of acquiring and maintaining such information charged 
to the public generally, or is it internalized and accounted for in the 
cost-benefit analysis? Apart from financial cost, what loss of freedoms 
is likely to occur to individual citizens? Will there be increased 
numbers of phone~taps and similar encroachments on privacy deemed necessary 
to adequately protect these materials? Will the need to protect.them re
sult in the successful passage of legislation such as that proposed in 
the State of Virginia to grant to the Virginia Electric and Power Co. a 
variety of police powers? 

(c) What additional effects can be expected in our judicial 
and political systems to protect and encouzage nuclear power generation? 
we have identified the abandonment of tort liability, the 'repression of 
dissenting opinion,- and the extension of police powers to private firms.  
Will the states be preempted by the Federal Government-from a voice in 
nuclear plant siting and the regulation of nuclear materials transported 
within their borders? Is that good or bad? Who decides? These are not 
frivolous questions and they are not adequately considered (if addressed 
at all) in the Final Environmental Impact Statement. We think they should 
be.  

Ja-es T. Mills § Cec!*R. Phillips 
-yhairman, Energy Sources Executive Director 
Committee The Georgia Conservancy 

-4-
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

.J. LEFKOwTZ DEPARTMENT OF LAW PHILIP WEINBERG 
MC~l[ CfWVSAI ASSISTANT ATTORNEY G[NICRAL 

TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER IN CHARGK Or 
HEW YORK, N.Y. 10047 ZNVrIo0M ENTAL PROTECTION 

IBUREAU 

212-488-7562 

April 29, 1977 

Director 
Office of Standards Development
United States Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re: The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 's Environmental 
Statement on the Transportation 
of Radioactive Materials 
(Draft: NUREG-0034, 
-Final: NUREG-0170) 

--------------------------------------------------

Dear Sir: 

Pursuant to the Notice of Availability of the 
above-referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
("DES") published at-41 Fed. Reg. 12937 and the, 

solicitation of comments on that"DES as contained-in 
the Notice of Availability, the New York State Attorney 
General submitted a series ,of comments on the DES. : It 
was noted 'in the Attorney General's' filing of- May 17, 
1976 that the DES did not' address the issues set forth 
in the materials previously submitted by the office to 
the NRC in the course of this administrative proceeding 
on transportation of nuclear materials as originally 
noticed in the Federal Register. 40 Fed. Reg. 23768 
(June 2, 1975). More specifically the DES did not 
address the materials' submitted by way of this office's 
letter, dated July 2, 1975, which letter and materials are 
apparently on file in the Commission's public docket 
room.  

It has been brought to our attention that, as 
with the DES, the 'unreleased final environmental 
impact statement ("FES") ignores the above described
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materials and, in part, subsequent filings. In addition, 
we have been informed that certain comments are dismissed 
as being based on "unconfirmed analysis." Such a 
response to the comments, calculations and estimates of 
this office is meaningless and displays a failure by 
stagf to resolve factual disputes. All the comments and 
supporting materials filed by this office must be 
responded to in a thorough manner in order for the 
Commission to comply with the Guidelines of the, Council 
on Environmental Quality under the National Environmental 
Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 5 4321 et seq. It is particularly 
appropriate for the CommissioF-t6- ttend to this matter 
now in view of its recent decision to have the FES 
reiraf ted.  

For your convenience, the filings by this office 
which have been incorporated into its comments include 

letter and enclosures dated July 2, 1975 
letter and-enclosures dated August 12, 1975 
letter and enclosures dated February 23, 1976 
letter and enclosures dated May 17, 1976 
letter (from John F. Shea, III) and enclosures 

(comments By Dr. Marvin Resnikoff and 
Peter N. Skinner, P.E.) undated 

letter and enclosures dated August 3,, 1976 
letter and attachment dated August 4, 1976 
letter dated August.25, 1976 

We hope this letter will further assist you in 
preparing a thorough FES on the transportation of 
radioactive materials.  

Very truly yours, 

LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ 
Attorney General 

JFS:rab JOHN F. SHEA, III 
Xssistant Attorney General
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